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ABSTRACT 

The treatment of female characters in the work of Luis de Gongora y Argote is a 

theme that has received notable critical attention. The focus of this study will be the 

female characters themselves. Unlike much of the research on Gongora's work, in which 

the characters serve as devices to trace Gongora's inspiration by previous writers, or in 

which they as seen as "evidence" in support of the personal aspects of Gongora's life, my 

purpose is to reveal the writer's attitude toward women by examining how he reflects, or 

projects, their images. The female figures studied are: (1) Angelica, in the romance of 

Angelica and Medoro, "En un pastoral albergue" (1602), (2) Hero, of the Hero and 

Leander folk tradition, addressed in Gongora's parodic romances "Arrojose el 

mancebito" (1589), and "Aunque entiendo poco griego" (1610), (3) Galatea of the 

Galatea/Polyphemus/Acis story, in Gongora's La fabula de Polifemo y Galatea (1613), 

and (4) Thisbe, of the Pyramus and Thisbe tradition, treated by Gongora in "De Tisbe y 

Piramo quiero" (1604), and La fabula de Piramo v Tisbe (1618), and (5) the women of 

the Soledades, (1613). 

I support the connection made by other scholars between the Wayfarer figure and 

Gongora himself. Thus it is Gongora's view of the women in his texts that will be 

studied. I make use of such critical tools as the concept of the "male gaze," and binary 

oppositions. The latter serves as a point of departure for a specific analysis of the texts 

regarding gendered space and silencing. I will show that the narrative perspective, in the 

poems studied here, systematically serves to silence, or even erase the women it regards. 

IV 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In this study I analyze selected works by Luis de Gongora to show how his texts 

treat women. It is my thesis that Gongora employed narrative techniques in order to 

create distance between the reader/narrator and the women in the poems. The result of 

these techniques is often experienced as a silencing of the women. The female 

characters I have chosen to illustrate my thesis are: (1) Angelica, in the romance of 

Angelica and Medoro, "En un pastoral albergue" (1602), (2) Hero, of the Hero and 

Leander folk tradition, addressed in Gongora's parodic romances "Arrojose el 

mancebito" (1589), and "Aunque entiendo poco griego" (1610), (3) Galatea of the 

Galatea/Polyphemus/Acis story, in Gongora's La fabula de Polifemo v Galatea (1613), 

(4) Thisbe, of the Pyramus and Thisbe tradition, treated by Gongora in "De Tisbe y 

Piramo quiero" (1604), and La fabula de Piramo v Tisbe (1618), and (5). The women of 

the Soledades. (1613). 

The Wavfarer 

The title of this study refers to "the Wayfarer." In general, the term evokes 

images of movement fi^om one experience to another, and implies a degree of emotional 

disengagement from these experiences. It is in the Soledades where the most notable 

mention of the Wayfarer character occurs. The main character of the Soledades is 

referred to throughout the two poems as the peregrine (pilgrim), caminante (wayfarer). 



naufrago (shipwreck victim), forastero (foreigner). All four terms describe a general 

portrait of transience, desperation and alienation. Written when Gongora was well 

advanced in his literary career, and contemporaneously with the Polifemo. they are works 

of a mature poet that greatly enhanced Gongora's reputation. Damaso Alonso remarks 

on the relative freedom with regard to theme and structure that Gongora enjoyed in 

writing the Soledades. and how the lack of direct antecedents allowed the poet to express 

himself more authentically (Soledades 13). 

This observed freedom that Gongora excercised in selecting the theme and style 

of the Soledades. as well as when the poems were written in Gongora's career, add value 

to the Soledades as a comparative text. I propose that the attitude of the narrative voice 

toward women in the Soledades is especially illustrative of a general trend, a trend which 

will be analyzed more concretely in the poems addressed in this study. 

Many scholars have noted the parallels between Gongora and the Wayfarer.' 

The figure of the disconnected outsider also appears in other works, such as the rejected 

Cyclops, Polyphemus, who represents the third member of the love triangle which also 

includes Galatea and Acis. In the romance of Angelica and Medoro, the character who 

remains separated from emotional satisfaction is Orlando. Like the Cyclops who loses 

Galatea to Acis, Orlando loses the object of his passion, Angelica, to his rival, Medoro. 

Robert Jammes comments on the autobiographical tone that pervades Gongora's 

work: "[...] el estudio de los romances, por ejemplo, nos da la impresion que pisamos 

'For further study on the self-identification of G6ngora with the "outsider," consult 
the Works Cited for studies by Soufas, Dolan, Chemris, and Lehrer. 



terreno firme, en el que la huella autobiografica esta casi constantemente visible [.. .]" 

(312). He continues: "[...] pueden ser tenidos por autobiograficos a condicion de no 

situar la autobiografia a nivel de la anecdota, sino a nivel de la vida interior de don Luis" 

(313). Jammes's observation supports that of other scholars' linking Gongora to the 

Wayfarer. This personalization of a narrative character brings about a transcendence of 

the author / narrative voice boundary thus, Gongora becomes the Wayfarer, and it is his 

Gaze which the reader follows. 

I interpret the narrative perspective of the Wayfarer using two inter-related 

means. As mentioned above, there is a certain degree of emotional disengagement that 

results from a transient connection with the world. I study this aspect with regard to 

distancing devices in Gongora's texts.^ I show how he erects certain narrative boundaries 

between himself (and therefore the reader), and the female characters being studied. 

Whether to prevent visual, emotional, or physical contact with the Object, Gongora 

maintains distance, and keeps the reader distant, from the women in the texts imder 

consideration. 

The other dimension of the distancing technique is voyeiuistic in nature. 

Following French Feminist critic Luce Irigaray's theories about the need to see oneself 

reflected in the Other, is the fiirther need to see without being seen: "So Freud will see, 

without being seen? Without being seen seeing? Without even being questioned about 

the potency of his gaze?" (Specuhmi 47). It is my position that G6ngora employs the 

^ See Kenneth Krabbenhoft's article "Distortion and Distancing: Approaches to 
Courtly Love in the Poetry of Quevedo and Gongora." 



voyeuristic, omniscient narrator as a more extreme method of distancing the intended 

reader, and himself, from the female characters he portrays. In all of the poems studied 

here, I shall show the presence of an omniscient, distant, even voyeuristic gaze which 

maintains power over the action, and which consistently uses the Gaze to remove power 

from the feminine figures. 

Scope 

The treatment of female characters in the work of Luis de Gongora y Argote is a 

theme that has received notable critical attention. Critics Nancy Palmer Wardropper and 

John D. Smith have done extensive research in the areas of the treatment of women in 

Gongora's sonnets. Others have addressed the issue principally as a literary device that 

exemplifies Gongora's use of the Petrarchan model of cataloguing physical—principally 

feminine—attributes. Some scholars use Gongora's depictions of women as paradigms 

with which to examine his poetic technique,'* while still others have studied how the 

representation of actual women from Gongora's past lends depth and detail to the 

^ Consult Nelson Orringer, "The Human Body in Spanish Renaissance and Baroque 
Poetry: Testing Lain Entralgo's Theories"; J. P. W. Crawford, "Italian Sources of 
G6ngora's Poetry"; and Maria Grazia Profeti's "La Bocca della Dama: Codice 
Petrarchista e Trasgressione Barocca." 

'* See Nathan Gross, "Invention in an Imitated Sonnet by Gongora"; R. P. Calcraft, 
"The 'Carpe Diem' sonnets of Garcilaso de la Vega and Gongora"; and Kermeth 
Krabbenhoft, "Distortion and Distancing: Approaches to Courtly Love in the Poetry of 
Quevedo and Gongora." 



biographical background of the poet.̂  The focus of this study will be the female 

characters themselves. Unlike much of the research on Gongora's work, in which the 

characters serve as devices by which Gongora's inspiration by previous writers can be 

readily traced, or in which they are seen as "evidence" in support of the personal aspects 

of Gongora's life, my purpose is to reveal the writer's ideological assumptions about 

women by examining how the texts reflect, or project, their images. 

My analysis follows a chronological sequence. In the two cases where Gongora 

has written twice about the same subject, in his poems about Hero and Thisbe, it is the 

date of the latter work that determines its placement, since these are generally regarded 

as Gongora's definitive works on the themes. In a larger sense, this sequence is suitable 

to this analysis in that as Gongora mattires, as a poet and as a person, his perspectives 

toward women, and life in general, become better defined. Thus, a study following the 

progression from early to later works should yield an equally better-defined reading of 

Gongora's treatment of the female literary figures in his work. 

Some current feminist critical approaches caution that by examining and writing 

about these characters, in an attempt to bring them "to light" in the way that Gongora saw 

them, I shall merely further the process of their objectification (Irigaray, Speculum 145). 

Arguably so. The fact remains, however, that these female characters: Angelica, Hero, 

Galatea, and Thisbe, exist only within the confines of literature. Their representations 

have heretofore been conceived of only by male authors. This construct presents a 

^ See Damaso Alonso's "Los pecadillos de Don Luis de G6ngora," and Miguel 
Artigas's Don Luis de Gongora v Argote: Biografia v estudio critico. 



unique opportunity to analyze a group of "Objects," existing only as viewed by a 

narrowly-defined group of possible "Subjects," namely the male writers comprising the 

literary canon of Gongora's social/cultural context. 

I have chosen to limit this project to Gongora's treatment of women in love 

relationships. Unlike those many women evoked in his shorter works, sometimes with 

only a few words, frequently nameless, often as a comedic device,̂  the women Gongora 

writes of in his longer works have "lives." The texts of these women in relationships 

offer two valuable avenues for analysis. First, simply put, these works tend to be longer, 

and therefore present the opportimity for a more expansive character development. The 

second aspect of this approach is determined from a feminist perspective. Within this 

sphere of criticism, my choice of analyzing only the female characters "in relationships," 

juxtaposed with the observations regarding their having "lives" may seem suspect. 

However, keeping in mind the socio-cultural realities of life in Gongora's world, there 

were very few other "lives" available to women, except those circumscribed by the 

relationships in which they foimd themselves. I find this appropriate to the scope of this 

study for two reasons. Within the model of sexual economies which French Feminist 

^ For example, see Jammes's discussion about G6ngora's anticlerical work (Obra 
81). Female figures are used to poke fun at fellow religious. A good example of the 
representation of women in Gdngora's shorter works can be foimd in the so-called 
"amorous" sonnets, as well as those written with a "Carpe Diem" exhortation. Woman 
here is no more than a symbol, either of the bondage of romantic love, or the transient 
nature of physical beauty. Excellent studies in this area include those by Calcraft, Foster, 
and Zavala. 



critic Helene Cixous propounds,̂  woman has no place outside of this exchange. If she is 

not in a relationship with a man, able to offer (sexual) goods or services, she does not 

exist. In this regard, the character of "woman in a relationship" also offers something to 

the Wayfarer figure. The "outsider" narrative perspective can control the outcome of the 

relationship, or at least the reader's perception of it. Women who do not participate in 

the exchange—who do not behave—can be silenced, or erased altogether. I shall show 

how this model applies to all four women. 

Another factor in defining the scope of this study is that all of the characters 

discussed herein had been "living" prior to Gongora's work. These women have been 

written about before, often by many previous authors. The sometimes ubiquitous texts 

treating these figures also provide the ability to compare Gongora's renderings of their 

characters with those of other writers. My purpose is to distinguish Gongora's treatment 

of women from that of his peers and predecessors, and this study will show that, indeed, 

his texts do differ in this regard. 

Approach 

The approach to this study has been largely defined by my decision to 

emphasize the narrative perspective in these poems. My reading of the texts suggested 

the usefulness of a feminist reading to Gongora's works, with the focus of the "Male 

Gaze" a reasonalble approach to the ubiquitious presence of the Wayfarer figure. Within 

^ Male/Female libidinal economies are discussed in both "Castration or 
Decapitation," and "The Laugh of the Medusa." 



the frame of the Gaze, I apply other analytical tools, principally the concept of binary 

oppositions. I use this practice of recognizing paired concepts as opposites that compete 

for privilege to examine the texts with regard to gendered narrative spaces, and to what 

effect the opposition of "speech versus silence" is applied to the female characters. 

The Male Gaze 

Many of the literary devices that G6ngora employs create a textual window 

through which the Object is viewed. Luce Irigaray speaks of the mirror in which man 

must see a reflection—needs to see a reflection of himself—to build his ego and ward off 

death (55). She continues: "Better than the gaze of the other, which is necessarily 

threatening because of its different viewpoint, is the subject's self-observation, the 

protective and reflexive extension of his "own" gaze" (81). The device I employ is to 

gaze back through the looking glass at the Subject, making of the glass a mirror in which 

the Subject's—the gazer's—reflection mi^t be seen. 

For the purposes of this study, the term "male gaze" refers to the concept 

introduced by film critic Laura Mulvey in her influential essay, "Visual Pleasure and 

Narrative Cinema." The main idea is that in a creative work, a woman's appearance and 

actions are created for the pleasure of a hypothetical male and thus the woman becomes 

the bearer of meaning, rather than the creator of meaning. The interpreter of the meaning 

is whoever shares the perspective of the creator/artist/narrator. This theory, originally 

applied to the genre of film, maintains that whatever the camera records, or does not 

record, becomes important. In the case of the work under discussion, Gongora's 



narrative voice functions as the camera, and his words lead the reader/viewer to see 

specific objects. Since the reader only receives meaning through the words of the text, 

because Gongora deliberately limits what the reader can use to construct meaning, the 

reader "sees" what Gongora wants him to see, only when, if, and how he desires. 1 will 

show that the "maleness" of the Gaze has a direct effect on the privileging of certain 

elements in the text, principally the process of objectifying the female characters. 

Ekphrasis 

The concept of ekphrasis, the evocation of a visual work of art by means of 

words, proves especially useful in this study. It is especially apt in that painting, and not 

film, was the visual art of Gongora's time. Much has been written of the visual beauty of 

Gongora's poetry, of the exquisite images he evokes.* In examining a painting, one notes 

the colors, size and placement of subjects, relative positions of subjects with regard to 

each other, the frame, background, lighting, etc. If Gongora can be said to have painted 

poetic portraits of these characters, what do the pictures tell an observer, or a reader? 

Stephen Heath comments on the relationship between the gaze and artistic 

representation: "Eye and knowledge come together; subject, object and the distance of 

the steady observation that allows the one to master the other..." (77).' 

* See E. J. Gates The Metaphors of Luis de Gongora. and Emilie Bergmann's Art 
Inscribed: Essays on Ekphrasis in Spanish Golden Age Poetry. 



Another way of interpreting the gaze is to observe how it moves toward the object. I 

shall apply Formalist critic Viktor Shklovsky's practice of comparing the fabula to the 

syuzhet, in which the text is studied for variations in the sequence in which the related 

events are narrated. The practice of changing the narrative timeline creates a 

defamiliarizing effect on plot, or fabula. In this regard, the created text is privileged over 

the "real" events, art over "reality." Since this study concerns literary characters whose 

textual existence pre-dates Gongora's rendering of their stories, the concepts of narrative 

order and privileging will be useful in comparing Gdngora's treatments of these 

characters with the "real" or traditional treatments of their stories. 

Binary Opposition 

This idea of a linked pair of concepts, wherein one element is privileged over 

the other, has become a commonplace in modem literary criticism. Shoshana Felman, in 

"Women and Madness: The Critical Phallacy," summarizes Jacques Derrida's re-

interpretation of Western metaphysics: 

Thus, the metaphysical logic of dichotomous oppositions which dominates 
philosophical thought (Presence/Absence, Being/Nothingness, 
Truth/Error, Same/Other, Identity/Difference, etc.) is, in fact, a subtle 
mechanism of hierarchization which assures the unique valorization of the 
"positive" pole (that is, of a single term) and, consequently, the repressive 
subordination of all "negativity," the mastery of difference as such (3). 

I will examine such oppositions, noting the relative value assigned to each element 

in a pair, with special attention paid to how the elements are aligned along a feminine / 

' Stephen Heath, "Narrative Space," Screen 17.3 (1976): 68-112. Cited in Catherine 

10 



masculine paradigm. In pairings such as lighf dark, active/passive, vocal/silent, I shall 

show that throughout the body of work addressed herein the texts privilege the masculine 

over the feminine. 

According to Paul Julian Smith, text itself is a gendered entity, and thus subject to 

the same acts of valorization: "Thus the gender-paradigm constmcted under the auspices 

of Nature is, of course, in no way irmocent, not merely a case of'separate development.' 

When male, utility, virtue, and epic are contrasted with female, decoration, sensuality, 

and lyric then the contrast is in each case not one of tme opposition but rather of 

deprivation" (Body Hispanic 50). Smith places literary genres into binary opposition, 

contrasting epic / lyric, wherein lyric poetry lacks the weight of epic poetry. Smith 

applies this in order to contrast Tuscan, Italian poetry with Castilian poetry, where 

Tuscan poetry is described as manifesting "feminine" attributes, and Castillian poetry 

represents a "masculine" form. He therefore concludes that "the Spanish poet of the late 

sixteenth century is thus imiquely bound in the discursive prison of binary, reactive 

oppositions. [...] Spanish poetry of the period is massively male: man is the viewer and 

speaker; woman, the object of his gaze and of his amorous discourse" (51-52). 

Reading Gongora's poetry for binary privileging is especially appropriate since 

his work is known for what Alonso calls his coincidentia oppositorium. ( Obras 226-27). 

In a discussion of how the Baroque period in general, and Gongora's poetry in particular, 

lend themselves to a continuous contrasting of elements, Alonso writes: "sin necesidad 

Belsey, Critical Practice (97). 

11 



de estadisticas, cualquier lector de poesia del Siglo de Oro sabe que nadie prodigo mas la 

tecnica de la bimembracion ni con mas exquisitos matices que don Luis de Gongora" 

(Imitaci6n 122).'° 

Gendered Space 

Extending the model of binary oppositions, I examine the narrative spaces 

which surround the figures and actions described in the texts. I apply archetypal imagery 

to characterize the gender of the space, then examine how the text treats that space. If 

we consider such pairings as dark / light, reason / emotion, unknown / known, the pattern 

can be extended to include such sets as night / day, sea / land, nature / artifice. These 

spaces will be shovm to represent power or submission, creation or destruction. 

Voice 

Another opposition which pertains to a model of binary thought is that of 

voice/silence. In this pairing, speech is privileged over silence. The ability to speak for 

oneself promotes power, while silence—voicelessness—indicates poweriessness. In the 

ongoing discussion of the ability or inability of women to speak for themselves, various 

points have been made. Cixous answers Freudian critic Jacques Lacan's question, "What 

does she want?" with "[...] a woman cannot, is unable, hasn't the power. Not to 

mention 'speaking': it's exactly this that she's forever deprived of Unable to speak of 

'° Alonso writes this with particular emphasis on the contrasts of beauty and 
ugliness, delicacy and monstrosity found in Gongora's Polifemo. I will address these 

12 



pleasure - no pleasure, no desire: power, desire, speaking, pleasure, none of these is for 

woman" (Castration 45). Shoshana Felman poses questions regarding Irigaray's position, 

indicating the need for fiirther debate: 

If, as Luce Irigaray suggests, the woman's silence, or the repression of her 
capacity to speak, are constitutive of philosophy and of theoretical 
discourse as such, from what theoretical locus is Luce Irigaray herself 
speaking in order to develop her own theoretical discourse about the 
woman's exclusion? Is she speaking the language of men, or the silence 
of women? Is she speaking as a woman, or in place of the (silent) woman, 
for the woman, in the name of the woman? (3). 

The nuances of this debate are not the focus of this study. However, the very existence of 

such a conversation merits an examination of women speaking in Gongora's poems. I 

will show that the ability of Gongora's women to speak has been diminished, and in 

some cases, removed altogether. 

It is true that many scholars and critics have found great beauty in Gongora's 

poetry, often not looking for what the texts say about women. 1 interpret this as a blind 

spot— t̂his not noticing what is being said about women. What critics have noticed, 

however, is what might be termed a beneficial treatment of women. Jammes's 

comments are representative: "Pero es sobre todo en su manera de satirizar a las mujeres 

donde aparece la originalidad de Gongora; cualesquiera que sean la naturaleza y la 

gravedad de los reproches que les hace, la mujer no sale nimca de sus manos envilecida" 

(Obra 50). It is my position that although the female characters in Gongora's work are 

themes in Chapter IV, Galatea. 

13 



not subjected to the same overtly misogynistic treatment as those in fellow Baroque poet 

Francisco Quevedo's work," they are systematically dismissed, silenced, and even 

destroyed. 

As a note of clarification, the literary figures treated herein will be referred to by 

the English-language versions of their names, imless in a direct quote. G6ngora's 

Angelica is "Angelica," her suitor is "Oriando." The "Polifemo" refers to the poem, 

while the character is "Polyphemus." 

With regard to the capitalization of certain terms, I use upper case to convey the 

designation of a specific theory or movement. For example, the Gaze, or Male Gaze, 

refers to the critical concept, while "gaze" implies solely the range of view of the 

Subject. 

" See Krabbenhoft, "Distortion and Distancing.' 

14 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In contrast with the plentiful research in other areas of gongorine studies, there 

has not been a great deal of attention devoted to the subject areas emphasized in this 

study. In this chapter I shall summarize the scholarly literature most pertinent to my 

project: (1) The general treatment of women in Gongora's poems, and specifically of the 

figures of Angelica, Galatea, Hero, Thisbe, and the women of the Soledades: (2) The 

identification of Gongora with the Wayfarer figure; (3) The presence of the Male Gaze in 

his works; (4) The treatment of Narrative Spaces. 

As stated in the introduction, many scholars have written about the presence of 

women in Gongora's poetry. Nancy Palmer Wardropper examines sonnets XLIX, LV, 

LXXin, LXXIV, LXXIX, and LXXXVII, emphasizing the misogynistic tone present in 

the poems and the possible real-life connections between the poet and the subjects of the 

sotmets. John D. Smith uses the descriptions of women in soimets written between 1582 

and 1584 to demonstrate the development of the complexity of style that was to become a 

defining characteristic of "gongoristic" style. Nelson Orringer studies Gongora's verse as 

an example of the Baroque view of the body. He summarizes the change in attitude 

toward the body from a Renaissance perception in which each bodily member seems to 

function on its own, to a Baroque model in which a hierarchical system gives order where 

"superior" parts govem "inferior" ones. Orringer applies his theory to Gongora's 

15 



"Polifemo, " wherein Galatea's beauty is the "superior" bodily aspect that governs her 

motions, specifically her flight from unwanted lovers and her movement toward Acis. 

R. P. Calcraft studies the "Carpe Diem" sonnets, "Mientras por competir con tu 

cabello," and "Ilustre y hermosisima Maria." He compares these to two by Garcilaso de 

la Vega, "En tanto que de rosa y azucena," and the "Egloga III." Calcraft notes the 

innovations in those by Gongora, citing especially the absence of the hope present in 

Garcilaso's sonets, and Gongora's focus on the finality and certainty of the loss of the 

woman's beauty. Nathan Gross provides an expert exegesis of the sonnet, "La dulce 

boca que a gustar convida," and makes many provocative points regarding the erotic 

imdertone of the poem and its commentary on the dangers of "Eve's" love. However, his 

analysis, like Calcraft's, seems to be motivated by the desire to differentiate Gongora's 

works and underscore his creative genius, rather than to explore the treatment of women 

in the poems. 

Gongora's practice of distancing the perspective of the Subject from the Object is 

central to my study. Kenneth Krabbenhoft analyzes the techniques used by Gongora and 

Quevedo to accomplish this. Krabbenhoft cites what he calls Gongora's "poetics of 

distancing" (28), as indicative of his differing treatment of the conventions of courtly 

love, whereby previously Platonic treatments yield to a poetics based on the ideals of 

invention, wit and novelty. 

Robert Jammes's detailed study of Gongora's work addresses the topic of female 

figures. In his chapter, "La mujer y el amor," Jammes first summarizes Gongora's 

attitudes toward women and love as "[...] love is slavery, and women are weak beings. 

16 



subject to all sorts of faults" (49), and places Gongora's women into several groups. The 

"viejas" are sub-categorized as the "vieja pintada," the "celestina," or the "buena 

vieja"(50-51). There are also the "mozas," and the "damas de la corte." Although 

Jammes reminds the reader more than once that the women are used mostly as a satiric 

device, often in Gongora's anti-clerical poetry, he insists that Gongora's tone is never 

misogynistic. 

Marcia Welles comments on Gongora's treatment of both Hero and Thisbe. Of 

Hero, Welles notes what she calls Gongora's "masterful example of ironic annihilation 

by means of semantic conversion from one text to another" (23). Cited are various poetic 

techniques that function together to marginalize Hero in the text. I have found Welles's 

work to be of great value in my study. 1 differ with her reading in two areas, however. 

As she supports her argument for changes made by Gongora to preceding versions of the 

tale, she states, "Gongora transforms this pagan paradise into a Christian Hell by 

condemning the lovers' souls to 'adonde se queman / pastillas de piedra azufre'" (w.71-

72) (22). Further on, noting the various treatments of the "consummation scene," Welles 

downplays Boscan's version, stating that he does not mention either the rite of 

consummation or the nuptial bed, and calling his rendering "a tedious and prolonged 

discourse" (29). I call attention to these points only because I place great emphasis on 

Gongora's singling out of Hero for damnation, and his radical departure from previous 

texts by other writers in omitting the love scene altogether. These particular areas are 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter TV. In her chapter on Pyramus and Thisbe, Welles 

comments on the various sexual references Gongora used to comedic effect, largely an 

17 



extension of Ovid's language in his version of the poem. Also noted is Gongora's less 

than gallant treatment of Thisbe, one example of which is Gongora's implication that 

Thisbe is older than Pyramus, and no longer the young innocent of previous versions. 

Richard Frank Brodzik notes the significance of Galatea as prey to Polyphemus in 

what he calls "the love-hunt." hi addition, Brodzik aligns Acis with the concept of prey. 

His thesis is that this pursuit of wealth, which Galatea represents as a symbol of natural 

boimty, is symbolic of Spain's vain pursuit of economic security in an era when there was 

a great abundance of wealth in literature, art, and architecture. 

The use of the term "Wayfarer" as a metaphor for Gongora is nothing new 

inasmuch as his self-identification with the wandering pilgrim of the Soledades is 

generally accepted. My study will show how this figure appears in other works, most 

notably the "Polifemo." In her work on that poem, Teresa Scott Soufas describes 

Gongora's "darker, more self-consciously melancholic, introspective, and disjointed 

discourse" as characteristic of melancholic entendimiento which exemplifies the brilliant 

and contemplative mind of the Siglo de Oro poet (125). His "intellectual autonomy 

parallels his religious and social isolation—or marginality—^which provides his literary 

adversaries much polemical ammunition" (129). Polifemo, "who parallels Gongora 

himself through his difference, his melancholia, and the solitary contemplation in which 

he writes his poetry [...] emerges from within the poetic composition as its source" 

(137). Soufas also describes the youth of the Soledades as a melancholic figure, again 

representative of Gongora's mode of literary expression, noting the peregrino's eventual 

disappearance into the melancholic universe of the Soledades (158). Soufas characterizes 
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Gongora's melancholic expression as paralleling his reaction against prevailing modes of 

literary expression: 

Polifemo is a monster, and as such is as unique as Gongora is to his 
detractors, who in grudging admiration proclaim him and his poetry to be 
inimitable. [... ] Like the natural monster whose imiqueness is perpetual 
because it cannot procreate like other beings, Gongora has no need of a 
partner. [...] The monstrous persona of his poem is a parallel of the culto 
poet, for in the excess of his size, his strength, his adjudged ugliness, and 
his domination over the setting, he remains isolated in a contemplative 
stance. (158-9) 

Kathleen Hunt Dolan explores the themes of melancholy, the power of the solar 

eye and the nature of the cyclopean song in Gongora's "Polifemo." Of particular value to 

my reading of the freatment of Galatea are Dolan's points regarding the gaze of the "solar 

eye," and the identification of Polyphemus with Gongora. The voyeuristic vantage point 

shared by Polyphemus and the narrative perspective which I develop in Chapter V are 

suggested in Dolan's comments; "The Cyclops, like Helios, is a watcher, scanning the 

ocean for a glimpse of Galatea when he is not admiring his own reflection" (72). Central 

to my analysis of gendered space in the "Polifemo" is the idea that the narrative space 

occupied by Polyphemus is defined by the range of his gaze. Dolan writes: "The middle 

level, that of the Cyclops, [...] [functions] as an assertion of the primacy of human 

perception and of the human 'positioning' of reality; the human regard usurps the regard 

of other beings" (75). Dolan also supports the identification of Polyphemus with the 

poet, Gongora; "[...] poetic creation may proceed from iimer violence and darkness, and 

Gongora's Cyclops functions as the poet's mask in this respect, the poet who in his 

'soledad confusa,' the chaos of his solitude, gives birth to the mirage of Galatea and her 

entire Venusian realm of beauty" (84-85). 
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The close coimection between Gongora and his Polyphemus is also noted by 

Melinda Eve Lehrer: 

Psychologically, the [Acis-Galatea] interiude and its outcome suggest the 
poet's sublimated anger and frustration with the relationship of Acis and 
Galatea. [.. .] He identifies with the Cyclops in Polifemo's lovely song 
(CF. St 52, "y en los cielos [...] puedo / escribir mis desdichas con el 
dedo," Gongora is thinking of his own desdichas with money and with the 
aristocracy) and thus feels Polifemo's anger and jealousy at the 
consummated love of Acis and Galatea. Finally, the narrative structure of 
sexuality followed by death—here postponed by Polifemo's song—may 
indicate an author's feelings of guilt or frustration about sexuality. (56-57) 

The aspects of movement, stillness and silence enter into Lehrer's analysis of the love 

scene between Galatea and Acis, and comments as well on the distancing of the action 

from the reader (52). I develop these concepts in Chapter V, showing the characteristics 

of stillness and silence to be particular to Galatea, and the distant perspective directed 

toward the scene to be consistent with the voyeuristic nature of the narrative perspective 

in general. 

Stephen B. Raulsten speaks of the relationship between vision and desire in 

Gongora's "Polifemo." He theorizes that in the idyllic landscape of the poem, desire is 

consistently directed toward that which cannot be seen, or at least not seen completely 

(19). I relate this idea of desire and vision in my discussion of narrative spaces within the 

"Polifemo," equating the range of Polifemo's gaze as the narrative space that he controls. 

Raulston further defines desire as a drive that thrives upon the partial view, the impeded 

gaze (21). I make use of this idea as well, adapting it to support my theory of G6ngora's 

use of distancing devices and voyeuristic perspectives to maintain control of the object of 

the narrative gaze. 
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Ted E. McVay's study of narrative spaces in Garcilaso's "Egloga III" makes use 

of Cixous's theories of masculine/feminine economies and the silencing of women to 

approach the nature of Garcilaso's attitudes toward women and their representation in his 

work. I have found that G6ngora's works treated in this study are particulariy suited to 

an analysis of gendered space, and I follow McVay in finding Cixous's ideas on the 

speaking / silencing of women to be a valuable way to read the texts with regard to the 

treatment of women therein. 

The narrative spaces present in the "Polifemo" are explored by Pedro Granados, 

who focuses primarily on the sea as a principal structuring device in the poem. Granados 

notes the Bakhtinian nature of the sea in its cycle of death/renovation/fertility. He 

emphasizes the connection of the sea with Doris, and the island Sicily's, and thus 

Galatea's, identification with the sea as its/her offspring. In this way he assigns the sea 

and the island of Sicily as feminine spaces. I have used Granados's ideas as a begiiming 

to further develop the idea of gendered spaces in the "Polifemo" as well those which 

affect the other female figures treated in this project. 
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CHAPTER in 

ANGELICA 

Background of Orlando/Angelica Cvcle 

Like the other female protagonists addressed in this study, Angelica is in a love 

relationship. Since her story represents more of a love triangle it offers the possibility of 

studying her character within two relationships—that with Oriando and that with 

Medoro—in which the differing natures of the respective relationships v̂ ill show two 

different Angelicas. The history of the literary tradition surrounding Angelica and 

Oriando is long, beginning in twelfth-century France, continuing through Italy with 

Boiardo and Ariosto, and, for the purposes of this study, ending in 18th-century Spain 

with Canizares.̂  

It is Matteo Maria Boiardo's 1506 publication of Orlando Innamorato that first 

introduced the figure of Angelica to the Orlando story. Continuing where Boiardo left 

off, Ludovico Ariosto's Orlando Furioso furthers the adventures of Orlando and 

Angelica. However, rather than the exotic sorceress portrayed by Boiardo, she is 

presented as a charming young woman for whom the poet creates the character of 

' As discussed in the introduction, I refer to the protagonists of the works studied by 
their most common names; Angelica and Orlando, thus avoiding any confusion brought 
about by referring to the same characters in works written in different languages. 

^ For a more detailed accoimt of the genesis of the Orlando/Angelica cycle, consult 
Ludovico Ariosto, Orlando Furioso. frans. William Stewart Rose, ed. Stewart A. Baker, 
and A. Bartlett Giamatti. 
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Medoro as a worthy companion (Canizares 8). Ariosto's poem, translated into Spanish in 

1550 by Geronimo Jimenez de Urrea, provided a very accessible source to continue the 

elaboration and development of the Oriando cycle, now comprising the characters of 

Angelica and Medoro.̂  

Approach 

There are many other texts with which Gongora's treatment of Angelica might be 

compared. I have chosen to include analyses of the relevant works of Boiardo, Ariosto, 

Lope de Vega, and Canizares as appropriate to the scope of this study. These works 

either provide background development to the character of Angelica, and act as source 

material for Gongora, reveal what contemporary writers have wrought with the same 

available extant texts, or show what subsequent writers have made of Angelica's 

character when Gongora's work was added to available source texts. I use Caftizares's 

subsequent work to show a pattern in the development of the Angelica character—a 

pattem that does not end with Gongora. Moreover, I show that Gongora's Angelica is not 

merely a plausible evolution in an ongoing tradition, but that it is dramatically different 

in its representation. 

' Some examples of the proliferation of the Orlando/Angelica cycle within Spain are, 
in addition to Gongora's romance; Barahona de Soto's "Las lagrimas de Angelica," 
(1586); Lope de Vega's "La hermosura de Angelica" (1602), and two comedias; El 
premio de la hermosura (1621), and Angelica en el Catav (1599-1603); "El Bernardo," de 
Bernardo de Balbuena (1609); Tirso de Molina's comedia. Ouien hablo pago: and Jos6 
de Caiiizares's zarzuela. Angelica y Medoro. 
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Boiardo's Orlando limamorato 

Matteo Maria Boiardo (1440-1494) was an Italian poet, diplomat, and classical 

humanist who translated Herodotus, Xenophon, and Apuleius. He is considered to have 

furthered the stylistic tradition of Petrarch with the poetry of his Canzoniere (1499). His 

most prominent accomplishment in the western literary canon, however, is his Oriando 

Innamorato (1506). The poem, written in octaves, consists of three parts; the first two 

written between 1476 and 1482, comprising 60 cantos. The composition of the third 

part—up to the 25th stanza of Canto DC—took place between 1484-1494 but was 

interrupted by the invasion by France's Charles VEIl, and finally, by Boiardo's death. 

The characters of Boiardo's unfinished poem are derived from the French epic tradition, 

the Chanson de Roland. Unlike previous treatments of the Roland story, love, rather than 

battle, is its cenfral theme. 

It is Boiardo who introduces the character of Angelica, a mysterious pagan 

princess, and daughter of the Khan of Cathay.'* She suddenly appears at the court of 

Charlemagne, in Paris, causing all kinds of consternation because of her "strange" 

beauty. She is a woman of intrigue and plots, offering herself as a prize to whoever could 

defeat her brother in battle. Her incredible beauty serves as an irresistible lure, causing 

great uproar and devastation to Charlemagne's court. She represents a woman who is 

perceived as not bound by the same social patriarchal rules and confines of her Christian 

(known, defined, circumscribed) peers. This Angelica, not only foreign, but also foreign-

'' All citations from the Orlando Itmamorato are taken from: Matteo Maria Boiardo, 
Oriando Innamorato. trans. Charies Stanley Ross. 
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looking (language, customs) and independent of men, possessing her own power as a 

princess, must be claimed, owned, tamed. The need to appropriate this very "other" 

Angelica serves as an example of the patriarchal male needing to see himself reflected 

back in the mirror.̂  Boiardo leaves her fate unfinished, still causing drama and tragedy, 

still a troublesome object of desire. 

Ariosto's Orlando furioso 

Ludovico Ariosto (1474-1533) continued Boiardo's saga with the 1532 

publication of his Orlando furioso. which became the foremost source for subsequent 

versions of the story of Orlando / Angelica / Medoro. It is important to this study that 

Ariosto invented the character of Medoro, "para que sirviese artisticamente de digno 

companero de la encantadora 'fanciuUa'" (8). Medoro's character is fimdamental to this 

study of women in relationships. As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the ability 

to examine Angelica's representation with regard to two different relationships offers a 

unique opportimity to build a critical perspective. Why does Medoro appear in Ariosto's 

poem? 

Richard Andrews, in his article, "Cloridano, Medoro, Angelica: Patterns of 

Loyalty and Love in the Orlando Furioso." offers a compelling argument as to Ariosto's 

^ Irigaray says: "[...] in order to use his life to ward off death for as long as it takes 
to choose a death, man will have to work on building up his ego ... Now, if this ego is to 
be valuable, some 'mirror' is needed to reassure it and re-insure it of its value. Woman 
will be the foundation for this specular duplication, giving man back 'his' image and 
repeating it as the 'same'" (54). 
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motivation in writing the "Furioso," and his introduction of Medoro—a position that has 

significant impact on this study of Angelica's character. Andrews cites the dispute 

between Ariosto and his pafron. Cardinal Ippolito d'Este as the event which sparked the 

invention of Medoro. In 1517 the cardinal moved his household to Hungary to take up 

the bishopric of Eger. Ariosto chose not to accompany him, and was accused by the 

cardinal, and many of the poet's peers, of disloyalty and ingratitude. Andrews posits that 

the character of Medoro, in his relationships with both Cloridano and Angelica, allows 

Ariosto to expound on the theme of loyalty, love, gratitude and debt and their respective 

importance in relationships (215-34). 

Medoro is first introduced as an angelic young man, accompanied by his close 

companion Cloridano, a mature soldier (XVHI, st. 165). When their king, Dardinello, is 

slain on the battlefield, Medoro insists on retrieving the body, even at the risk of his own 

life. Cloridano insists on accompanying Medoro although their motives are different. 

Medoro is motivated by a bond of love for his king. He has apparently shared an ideal 

lord-vassal relationship with Dardinello, in which he has shown his lord loyalty and 

service, receiving in turn benevolence and protection. Andrews comments; "It is a 

literary stereotype of high-flown feudal emotion, but one which society was unwilling to 

regard entirely as fictional, as was shown by the anger of Cardinal Ippolito against 

Ariosto's 'betrayal' and by the poet's evident unease expressed in his lengthy self-

justification" (219). 

Cloridano's actions are motivated by a different sort of love. He is willing to take 

this grave risk because if anything should happen to Medoro, his life will be worth 
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nothing; "Qual cosa sara mai che piu mi giove, / s'io resto senza te, Medoro mio?" (st. 

171) The result of these chosen courses of action is that Medoro virtually gives his life 

for his lord, and Cloridano actually does. Both have followed though on their word, 

showing themselves to be men of honor. 

Thus, when Ariosto has Angelica fall for this lowly soldier "d'oscura stirpe" 

(XVin, St. 165), the reader should consider the implications for Angelica. The common 

reaction among past readers is to note the humiliation experienced by Angelica.̂  How 

ironic that one who had spumed so many "worthy" suitors should have to make advances 

to such an "undesirable" lover. Andrews sums up; 

Ariosto was imdoubtedly aware that, in the view of many of his simpler 
male readers, Angelica was getting no more than she deserved. If she had 
refused so obstinately for so long the best (in conventional terms) that the 
male sex had to offer, then it served her right if she ended up with the 
worst. The worst, that is, if one obtusely overlooks the fact that in the 
previous episode Medoro has just been presented as courageous and loyal 
beyond the limits to which most of us can aspire [...]. Nevertheless, the 
reaction to Angelica's 'ingratitude' in particular shows us that however 
imacceptable we may find it to demand that she use love as a currency in 
which to pay moral debts, there were enough (male) people reading the 
poem in Renaissance Italy who were prepared to assume that she ought to 
do exactly that. (225-30) 

^ That the relationship between Cloridano and Medoro is erotic is probable. Ariosto 
does not spell it out, but it is understood within the context of the poem. What is 
important to this argument is that theirs is a love relationship with inspires Cloridano to 
act in a selfless and honorable manner. 

' It seems that not only Renaissance male peers fixed on this humiliation. Andrews 
cites similar perspectives taken in such feminist studies as: M. Giinsberg, '"Donna 
Liberata'; The Portrayal of Women in the Italian Renaissance Epic," in The Italianist. 7 
(1987); and J. Bryce, "Gender and Myth in the Oriando furioso." Italian Studies. 47 
(1992). 
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That Ariosto should create a suitable companion for Angelica is notable. That 

this companion should represent the author himself with regard to loyalty within a 

relationship is also important. Not only does Ariosto reward his Angelica with a worthy 

lover of her choice, he uses her choice of partner to subvert the idea of using love, or sex, 

in an economy of trade. Cixous's ideas on economies of power offer insight: in a 

phallic-ordered society, the mle of power maintaining itself/replenishing itself, through 

obligation and submission, prevails. Nothing is given that must not be returned 

(Castration or Decapitation 48-50). Orlando is considered a desirable match for 

Angelica. He is highborn, a knight, a warrior, and held in high regard within the 

homosocial male economy. Orlando's power requires Angelica to love him, and submit 

to him, in retum for the benefit of the protection afforded as part of his household. His 

desire for her, added to his societal standing, obligate her to accept him—to become his 

lover. So feel/felt many readers of Ariosto's work. Yet Ariosto's Angelica does not 

participate in this economy. She chooses instead someone on the margins of that society. 

She does not barter her love/sex for power (she has her own), or perceived power, by 

"belonging" to Orlando. Rather she freely gives her love, in exchange for nothing. 

Lope's Angelica en el Catay 

Felix Lope de Vega y Carpio (1562-1635), known for his incredibly prolific 

creative output, also contributed to the body of work that comprises the Angelica 
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fradition. Published between 1599 and 1603, his comedia. Angelica en el Catav. 

parallels Ariosto's narrative passages treating the meeting and marriage of Angelica and 

Medoro. 

Lope's Angelica enjoys a more extensive character development due to the genre 

in which she appears. In addition to the many lines spoken by other characters which 

help shape her image, Angelica has approximately 454 lines in which to reveal herself, or 

rather. Lope's version of her. Even a casual reading of the play provides much material 

for a discussion of gender representations; the supporting characters, both comedic and 

serious, play out the roles of courtship, whether they are participating willingly or not. 

Angelica's portrayal is effected by a four-way presentation to the reader/audience; 

how she perceives herself, how she is viewed by her chosen lover, how she is viewed by 

her rejected suitors, and lastly, how she is seen by someone who does not choose her for 

a lover, but is still interested in the outcome of her love-life—Charlemagne. 

In Lope's play, the audience's introduction to Angelica occurs as the two 

Christian champions are fighting, verbally taimting each other regarding their status as 

"hombres honrados" (honorable men). Perhaps in a more telling depiction of male 

posturing and aggression, Orlando* and Reinaldos carry on for approximately 65 lines of 

dialog before they identify what/who it is that has brought the cousins to this violent 

jimcture— t̂he conquest of Angelica; 

* Note that in citations from the comedia. "Roldan" is the name Lope assigns the 
character of "Orlando." Quotes are taken from Lope de Vega, Obras escogidas; Poesia v 
prosa, ed. Federico Carlos Sainz de Robles. 
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ROLDAN. Mira que se contradice 
ser el mundo y quien le dio. 
Mas si el mundo todo eres, 
dejame aquesta mujer 
que impedirme gozar quieres; 
que en ti podras escoger 
entre otras tantas mujeres. 

REINALDOS. No, que aquesta no es el mundo, 
Porque bien lo dice el nombre. 
En quien ser del cielo fundo; 
Y si es digna de algun hombre, 
Es de mi, y de ti el segundo. 
Angelica no es del suelo. 
Que es su nombre celestial: 
Bien nos muestra que es del cielo; 
Y de gozar prenda igual 

Tan solo es digno mi celo. (681) 

In this short dialog. Lope suggests two masculine versions of women that contribute to 

the image of Angelica. The first is Angelica as a prize/object; Orlando initially refers to 

Angelica, not by name, but as the woman Reinaldos is preventing him from enjoying. 

This theme is reinforced by the imagery of the interchangeability of women: Orlando 

tells his rival to leave Angelica to him; after all, Reinaldos can choose any woman (read, 

one is as good as another). This is underlined by Reinaldos's ranking himself and his 

rival with regard to the right to enjoy the object of their desire. The second idea is that of 

the necessity to control woman by enclosing her, putting her somewhere safe; Reinaldos 

remarks that her name reveals that she is not "of the earth" but celestial,' therefore not 

' Cixous touches on the theme of removing / confining women to a separate, safe 
place: "And so they want to keep woman in the place of mystery, consign her to mystery, 
as they say 'keep her in her place, keep her at a distance'; she's always not quite there 
[...]" (Casfration 49). Although this "heavenly" description of Angelica seems 
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subject to the realities of earthly life and the complications and ambiguities that 

accompany a flesh and blood woman. 

Chariemagne, trying to run a successful war campaign, is shocked to find his best 

men at each other's throats. Upon learning the reason, and having her brought before 

him, he bestows upon Angelica the follov^ng titles, offering a third masculine 

characterization of "woman": 

... mujer para mi mal nacida 
enfre las yerbas fnas de Tesalia, 
adelfa vil, veneno de mi vida, 
de Espaiia destruccion, Furia de Italia. (685) 

Only Angelica's role as a prized object causing discord interests or concerns the French 

king. It is this discord, weakening the king's ability to wage war, which elicits his 

outrage toward Angelica. 

In general, all the characters that refer to Angelica refer primarily to her beauty, 

and its effects on men; Brandimarte says: 

Angelica la bella, 
que asi la llama el Africa y la Europa, 
va por el mar de amor con viento en popa. 

No hay ojos que la vean, que en despojos 
El alma no le den; vino a las manos 
De Roldan y Reinaldos, cuyos ojos 
Son lefia de los suyos soberanos. (684) 

Sacripante, another of Angelica's rejected suitors, initially refers to her as "dulce 

Angelica" (697). Later, in the same monologue, he addresses her beauty, and its power. 

outwardly flattering, it is code for "different/separate" from the worid of men/citizens/ 
humans. 
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both on himself personally and on society, saying: "Si como eres hermosa, eres politica 

[. ..] te tengo de gozar en dulce talamo" (698). Later in the same scene, he proclaims his 

love for [Angelica] "a una piedra, / a un monte, a un tigre, a un desden, / [ . . . ] a un dspid 

que en yerba y rama / suele al domido morder / [ . . . ] finalmente, a una mujer / hermosa y 

de mala fama" (700). 

Medoro offers a different perspective of Angelica, that of the lover who is not 

rejected, but rather wooed. Unlike other men who gaze upon her, Medoro does not 

immediately want her upon seeing her. He is, after all, not only grieving the loss of his 

dear friends, but close to death himself when Angelica comes upon him. Perhaps the 

audience will not expect him to be thinking of feminine charms in his state, but this is a 

comedia. after all. In fact. Lope has Medoro utter 14 lines after seeing Angelica without 

reference either to her or her appearance. He then comments that she gives him "gloria y 

alegria" (716) —still no indications of being lust-struck. Medoro reveals his growing 

affections after they converse for approximately 30 lines, and Angelica has confessed her 

sudden and overwhelming love for Medoro. Even so, it is not for her beauty that Medoro 

falls, nor for her power as daughter of the king of Cathay, for he states,"[...] mas dime 

el tuyo [nombre], que adoro" (718), not yet knowing her identity. It is Angelica's 

concern for Medoro's well-being that causes her to act, using her knowledge of herbs to 

cure him. Indeed, based on the content of their meeting heretofore, it must be her words, 

actions, and sentiments that form the basis of his affection for her. 

Later, when the lovers are settled in their pastoral albergue. Medoro's first words 

are "dulce esposa!" (725). He feels humbled by her love for him, reassuring her of his 
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constancy—her jealousy injures the glory of her worth (747). Twice he mentions that he 

is her "hechura," devoted to his queen; "Para ser esclavo vuestro, / nacio en el mundo 

Medoro" (727). After their escape to Cathay, Medoro thanks the heavens for his good 

fortune to have Angelica's love: "al tesoro de tu amor, / por quien mil tesoros diera" 

(763). 

Most relevant to this study is how Lope has Angelica project herself The very 

fact that she can offer an image of herself is notable. Her first lines, when asked to 

account for the strife she has caused between Roldan and Reinaldos, are bold. She tells 

Charlemagne that she has not come to put a spell on anyone, but to fight, and any 

amorous distractions are not her doing, but due to the weakness of (his own) men: 

Si tu vil escuadron, antojadizo. 
Con tu lealtad no cumple lo que debe, 
no es culpa mia, mas flaqueza suya, 
a quien es mas razon que se atribuya. 
No son para la guerra aquestos hombres. 
[ ] 
pues armas y no hechizos he traido. (685-86) 

When describing her attitude toward love, she admits her imperviousness, using 

the same language her suitors use against her; "Bien sabe el cielo que soy hielo" (687). 

After having eluded Charlemagne's grasp, and thus his plan of awarding her to one of his 

knights, Angelica expresses her great relief at regaining her liberty and self-

determination, and her fear of possibly ending up forever bound to someone whom she 

does not love: 

'° To use Cixous's terminology, Angelica's speech represents an appropriation of 
male discourse (52). 
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iQue gran dicha fue escapar 
de las manos del fiances, 
que alas me pone en los pies 
el miedo para volar! 
[ J 
Perdona, amor, si me infamas; 
que yo, que tan libre estoy, 
dormire de cualquier suerte 
hasta que el sol me despierte, 
que es el galan con quien voy. (695-97) 

Angelica does express wonder, however, at why she seems immune to love. She 

imderstands that although it would mean a loss of freedom, being able to love an 

"appropriate" suitor would make her current situation less complicated, and perhaps 

safer; 

^Quien a Hercules forzo 
que hilase para mujer 
no puede ahora veneer 
una mujer como yo? 
^Que es esto? 
^Hay falta de hombres 
de buenos talles? 
jQue amor haga piedra cera, 
y me haga piedra a mi! (696-97) 

In an aside during her dialog v̂ dth Sacripante, discussed above, Angelica 

elaborates on the theme of fear. This fear is a resuU of the treatment she is accorded by 

men when they regard her in an independent, "unprotected" state; 

(jTriste de mi, que he Uegado 
a la cueva del leon 
como cordero engaiiado! 
iDonde buscaba sagrado 
estaba mi perdicion! 
^Por adonde podre huir? 
Que aqueste me ha de sentir 
solo en moviendo las ramas 
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destas fragiles retamas. 
Menor mal fiiera morir.) (698) 

Lope also has Angelica defend her honor. When Sacripante exclaims how he will 

enjoy that which the others are hunting," i.e., Angelica, she states that it would be easier 

for him to kill her than to take her sexually: "Antes pienso que matarme / podrds, que mi 

amor veneer" (701-702). 

It becomes clear as the play progresses that Lope uses the plot to highlight 

different perspectives toward contemporary gender roles. In addition to lines already 

cited, the following provide further support for this argument; Angelica's "suitors" curse 

her for denying them what they want, furthering the belief that if she will not belong to 

one of them, then she must belong to some other; 

ANGELICA. Y, ̂ tienes, moro, por cierto 
Que algimo entre tantos siga? 

SACRIPANTE. No se; mas se que es mujer. 
Juzga tu lo que quisieres. 

ANGELICA. Yo no quiero defender 
Que pueda con honra ser 
Peregrinar las mujeres; 
Pero de Angelica se 
Que a los hombres aborrece 

Y a ninguno tiene fe. (700) 

Angelica denies her involvement with any man, preferring death to finding herself 

vulnerable to an ardent lover, as in the quote above. When Sacripante discovers her 

identity, Angelica describes herself as "perdida," alone in the woods with a man who has 

just finished describing how much he wants her. When Sacripante promises by Allah not 
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to harm her, she entrusts her honor to him, "Hoy confia / mi honra en tu fe su fama" 

(702). Let us remember Sacripante's subsequent comment: "(Necia es la mujer que fia / 

en palabras de hombre que ama)" (702). 

The following dialog allows Lope to present another contrast in gender 

perspective. The conversation begins with Sacripante ignorant of Angelica's identity. In 

fact, he assumes her to be a man: 

SACRIPANTE. Pues si se pasa la flor 
De sus anos, ̂ que ha de hacer? 

ANGELICA. Vivir entonces mejor. 
SACRIPANTE. El hombre es su vida y ser, 

Es su regalo y su honor; 
llorara viendo al espejo 
trocarse en breve distancia. 

ANGELICA. Romperle es mejor consejo, 
Porque da al mozo arrogancia 
Y desenganos al viejo. 

SACRIPANTE. Sospechas tengo de ti 
que eres mujer, por la habla 
y lo que afirmas aqui. (701) 

This dialog illustrates Cixous's ideas of male homosocial society. Sacripante 

expects his unknown, presumably male, companion to share his opinions of women. 

Angelica's spoken words, by revealing her different perspective, effectively reveal her 

different gender. 

This comedia, written at approximately the same time as Gongora's romance, 

provides ample material for a comparative study of the character of Angelica. Both Lope 

and G6ngora had access to the same body of work regarding the "heroine," and both add 

" The motif of woman as prey is also seen in G6ngora's Polifemo, explored in 
Richard Brodzik's, The Hunt in Gonpora's Polifemo; A Mediator between Baroque Art 
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to the canon by revamping the amores of Angelica and Medoro. Lope's Angelica is a 

much more vividly drawn personality. As stated above, the genre of the comedia 

provides a broader canvas on which her character, as well as the others, can be sketched. 

Lope has created an Angelica who is vocal and intelligent. She is a complex character, 

capable of self-analysis, acknowledging that she enjoys the freedom and power that come 

from being independent. She admits curiosity, however, about romantic love, an 

emotional state that others seem to regard so highly. When she does ultimately 

experience love, she surrenders to the sfrange, new state of being, telling Medoro: 

"Mujer que quiere de veras, / toda se entrega en un dia" (728). Lope's use of other 

characters, principally those of Roldan and Sacripante, which provide such a sharp 

confrast in perspectives regarding gender roles, serves to highlight Angelica's own 

opinions about women, men, love, freedom, and power. 

Lope de Vega's La hermosura de Angelica 

"^No ves que el tiempo acaba la hermosura 
y la divina fama siempre dura?" 

canto 5, estrofa 52 

Published in 1602, the same year as G6ngora's romance. Lope's epic poem is 

virtually the complete antithesis of his rival's creation. Written over a period that 

encompasses the writing of Lope's other principal work treating the Angelica cycle, the 

comedia Angelica en el Catay. the poem narrates the events that befall the lovers after 

their retum from Cathay. It also narrates events befalling many other characters. In his 

and History (2-29). 
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edition of Lope's works, Sainz de Robles quotes Rennert y Casfro on the broad range of 

material introduced in this text: "Hay relatos de la historia de Espana, trozos realistas de 

varia clase, recuerdos de novela morisca y cien detalles mas, que justificarian la 

publicacion de una antologia de estos veinte cantos" (491-92).'̂  

While in the comedia Angelica was a major character, here it seems that Lope 

was more interested in creating the epic that would ensure his fame in the genre.'̂  In his 

poem, Angelica is only one of several main characters, one which remains, however, a 

fully developed one. Like the comedia version, she feels free to speak her mind. When 

Angelica is awarded the crovra of Seville because of her unequalled beauty, it is argued 

that Medoro's "feminine ways" make him imsuitable to reign alongside her. Angelica 

forcefully addresses the crowd, not only defending Medoro, but also her right to choose 

her consort. She holds that if she is deemed a worthy queen of Seville because of her 

beauty, then why should not her consort, one she knows to be noble and good, and 

beautiful as well, be equally worthy of reigning with her? 

Puesto que a mi me deis, senado ilustre, 
y tu, mi frente indigna, agora tienes 

'̂  Sainz de Robles also cites Barahona de Soto's La primera parte de la Angelica. 
1586, as a "modelo inmediato" for Lope's work. 

' ' Robert Ball calls the Hermosura "one of a series of cultured works intended to 
advance [Lope's] claims as a poeta eruditus" (34). He substantiates this position by 
citing Lope's non-dramatic output: "While the theaties were closed from 1597 to 1599, 
Lope channeled his efforts into publishing non-dramatic works; 'La Arcadia' appeared in 
1598, followed by 'La Dragontea' (1598), 'El Isidro' (1599), and the 1602 volume 
including the Angelica, the 200 sonnets of the 'Rimas,' and a reprint of 'La Dragontea.' 
Moreover, since the 1604 edition of the 'Rimas' announces the imminent completion of 
the 'Jerusalen conquistada' (printed in 1609 with 20 cantos), he was also probably 
working on his imitation of Tasso during the same period"(34). 
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aqueste lauro, cuyo verde lustre 
excede a todos los himianos bienes, 
quiero, si lo quisieredes, que ilustre 
deste mancebo las doradas sienes; 
que, fuera de que es suyo el premio y palma, 
es duefio deste cuerpo y luz desta alma. 

Bien veis si lo merece su hermosura, 
su verde edad, su airosa gallardia, 
su majestad, su grave compostura, 
y, sobre todo, que es la prenda mia; 
ni es tan remota, barbara y oscura 
esta vuestra provincia, que algiin dia 
no OS dijese la fama de que suerte 
mis brazos le sacaron de la muerte. 

"El nombre de Medoro no es posible 
que nunca os le dijese, ni tampoco 
que merecio gozar del imposible 
que tuvo a Orlando vagabimdo y loco; 
por eso me parece convenible, 
pues ni deshago, tuerzo, ni revoco 
vuestro decreto y ley, que a mi marido 
corone el premio digno y merecido. (Canto V, 516) 

Angelica speaks from a position of power. A princess in her earlier years, now 

Queen of Seville, she adopts the language of the power stmcture as well. In speaking of 

Medoro, Angelica calls him noble, gallant, grave, her husband. Also, interestingly, she 

calls him her "prenda," something that belongs to her. This appropriation of patriarchal 

speech is open to interpretation. I propose that Lope has Angelica use the words 

necessary to make her audience understand her, and accede to her demands. Here, 

Angelica seeks acceptance of Medoro as her consort, if not for his worthy character, then 

simply because he is now part of her household. 

As stated in the introduction to this section. Lope has woven a rather byzantine 

plot around his characters. Ironically, this convoluted approach, while adding to the 
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fantasy quotient, creates opportunities for moments of striking realism. In his 

introductory notes to the edition, Sainz de Robles mentions the many autobiographical 

references Lope has interjected into his epic, chief among them his amorous relationship 

with Micaela de Luxan (491). It is perhaps this romantic experience that underscores the 

realism in his depiction of Angelica, and the pain, anger, and jealously to which she 

resorts when rejected by a bewitched Medoro. In fact, the scene resonates with an 

eternal, imcomfortable, tmth. 

Angelica; Si te he enojado, advi^rteme, y hablemos: 
no enmudezcas en cosas importantes, [...]" 

asi la bella Angelica, enojada, 
le despierta con lazos mas estrechos; 
mas no despierta bien, cuando le llama, 
quien finge estar dormido con quien ama. 
"Habla—ndice la bella—, amor, conmigo, 
que tengo miedo en este campo yermo." 

Medoro; "Basta—responde; ^que he de hablar contigo 
a medianoche, y cuando ya me duermo?" 

Enmudecio la bella, y los enojos 

que a la lengua quito, puso a los ojos. (Canto XI, 546) 

In an analysis of Lope's and Gongora's porti-aits of Angelica, an examination of 

the authors' motives for writing their respective works may help to derive conclusions 

concerning tiie literary character herself, and her creator. Both writers desired that tiieir 

creations become the new standard of the Oriando / Angelica / Medoro cycle, as had been 

Ariosto's Orlando fiirioso until then. It stands to reason that authors as different as Lope 

and Gongora might have motivations and techniques as different as their respective 

bodies of work. 
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Invention 

As mentioned above. Lope's intention in creating a work such as La hermosura de 

Angelica has been perceived as an attempt to make known his abilities as a writer in the 

classical fradition. Famous for his prodigious output of successful plays. Lope hoped his 

publication of the Hermosura would solidify his reputation as a serious poet (Ball, 

Imitation 33), and therefore, it was not in Lope's interests to diverge drastically or 

stylistically from his predecessors, but rather to imitate them, even in their own 

irmovations. As Ariosto created Medoro to suit his personal reasons for writing the OF, 

Lope creates his niunerous cast to allow his autobiographical and contemporary 

commentary to find a textual home. Ariosto invited future writers to continue the story 

that had served his purpose.''* In turn. Lope offers the storyline of Angelica and 

Medoro's son, Angeloro to future imitators; "De Medoro y Angelica, aunque solo, / nacio 

Angeloro, de quien ser podria / que oyesedes, senor, si quiere Apolo, / Segunda historia a 

la primera mia" (522). 

So who is Lope's second Angelica? She is more human than the new Queen of 

Cathay he depicts in his comedia—she experiences love, passion, childbirth, anger, and 

''* Ariosto writes; Quanto, Signore, ad Angelica accada 
dope ch'usci di man del pazzo a tempo; 
e come a ritomare in sua confrada 
trovasse e buon navilio e miglior tempo, 
e de rindia a Medor desse lo scettro, 
forse altri cantera con miglior pletfro. (XXX, 16,11.3-8) 
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jealousy. More "life" happens to her, and ironically, death as well. In fact. Lope's 

Angelica is a Golden Age example of what Bakhtin would call the Camivalesque 

heroine.'^ Not only does Angelica demonsfrate the "carnal" emotions of passion and 

jealousy, as noted above, but she also experiences the ultimate rites of passage of the 

body: childbirth and finally, death. With some knowledge of Lope's motives for writing 

La hermosura de Angelica, and stiidy of his freatment of the character itself, I propose 

that Lope has not gone dramatically far afield in his porfrayal of the proud, loyal, 

heartbreaker. Rather he has broadened her character to allow for the autobiographical 

and societal details he chose to include in his definitive "imitation" of Ariosto. This 

version of Angelica reflects a writer who was familiar with some of the realities of love 

relationships, who wanted to praise his real-life lover, and wanted above all, to be 

accepted as a serious poet. 

Caiiizares's Angelica y Medoro 

Jose de Caiiizares (1676-1750) was one of the last imitators of the national style 

of Spanish drama of the preceding century, of which the main practitioners were Lope de 

Vega and Calderon de la Barca. Bora in Madrid, Caiiizares was fortunate in that his 

'̂  Mikhail Bahktin, in his Rabelais and His World, suggests the idea of the 
"Camivalesque" to describe the inversion of societal elements which typically occurs 
during the fraditional pre-lenten period of Carnival. Societal roles and behaviors which 
are normally approved are derided, and those normally marginalized are celebrated. For 
further studies regarding Bakhtin and the concept of the "camivalesque," consult Renate 
Lachman, "Bakhtin and Carnival; Culture as Counter-Culture," and Robert Anchor, 
"Baktin's Truths of Laughter." 
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works were well knovm and respected in his lifetime. '̂  Written to celebrate the 

wedding of don Luis, Prince of Aragon, and Dona Luisa Isabel of Borbon, and presented 

at the Coliseo del Buen Retiro the twenty-first of January 1721, Canizares's zarzuela. 

Angelica v Medoro. reprises the traditional storyline of Angelica and Medoro. " 

Like Lope's Angelica en el Catav. Caiiizares's play enjoys the similar potential 

for plot and character development afforded by the medium of a dramatic work. Unlike 

Lope's comedia. however, Caiiizares's zarzuela. most likely written in 1720, postdates 

Gongora's poem by almost 120 years. 1 include a discussion of this piece because 

Caiiizares demonsfrates a familiarity with Gongora's work (Molinaro 8). I have placed 

this analysis out of chronological order to highlight the following study of Gongora's 

work and subsequent conclusions. The study will show that whereas the body of work 

treating the Angelica / Medoro cycle continues to develop the character of Angelica in a 

progressively more three-dimensional way, Gongora's Angelica is an exception. 

Canizares's Angelica 

Canizares certainly knew and used Gongora's romance as a source for his version 

of the fraditional tale. When Angelica happens upon the dying Medoro, her words echo 

those of Gongora. Caiiizares writes; 

'̂  For more biographical information, see C. A. de la Barrera, Catalogo del teafro 
antiguo espaftol, (Madrid, 1860). 

'̂  In Molinaro's edition of Caftizares's Angelica v Medoro. Cotarelo y Mori 
describes a zarzuela as a form of drama in which the lines are spoken, but the more 
dramatic parts are sung (Historia de la zarzuela. 14). 
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ANGELICA. No vi jamas. Amor, garzon tan vello; 
y pues el frage que afiicano viste, 
segunda vez me empena (jay triste!); 
lleuemosle, por si cobra el sentido, 
a esse albergue, que entre uno y otro robre, 
si no la guerra le dexo por pobre, 
el tiempo perdono por escondido; 
que aun que este mal herido 
yerbas sabre aolicar para su cura. (1, 317-25, My italics) 

At the same narrative moment, that is, when Angelica discovers Medoro, Gongora writes: 

En un pastoral albergue 
que la guerra enfre unos robres 
lo dejo por escondido 
lo perdono por pobre, 
[ ] 
mal herido y bien curado. 

se alberga un dichoso joven [. .]. (1-10, my italics) 

Clearly there are obvious similarities between the works with regard to 

vocabulary and imagery. There is also a striking difference; with regard to Angelica's 

knowledge of the healing properties of herbs, Canizares has Angelica herself lay claim to 

her skills in the passage quoted above. Gongora also mentions her skill, obliquely, of 

course. 

Caiiizares's Angelica represents a further development in the character's history. 

Unlike Ariosto's idealistic heroine, able to resist all pretenders who have not won her 

heart through their own intrinsic goodness, the Angelica of the zarzuela is a realist. 

Orlando brought her to France, her desires notwithstanding. He is the champion, and, 

within their social world, deserves her favors. Unlike Ariosto, Canizares does not argue 

the validity of obligation within a romantic relationship, but rather acknowledges its 
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existence. Ironically, it is Medoro crying out the name of his would-be killer, Oriando, 

which attracts Angelica's attention. She wonders who would call out her lover's name: 

MEDORO 
Buelbe, Oriando, otra vez. 

Sale Angelica^^ 
ANGELICA. ^Quien llama a Oriando 

en esta selva donde... ? mas, ̂ que miro? (307-09) 

This exchange introduces Canizares's portrayal of the complex nattire of a 

relationship built on reward and duty, a theme he expands upon in later passages. For 

example, in the following scene Angelica and Oriando recap their romantic sittiation for 

the audience; 

ORLANDO jMi vien, mi dueno! 
ANGELICA. En buen hora, senor, en esta quinta 

que el rio fertiliza, el mayo pinta, 
te vea mi carino. 

ORLANDO. Quando en ella 
te escondo de los zenos de mi esfrella, 
suple, por mi fineza, mi tardanza. 

ORLANDO. Aim que de Galafron, padre augusto, 
el gran Can del Catay, sentir es justo 
las ausencias, (pues robada y no violenta 
te frage a Francia) no (viviendo a quenta 
de mi amor) temas. 

ANGELICA. Solo en tu persona 
halla mi afecto su mejor corona. 

ORLANDO. En prendas de cumplir lo que promete, 
este, de piedras, rico brazalete, 
que despojo marcial gan6 mi lanza, 
honrre tu nieue. Ddsele 

ANGELICA. Nueua confianza 
afiade a mi carifio esta experiencia. 
jDisimula, dolor! jSufre, violenzia! Aparte 

Aria amoroso 

18 Stage directions appear in italics to differentiate them from other underlined text. 
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Siento en el alma vn blando, 
dulze, halaguefio ardor, 
que es vn plazer con susto, 
es vn pesar con gusto, 

viendose hazer Orlando 

tal expresi6n de amor. Ponesela (1,129-57) 

Angelica expresses her recognition of the complexities of her situation. She has been 

kidnapped from her father by one of the most famous knights in the "known world." She 

belongs to Orlando, for all real and practical purposes, with emphasis on the practical. 

Rimning away would be dangerous—a woman of her station wandering alone might not 

fare well. There is danger from Orlando himself, as well. He views Angelica as his 

bounty, and the loss of something so dearly prized would undoubtedly cause him to be 

greatly angered. Thus, Caiiizares shows his audience Angelica's placating words to a 

feared lover, followed by her desperate asides. He underscores Orlando's jealous 

possessiveness with the gift to Angelica of a bracelet, "que despojo marcial gano mi 

lanza," (1. 147). Finally, Angelica presages the danger which will be brought about by 

her love for Medoro; 

Aria 
ANGELICA. jAy, Cupido! ^Quien creyera 

que vn acaso me pusiera 
en peligro tan cmel? 
Pues a la primera vista 
no ay esfiierzo que resista 
al valor que temo en el. (331-36) 
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Caiiizares's Gaze 

The audience's first view of Angelica is when she walks onstage leading a group 

of shepherds, and specifically, holding a spear (line 105, and stage directions, between 11. 

120-1). The weapon even enters into the dialog as Angelica hands it off to Bruneta, now 

that they are in view of the castie (line 121). Caftizares's Angelica is out wandering in 

the forest with friends, actually leading a group of (male) shepherds, carrying a weapon. 

The fearful princess, once away from Oriando, appears bold and free." The audience is 

reminded that she is a woman of some power, and quite capable in the out-of-doors. It 

does not seem implausible to the reader/viewer, therefore, to discover later that she 

knows how to find healing herbs, and how to apply them; "que aun que este mal herido / 

yerbas sabre aplicar para su cura" (324-25). 

Another view of Angelica offered by Canizares is that of Angelica as a writer. 

That the lovers carve their names and their declarations of love for each other into the 

surrounding frees has always been a common element to the telling of their story. Unlike 

other versions (Lope's and Gongora's), in Caftizares's play, Angelica does all the carving 

herself, and presents Medoro with her efforts as testimony of her love for him; 

ANGELICA. Como siempre soi tuia en qualquier parte 
de essa selba, a los froncos di tu nombre 
estampando en su nistica corteza 
vna zifra que explique mi fineza. (fl, 442-45) 

"Again Angelica appears as a "mujer varonil." The figure of the "mujer varonil" is 
studied in great detail in Melveena McKendrick's work. Woman and Society in The 
Spanish Drama of the Golden Age: A Study of the Muier Varonil. For more on women 
assuming "male" roles, see Juliann Vitullo's The Chivafric epic in Medieval Italy. 
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Finally, perhaps the most dramatic departure from the Angelica of previous texts 

is Caftizares's choice to have Angelica arrange the lovers' escape from Oriando. More 

significant than the serendipitous flying ship that finally carries them away to Cathay is 

Angelica's decision to keep Medoro from knowing the truth about their peril. She again 

assumes a dominant role within the relationship, protecting Medoro from reality once she 

is warned of Orlando's rage: 

Salen de prisa y como asustados, Angelica y Armelina 
V tras ellas Medoro (My emphasis) 

MEDORO. ^Donde, hermoso duefto, 
sin sauer si tu fuga es susto o zeno, 
me Ueuas? 

ANGELICA. Donde ziegue la importuna 
perspicacia cruel de mi fortuna, 
puesMarsilio... 

MEDORO. Prosigue. 
ANGELICA. —asi le engafto— Aparte 

en busca de los dos [. . . ] . (659-63) 

In summary, Caftizares presents a version of Angelica that seems more a 

development of Ariosto's protagonist than a continuation of the image that Gongora 

creates. She is a more independent, savvy, realistic character, who makes her own 

destiny based on the "facts" of her life. Although she is obligated to Orlando, she 

displays a complex mixture of loyalty and fear toward him. Unlike the destructive power 

accorded it in Gongora's romance. Orlando's fury will not be the end of anything. 

°̂ Of note is that the witch Elisa, a character created by Caftizares, works her magic 
on Oriando, thus saving the lovers and their worid (744-802). A "feminine" power, in 
fact a woman of earthly, dark, mysterious knowledge, subdues Orlando's possessive rage. 
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When Caftizares's Angelica comes upon a stranger in great need, she uses her skills to 

save him, and having now experienced love without fear, employs her wiles to protect 

herself and Medoro from the ravings of Oriando. 

Gongora's "En un pastoral albergue" 

In Gongora's romance. "En un pastoral albergue," I have found the concept of the 

"male gaze" very applicable to his porfrayal of Angelica. Specifically I will focus on 

Gongora's perceived intention in writing this piece contrasted with Lope's purpose, the 

narrative structure particularly with regard to plot vs. time, as well as the narrator's view, 

Angelica and Medoro as binary opposites, and the creation / destmction of a "feminine 

narrative space." 

Like Lope and others, Gongora picks up the gauntiet laid down by Ariosto that 

another writer should continue the tale of Angelica and Medoro. Unlike Lope, who 

seems to have continued in a similar tone to his predecessor, Gongora chooses another 

direction. Rather than adding to the fradition of the accepted model, epitomized by 

Ariosto and his Orlando fiirioso. Gongora intended to create the new standard for the 

Angelica/Medoro story. In fact, Gongora has virtually removed, or at least undermined, 

any references to previous texts. Rather, as Ball states, Gongora has written more about 

writing than about Angelica and Medoro (Imitation 35). While the characters may be, for 

Ariosto, a means to justify his personal actions, and for Lope, a vehicle to emulate a 

master and secure praise for his own literary accomplishments, G6ngora uses the episode 

as an exercise in recreating a popular text in his own literary image. This pattem 
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coincides neatly with the Freudian "Oedipal" theory Ball offers to explain the differences 

in Lope's and Gongora's respective intentions, using a patriarchal family model in which 

the "sons" emulate the "father"; 

However, the son's resemblance to his father is rarely a neutral fact in the 
metaphorical domain of literary genealogy, where a writer's posture 
toward his authoritative models cannot easily evade the conflicting 
pressures of filial piety and Oedipal defiance. Earlier Spanish imitators of 
Ariosto adopt a deferential attitude that automatically grants cultural 
primacy to the modem Italian classic, but Gongora announces in his self-
assured imitation of Ariosto that imitation has changed function. As in his 
youthful imitations of famous Italian sonnets, Gongora exchanges 
emulation for rivalry, imitating Ariosto only in order to supplant him. 
Instead of borrowing authority from his model and joining the continuous 
chain of witnesses to its timeless prestige, Gongora evokes Ariosto as a 
superseded background on which he inscribes his own version of the story, 
which now seems to stand in its place, as a new and superior model for 
others to imitate. (33) 

Ball extends the Oedipal model, naming both Lope and his contemporaneously 

published Hermosura as Gongora's sibling rivals which must be supplanted. Lope had 

been targeted with great regularity by Gongora before. Orozco Diaz cites the almost 

predictable retorts that Lope's works call forth from Gongora: the sonnets atfributed to 

Gongora, "Por tu vida, Lopillo, que me borres," "Senor, aquel Dragon de ingles veneno," 

"Embutiste, Lopillo, a Sabaot," and "Vimo, seftora Lopa, su Epopeya" (389-408). There 

is no answering burlesque to Lope's Hermosura. According to biographical notes. Lope 

was in Andalusia for the year prior to publishing his work (Sainz de Robles 1621), and 

since Gongora kept close tabs on his main rival's literary activities, it seems that he must 
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have had the opportimity to read Lope's poem prior to its publication. Gongora's ballad, 

then, is as much a critical reply to Lope's corresponding work, as an attempt to supplant 

the "father," Ariosto. 

Narrative Structure 

Order and Object. While other versions of the Angelica/Oriando/Medoro story 

approach the subject of the romantic encounter of the future lovers in a chronological 

plot order, Gongora's does not. Instead, the reader's gaze is first directed to the "pastoral 

albergue." As discussed above, this may be partly due to Gongora's intent of 

immediately signaling the reference to Ariosto, who uses the term "albergo" several 

times to indicate the shepherd's home in which the lovers take shelter. '̂ It also serves as 

a different way to approach the story. Gongora, rather than narrate the events in the order 

in which they occur, describes first the shepherd's hut, then the fortunate youth inside. It 

is in amplifying his description of Medoro, for that is who the unnamed young man is, 

that the reader is brought back to the "beginning" of the story, when Medoro is lying 

wounded in the field. Although this narrative approach may seem obscure to a modem 

reader, the technique becomes plausible if we remember that Gongora's text relies 

heavily on the reader/listener's knowledge of the story. A chronological order resumes, 

and Angelica, also unnamed, discovers him, and applies herbs to his wounds. A passing 

villano hears her cries, and helps them, bringing them, and the reader, back to the now 

^'See Canto XDC line 40, XXHI 1.101, XXm I. 120, XXm 1. 133. 
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familiar "pastoral albergue." As far as narration is concerned, that is all there is. 

However, nearly half the poem remains, consisting of a somewhat satirical look at all the 

joys of romantic love that the two enjoy. Finally, in a striking change in tone, Gongora 

reminds the lovers, and the reader, that Oriando is coming and his fury is dangerous: 

Choza, pues, talamo y lecho, 
cortesanos labradores, 
aires, campos, flientes, vegas 
cuevas, froncos, aves, flores, 

fresnos, chopos, montes, valles, 
contestes de estos amores: 

jel cielo os guarde, si puede, 

de las locuras del Conde! (129-36)̂ ^ 

This abmpt change in tone is common in Gongora's works. As I elaborate 

elsewhere (Chapter VI—Thisbe), this is a self-referential tool that serves to remind the 

reader that this work is written, and the agent of writing / knowing / seeing is Gongora. 

The significance of this narrative technique underscores what Ball has called "Gongora's 

self-critical writing" (47). Another technique Gongora uses is his manipulation of the 

very language of the story. The vocabulary which evokes familiar images assumes a new 

dimension, requiring more effort on the part of the reader and therefore serving as a 

reminder that the text is not, in fact, the fraditional one, but one written by Gongora. The 

change in tone, the timeline variations, and the obscure vocabulary also function as a 

^̂  All quotations from Gongora's Angelica v Medoro are taken from Mille y 
Gimenez. 
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form ofosfranienie,̂ ^ a defamiliarization of a familiar text which not only acts as a self-

referential tool, as discussed above, but also intermpts the process of sympathetic regard 

in the narrator, as well as the reader. 

The Male Gaze. Now let us examine more closely what we are led to see. Again, 

the "pastoral albergue" emerges as an important element. Apart from the reference to 

Ariosto, as noted above, Gongora enhances the narrative picture; 

En un pastoral albergue 
que la guerra enfre unos robres 
lo dejo por escondido 
o lo perdono por pobre, 
do la paz viste pellico 
y conduce entre pastores 
ovejas del monte al llano 
y cabras del llano al monte [...]. (1-8) 

He describes a peaceful, quiet worid, forgotten by war, where the seasonal 

movement of livestock is the principal activity. This reference is the first to support 

Gongora's "court vs. country" topos. Later, he describes the goodness of the villano who 

stops to help as a quality found more often in the forest than at court; 

Enfrenanle de la bella 
las tristes piadosas voces, 
que los firmes froncos mueven 
y las sordas piedras oyen; 

y la que mejor se halla 
en las selvas que en la corte, 
simple bondad al pio ruego 
cortesmente corresponde. (49-56) 

23 
Viktor Shklovsky defines the term osfranenie as "making sfrange," a technique of 

defamiliarization at work in literature—most highly exemplified in poetry, which acts on 
ordinary words to renew our perception of them (Jefferson and Robey 24-26). 
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The ironic placement of the adjective "cortesmente" as a trait that should be found at the 

"corte" underscores the theme ofdesengafto with court life. 

Gongora then leads the reader into the hut. He describes the wounded young 

man. Since the reader already knows the story, and Gongora knows that the reader 

knows the story, we can assume that since Medoro is in the hut, Angelica is as well. She 

is not mentioned, however, only implied to by the definition of Medoro as "bien curado" 

(line 9). G6ngora depends on the reader's familiarity with Ariosto to understand that 

Angelica is the agent of his curing, which is confirmed in stanza 19, discussed below. 

The narrative focus remains on the young man, shifting only in time to when and 

where he lay bleeding in the field. The focus widens, now including Angelica in her role 

as Medoro's rescuer. Gongora then concenfrates his imagery on Angelica, resulting in 

three stanzas wherein he describes the process by which her well-known icy heart is 

thawed by Love. It is in cleaning Medoro's face that Angelica's hand feels Love, hiding 

behind Medoro's rosy cheeks. Cupid is waiting there to fire his "arpones" into her 

diamond-hard heart (1.26); "Ya es herido el pedemal" (33). A popular and fluidly poetic 

translation yields "Now the flint is struck."̂ '* The literal meaning, "The flint is 

wounded" is, however, more important to a critical reading with a feminist perspective. 

The use of the word "flint" implies an object which must be stmck in order to illicit the 

desired response. When coupled with the image of punitive pain suggested by 

'̂*Elias L. Rivers, in his Renaissance and Baroque Poefr-y of Spain, provides valuable 
prose franslations (190). 
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"wounded," the reader sees an Angelica who must be punished in order to display the 

correct response to a man, that is, love. 

In his article "La nocion de piedad en el romance 'Angelica y Medoro' de 

Gongora," Tomas Ramos Orea remarks on G6ngora's use of the word "piedad" twice in 

the passage (113-23). In his discussion of Gongora's possible motivation for stressing the 

concept of piedad, Ramos Orea strenuously explains that Gongora's intention was to 

point out that the love that Angelica started to feel for Medoro was tainted. His focus 

centers on the stanzas: 

Ya le regala los ojos, 
ya le enfra, sin ver por donde, 
una piedad mal nacida 
enfre dulces escorpiones 
[ ] 
ya es herido el pedemal, 
ya despide el primer golpe 
centellas de agua, jOh, piedad, 
hija de padres fraidores! (29-36) 

and he summarizes: 

Gongora dice mal nacida como recriminando el sentimiento de piedad que 
empieza a abrotar de Angelica, desvirtuando su ofro sentimiento de amor, 
"for the sake of it," ya nada mas. Lo dulce y lo amargo del amor, la 
delicia y la tortura que supone el estar enamorado (Lope: "Quien lo probo, 
lo sabe") justifica plenamente el considerar el sentimiento amoroso de 
Angelica entre dulces escorpiones. Con lo de mal nacida Gongora quiere 
delatamos su reproche a todo lo que conlleve un resultado amoroso sin 
estar inspirado sola y puramente por amor. ^Que bastardeamiento del 
alma es eso de querer a alguien por compasion? Lo primero que nos viene 
a la mente es la irritacion de Medoro (en realidad, la de cualquiera de 
nosotros en semejantes circunstancias) si llegara a sospechar o descubrir 
que le quieren por lastima y no por lo que el, como hombre, puede hacer 
despertar en una mujer. Si amamos por piedad, mal podemos decir que 
amamos. En todo caso falseamos los quilates posibles de nuestro amor. 
Gongora lo debia saber bien, como buen amante que era. Asi entendemos 
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nosofros el reproche justo que Gongora aplica a la conducta de Angelica. 
(121) 

I find that Ramos Orea seems to read emotional motivations not supported by the text. 

He posits that since this was a love derived from a combination of motherly compassion 

and a lover's attraction, it should never have been allowed to develop, and that Angelica 

is at fault. Poor princess of Cathay, she can't win! Eternally reproached for her flinty 

heart, when she does feel love, it's not the "righf kind. 

The next tableau the reader views is that of Angelica applying healing herbs to 

Medoro's wounds. The corresponding stanza in Ariosto's work reads thus; 

E rivocando alia memoria I'arte 
Ch'in India imparo gia di chirurgia 
(Che par che questo studio in quella parte 
Nobile e degno e di gran laude sia; 
E senza molto rivoltar de carte, 
Che 'I pafre ai figli ereditario il dia). 
Si dispose a operar con succo d'erbe, 
Ch'a piu matura vita lo riserbe. 
E ricordossi che passando avea 
Veduta un'erba in una piaggia amena; 
Fosse dittamo, o fosse panacea, 
O non so qual di tal effetto plena, 
Che stagna il sangue, e de la piaga rea 
Leva ogni spasmo e perigliosa pena. 
La frovo non lontana, e quella colta. 
Dove lasciato avea Medor, die volta. 
[ ] 
Pesto con sassi I'erba, indi la prese, 
E succo ne cavo fra le man bianche; 
Ne la piaga n'infuse, e ne distese 
E pel petto e pel venfre e fin a I'anche; 
E fii di tal virtii questo liquore, 
Che stagno il sangue, e gli tomo il vigore. (st. 21-24) 
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Gongora, referring to these same skills originally attributed to Angelica by Ariosto, 

writes; 

Hierbas aplica a sus llagas, 
que si no sanan entonces, 
en virtud de tales manos 
lisonjean los dolores. (49-52) 

Damaso Alonso also refers to both writers' treafrnent of the episode, explaining the 

notable difference in detail as due to Ariosto's being a "novelist," and Gongora using "la 

historia" only as "material para una nueva intensificacion" (Romance, 36). The brief 

space which G6ngora devotes to this event, in which more words describe the virtues of 

"tales manos" than the event itself, coupled with the rather sardonic tone throughout the 

remainder of the stanza, yield a somewhat under-whelming acknowledgement of 

powerfiil skills fraditionally attributed to Angelica. 

In his discussion of Tirso's inspiration for "Quien hablo, pago," Avalle Arce 

compares Ariosto's treatment of the scene with Gongora's; "Esta situacion la pinta 

Gongora con las siguientes palabras, en las cuales no falta un matiz de incredulidad" 

(276). The text suggests that the beauty of "tales manos" is more important than the 

work they do. 

The narrator then describes Amor offering Angelica his blindfold in order to bind 

Medoro's wounds, but she uses her veil instead; 

Amor le ofrece su venda, 
mas ella sus velos rompe 
para ligar sus heridas; 
los rayos del sol perdonen. (41-44) 
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Gongora's choice of words, "ella sus velos rompe," followed by the image of the 

(masculine) sun's rays pardoning her action, lend weight to other interpretations than the 

literal. This passage can be read as Angelica exposing her face to Medoro, thus revealing 

her identity and discarding her protective barrier. The protective barrier/veil offered to 

Medoro may also be read as a sexual metaphor, referring to the ripping of the hymen, a 

fraditional sign of loss of virginity. 

The villano arrives, "penetrando el bosque," a phrase which underscores a sexual 

interpretation of the above lines. He hears Angelica's "tristes piadosas voces," and puts 

Medoro on his mare's back, guiding them to his cabin; 

a su cabafta los guia, 
que el sol deja su horizonte 
y el humo de su cabafta 

les va sirviendo de norte. (61-64) 

Gongora's language here creates an image of welcome and comfort. The term "cabafta" 

itself suggests a humble abode, yet the smoke from its fire is a happy sight as the sun sets. 

An anonymous labradora. who for Ariosto was the wife of the pastore, and the mother of 

his sons, welcomes them, and prepares a bed for the couple; "Blando heno en vez de 

pluma" (69). Gongora continues his theme of a humble, yet superior life away from 

court. 

The narrative continues out of chronological order, going back in time to tell of 

Medoro's recovery; the eye of the viewer / imagination of the reader, is drawn to the 
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glowing, lucky Medoro. Of Angelica, as in the passage above, we see her hands. In fact, 

tt is her hands, not Angelica herself, that restore Medoro, give him her beauty and her 

kingdom as a dowry; 

Las manos, pues, cuyos dedos 
de esta vida fueron dioses, 
restituyen a Medoro 
salud nueva, fuerzas dobles, 
y le enfregan, cuando menos, 
su beldad y un reino en dote [...]. (73-80) 

The following three stanzas draw the reader's view to the "choza." The narrator's 

perspective is from outside the love nest, and recounts the activities of bees, doves, 

Cupidillos, Lividia, and Amor, all bustling with activity due to the love-making inside 

(81-2). The scene changes abmptly as the lovers emerge from their cocoon. Love has 

indeed wrought a transformation. Gongora first paints Medoro's portrait: 

Todo es gala el africano 
su vestido espira olores, 
el lunado arco suspende, 
y el corvo alfanje depone; 
tortolas enamoradas 
son sus roncos atambores, 
y los volantes de Venus 
sus bien seguidos pendones. (93-100) 

Medoro has become positively radiant, inside and out. His heart is happy, having 

changed allegiances from Mars to Venus. Outwardly he displays the rewards of being 

loved by a princess of Cathay. It may be supposed that he does not suffer untowardly, 

emotionally or physically, for being the object of Angelica's suspect love, as inferred by 

Orea Ramos. She also has changed. Angelica has become, in Ball's words, a "radiant 

love-goddess" (44); 
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Desnuda el pecho anda ella, 
vuela el cabello sin orden; 
si lo abrocha, es con claveles, 
con jazmines, si lo coge; 
el pie calza en lazos de oro, 
porque la nieve se goce, 
y no se vaya por pies 
la hermosura del orbe. (101-108)" 

Although it may seem rather obvious to current readers, my research has not 

turned up any commentary on the fact that while Gongora describes a resplendently 

dressed and armed Medoro, the porfrait of Angelica is of a semi-naked woman, with her 

hair loosed.̂ ^ The narrator offers the gazer not only the very antithesis of the heartless 

"ingrata" of the Angelica fradition, but a golden-age / classical pin-up giri par excellence. 

Lines 105-108, which Rivers translates as "On her feet she ties golden laces, so 

that their snow may be appreciated, and so that the world's beauty may not run away" 

(193), offer a different reading if one applies a perspective which notes patriarchal 

practices of limiting, or confining / containing women. Angelica's feet, beautifiil in the 

snowy white fradition, seem to be more beautifiil, better appreciated by the narrator for 

^̂  Ball cites references to fiirther parodying of Lope in v. 107-08 (Imitation 43). 

^̂  A woman's hafr is a stock element in the cataloging of her physical beauty. 
Within the amorous poetic fradition, "el cabello esparcido" is especially valued. Recall 
Garcilaso's "En tanto que de azucenas." Marina Warner, in her book From the Beast to 
the Blonde, on Fairy Tales and Their Tellers, writes on the significance of the hair as a 
symbol; "[...] whether on the scalp or off, dishevelment is always at issue, and the 
magic of hair seems more closely directed, confrolled and contained when the hair is 
groomed than when it is unkempt (wild)" (287-88). Here Angelica's now-unbound hair 
no longer symbolizes her independent Princess-power, but is less threatening, "sexier," 
more natural. 
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their being bound by golden laces.̂ ^ In fact, Gongora tells us that after Angelica has been 

"wounded" by love, bom of unworthy motives though it may be, she becomes a better, 

kinder, softer, more desirable Angelica. The narrator would not have her go too far along 

this path toward full, sensual, femaleness, however: her feet must be bound so that she 

may not escape. 

The juxtaposition of these two post-honeymoon porfraits provides a striking point 

of comparison for a study concemed with the "male gaze." I have found it useful to use 

this dual porfrait as a point of departure in considering Gongora's depictions of Angelica 

and Medoro within the framework of binary oppositions. Cixous states that in "death-

dealing binary thought" one element in the oppositional pair is always privileged over the 

other; the hidden male/female opposition with its inevitable positive/negative evaluation 

can always be fraced as the underlying paradigm (Casfration 44). 

Angelica is described as; "aquella vida y muerte de los hombres" (15), "el 

diamante del Catay" (27), "la bella" (49), "una ciega con dos soles" (68), and "la 

hermosura del orbe" (108). Angelica posseses: a heart of flint, "pedemal" (33), "tales 

^̂  Warner's book is an excellent resource for references to feet as symbols of 
sexuality in various cultures. She specifically cites the half-woman, half-monster figure 
common along Mediterranean shores. In this figure, the split-tailed fish body represents 
the dark, unknown, frightening nether regions of female anatomy. Warner ties this figure 
to traditions surrounding Bath Sheba's feet and her sexuality (129-33). It may be argued 
that since Angelica ties the laces herself, it is her power/choice to do so. 1 disagree. For 
centuries women have been wearing uncomfortable clothing because it was the only 
patriarchy-sanctioned choice. Women were not allowed to wear men's clothing, for 
example. It would make the men "uncomfortable." Again, refer to McKendrick's work 
on the "mujer varonil." (Popular wisdom—If high-heels represent an intelligent choice 
in footwear, why don't men wear them?) Additionally, how pleasing it must be to have 
this natural, free woman voluntarily confine herself, even symbolically. 
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manos" which please with their touch, because of their beauty (39), "tiistes piadosas 

voces"(50), eyes like the sun (44, 68), fingers which, godlike, restore Medoro. (73), her 

beauty, which she gives to Medoro (78), a kingdom, which she also gives to Medoro (78). 

Angelica appears: bare-breasted (101), hair flying "without order" (102), with her white 

feet tied with goldem laces (105). 

Medoro is defined as; "mal herido/bien curado" (9), "un dichoso joven" (10), 

untouched by Love's arrows (11), "coronado de favores" (12), "el garzon" (72), "un 

cuerpo con poca sangre" (59), "un mal vivo con dos almas" (67). Medoro possesses; "las 

venas con poca sangre, los ojos con mucha noche" (13-14), "sangre noble" (28), "salud 

nueva, fuerzas dobles" (76), Angelica's beauty (78), the kingdom of Cathay (78), a 

soldier's weapons (95). Medoro appears: dressed in rich garments (93), laying down 

weapons (94-5). 

Cixous's comments on the economies of love offer some insight in this 

comparison of the couple Angelica/Medoro. Both lovers have undergone a 

fransformation because of their love; Angelica's flinty heart softens, and she recovers the 

rest of her body. Where she had before been no more than a beautiful pair of hands, love 

has made visible her hair, eyes, breasts, feet. Medoro has also profited by this love. He 

is fransformed from a war-wounded, handsome young man into a cured, happy, well-

dressed, peacefiil consort of a princess. Love seems to have been a good thing for these 

two. 

But this goes against G6ngora's basic premise of the foolishness of Love. He 

cannot permit the perpetually icy-hearted Angelica to be free and in love, nor Medoro to 
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revel in his intimate relationship with her. Just five verses after the passage celebrating 

tiieir bliss, Gongora presents another radical change in tone. His apocalyptic ending to 

the poem, cited on page 40, effectively calls the reader back from too much 

contemplation of happiness. The perspective of the reader/viewer no longer lingers on 

either the free and happy woman, not the fortunate man in love, but rather on the 

unhappy, crazed, and ultimately powerful spumed lover. This defamiliarizing device, 

discussed above with regard to narrative structure, interjects the writer into the reader's 

view and diverts any sympathetic perspectives on the part of the reader toward Love or 

the lovers. However, the most important result of the abmpt and violent imagery of the 

closing stanzas may be to leave in the reader's mind the image of "unsuitable" happiness 

desfroyed by the wronged, "wortiiy" lover. This love triangle, wherein Angelica must 

choose between two lovers, is a motif vital to Gongora's Polifemo as well. In both 

narratives the woman chooses her lover, but not without consequences imposed by the 

rejected suitor. In the case of Angelica, it is uniquely Gongora's version of the tale 

which leaves the reader contemplating the thorough dismantiing of the woman's, 

Angelica's, chosen love/life. 
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Naming 

Within the patriarchal order, the ability to name something is equated with 

28 

power. Everything "known" has a name. Consequentiy, having a name is necessary for 

every thing or person that merits consideration. Before mentioning Medoro's name (74), 

Gongora has already described him as a "dichoso joven [. .] coronado de favores" (10-

12). His name, along with his health and strength, are restored to him as he is cured. ̂ ' 

Angelica is not referred to by name until line 123. She is defined by her qualities and 

body parts, until that point when her name is read to us from where it has been carved on 

the frees. In fact, it seems as if the exfraordinary transformation undergone by Medoro 

has been wrought by hands, fingers, voice; parts of a yet unnamed woman, but not the 

actual woman herself When her name appears, read out to the reader by the narrator, 

she is further subsumed into the symbolic order. Whereas before just her usefiil parts 

were seen, named, owned, now all of Angelica is regarded. When reading the text for 

Gongora's underlying ideologies, who is named and who is nameless becomes 

significant. 

*̂ The importance of the practice of naming, of having a name, has been addressed 
by many tiieorists and critics in the last fifty years. Works by Michel Foucault, Jacques 
Derrida and Freud re-interpreter Jacques Lacan, all serve to reveal the power which 
comes from recognizing what is "right," and by naming, admitting a thing into the 
privileged side of the opposition "Known/Unknown." 

^' Ball states that Gongora does not refer the principal characters' names from a 
motive of self-promotion, recalling his use of the phrase "pastoral albergue" to point to 
Ariosto (40-41). Thus, it is not advantageous to Gongora to use the protagonists' names. 
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Gendered Space 

Presented above were two "sets" in binary opposition, one set of words Gongora 

uses to describe Angelica, and the other to describe Medoro. I propose to extend these 

sets to include narrative spaces that are aligned along the same female/male 

opposition. Within Gongora's romance are several distinct poetic landscapes: the 

woods where Medoro is found, the "albergue," the caves, the forest surrounding the 

cabin, the idyllic surroundings of the love nest. I divide these spaces into "feminine" and 

"masculine" spaces along the same binary opposition. The female spaces are the woods 

and "pastoral albergue" which the war forgot (1-3). Here is the natural worid, where life 

follows the movements of the sheep and goats. Here magic happens: poor, humble, near-

dead foot soldiers are brought back to life and bestowed with riches. In the woods, 

Angelica is free and happy. Birds sing, bees hum, all Nature rejoices with the lovers. 

The outside world is the "male" narrative space. There is war. Medoro came 

from the world of men, where he fought and was wounded. Although he is found in the 

forest, it is only Medoro's nearly dead body that has ended up there. His spirit is still out 

in the world of men. It is only when Medoro regains consciousness, regains his senses, 

that he begins to participate in the natural, feminine world. He is cured by a woman who 

uses natural, wild herbs. He is resuscitated by the feminine world, prefiguring his 

°̂ The idea of studying the significance of gendered space was suggested by having 
read Ted McVay's article on the narrative spaces in Garcilaso's eclogues; "Beheaded 
Women; Masculine/Feminine Dualities in Garcilaso's 'Egloga UI.'" 
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transformation when he accepts Angelica's love and embraces his new life. The narrator 

makes this movement between worlds very clear: 

el lunado arco suspende, 
y el corvo alfanje depone. 
tortolas enamoradas 
son sus roncos atambores, 
y los volantes de Venus 
sus bien seguidos pendones. (1. 94-9) 

Medoro lays down his weapons (symbols of power in the masculine worid), and 

follows the turtledove drums and banners of Venus. He has crossed over from Mars to 

Venus. The villano also comes from the surrounding masculine world. On his way 

home, he enters the forest, "iba penefrando el bosque" (48). In addition to the 

remarkable choice of words, Gongora's picture of the villano "penefrating the forest" 

may be seen as a code: a traveller—a man—moves from one space to another, from the 

^ 1 

masculine to the feminine. 

Both the albergue and the caves are sub-spaces within the female world. The 

albergue is the home of the villano. It is a "star" (64), a nocturnal heavenly body. A 

woman welcomes them, offering comfort and shelter and the opportunity for the lovers to 

enjoy each other. The caves present a more ambiguous space. Within Freudian and 

other symboHc codes, a cave, being a dark, damp, mysterious opening, suggests the 

'̂ In her discussion on the subject's need to examine the "mysterious" object. Luce 
Irigaray writes; "All nostalgia for going back toward the mystery of the earth's womb 
must be banished. The shadowy, the impenefrable, the secret, the night, are 
henceforward set down right on the horizon, in front of the gaze" (Speculum 296). 
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feminine. What is inside is hidden (from men) and must be explored (by men).̂ ^ Like 

the shepherd's home, the caves provide a rendezvous for the lovers' embraces, but the 

image Gongora creates is neariy that of a sacred stmcture, practically a church, that the 

pair "profane" with their physical love; 

Cuevas do el silencio apenas 
deja que sombras las moren, 
profanan con sus abrazos, 

a pesar de sus horrores. (125-128) 

It is at this point that a reader might begin to perceive Gongora's preferences 

regarding the two worlds. On a first reading, the natural world seems so lovely, so 

brimming with life! However, in order to enter into it, Medoro had to become "dead" to 

his world, both physically and symbolically by laying down his weapons. Angelica had 

to be "wounded" by Love's "harpoons." To have her lover in her world with her, she 

gave up her kingdom, her independence, whatever power she may have had in the "male" 

world. In the stanza cited above, where the narrator shows us the lovers enjoying each 

other in the caves, the tone becomes more judgmental. 

Gone are the glowing images of natural love. They have been replaced by images 

of silence, gloom, and horrores. With the one word, "profanan," G6ngora snaps the 

reader back to the world of "right and wrong," the worid of baroque church law vs. 

natural law, a very powerful contemporary binary opposition. 

^̂  Cixous writes of the "need to know" prevalent in phallocenfric society; "Let's 
leave it [...] to masculine anxiety and its obsession with how to dominate the way things 
work—knowing 'how it works' in order to 'make it work'" (Medusa 887). 
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The definitive closure follows. The narrator reminds the reader of all the elements 

of the "feminine" space that have participated in the natiiral, physical and emotional joy 

of Angelica and Medoro, and warns her / him of their fate. I again cite this key passage: 

Choza pues, talamo y lecho, 
cortesanos labradores, 
aires, campos, fuentes, vegas, 
fresnos, chopos, montes, valles, 
contestes, de estos amores, 
el cielo os guarde, si puede, 
de las locuras del Conde. (128-134) 

It is here as well that the opposition between the two worlds is drawn most 

clearly: Oriando, prototype extraordinaire of the masculine space, will come from the 

outside, visible, worid, and obliterate all traces of this secret, hidden wori4_ The 

feminine space v^ll be conquered by the masculine. 

Writing 

Within various critical approaches, the power to express oneself verbally, to have 

a voice, oral or written, signifies power. For Cixous, the ability of a woman to "speak 

herself or "write herself is necessary (Medusa 878-80). Freya Johnson summarizes 

Cixous's perspective; "According to her usage, a woman must write or speak from the 

body, utilizing the essential energy that stems from the female body, and from femaleness 

in general, to create a discourse which is uniquely feminine and independent of the 

patriarchy" (29). For the purposes of this study, I refer to a woman's ability to define 

herself through language, whatever language she chooses, whether it be "feminine" or 

"masculine," patriarchal or "other" discourse. 
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In the Angelica tradition, the carving of the lovers' names on the trees 

surrounding their refuge has always been a fundamental narrative element. Ariosto 

writes that Orlando discovers "inscriptions on many trees by the shady bank; he had only 

to look closely at the letters to be sure that they were formed by the hand of his goddess" 

(Canto 23,97-106). For Ariosto, it is Angelica who writes. In Lope's Angelica en el 

Catay. Angelica asks Medoro to write, and even tells him which words and sentiments to 

inscribe (726). Caftizares has Angelica do all the carving, only telling Medoro afterward 

(442-45). 

The act of writing is important to Gongora, and both his Angelica and Medoro 

inscribe their names in the trees. Their authorship is nominal, however, suggested only 

by the subjectless third-person plural verbs; 

Los froncos les dan cortezas 
en que se guarden sus nombres, 
mejor que en tablas de mdrmol 
0 que en laminas de bronce. 
No hay verde fresno sin lefra, 
ni bianco chopo sin mote 
si un valle "Angelica" suena, 
ofro "Angelica" responde. (116-123) 

The reading of tiie inscriptions is accomplished by the narrator. Although both 

names have been carved, it is only Angelica's that is read out. Medoro is not of 

consequence now. It is Angelica's name and fate that is important. It is her name on the 

trees that provokes the violent imagery of the poem's end, for while it may seem at first 

that Natiire and the feminine world are enjoying some validation by the narrator, 

Gongora abraptly changes tone and mood, condemning all to the wrath of the inevitable 
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retum of Orlando and the outside (male) world. The rejection of the feminine space, and 

Angelica as its symbol, is striking in its totality. As Gongora is wont to employ the 

narrative technique of abmpt changes in vocabulary and tone to bring the reader back to 

the desired perspective, it seems that the vehemence of this condemnation might be 

directed at the narrative voice itself Perhaps Gongora started feeling too comfortable 

inside the feminine space, and found himself looking out, rather than in. 
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CHAPTER rV 

HERO 

Pase a medianoche el mar, 
y arda en amorosa llama, 
Leandro por ver su dama; 
que yo mas quiero pasar 
del golfo de mi lagar 
la blanca o roja corriente, 

yriaselagente.' 

The theme of Hero and Leander is one well known to readers of classical westem 

literature, perhaps more so at the time when Gongora composed his two romances on the 

theme; "Arrojose el mancebito" (1589), and "Aunque entiendo poco griego" (1610). In 

her thorough study on the subject. El tema de Hero y Leandro en la literatura espaftola. 

Francisca Moya del Bafto notes the exfreme degree of familiarity the story enjoyed at the 

time Gongora wrote his poems and how his use of parody allowed him to address the 

theme without sinking into banality (95-96). Jose Maria de Cossio proposes the eminent 

suitability of Gongora for such a work, citing the absence of lyrical or personal passion in 

Gongora's body of work as an explanation for his ease in adopting an ironic position 

toward this romantic tale (Fabulas 717). 

In this chapter I address Gongora's representation of the Hero character. I adopt a 

dual approach. First I examine the geme of parody, or burlesque, and what that means 

' Luis de Gongora, "Andeme yo caliente y riase la gente," Lefrilla 96 (1581), in Lms 
de G6ngora; Obras Completas. eds. Juan and Isabel Mille y Gimenez. Elias L. Rivers 
provides the following prose franslation, from his Renaissance and Baroque Poetry of 
Spain; "Let Leander pass over the sea at midnight, burning with amorous flame, to see 
his lady; for I prefer to pass from the gulf of my winepress, the white or red stream, and 
let the people laugh" (187-88). 
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for Hero's character. I then discuss how the phenomena of silence, marginalization, and 

omission are related to Hero's role in the text. I argue that in the narrative Gongora has 

constmcted with his two romances, he has virtually erased Hero from the reader's view. 

What remains are the symbols used to signify Hero, and the Petrarchan ekphrastic portrait 

evoked in the earlier "Arrojose el mancebito." 

Gongora's freatments of the Hero and Leander tale are parodies. In fact, 

according to Cossio, the earlier "Arrojose" was the first burlesque of a mythological 

theme published in Spain (517). The purpose of parody, of burlesque, is to deconstmct 

the status quo, that is, the privileged position of a practice or role within a societal 

contmct. In the case of the two romances under discussion, nearly every element is 

parodied—nothing escapes the poet's wit. The families of the young lovers are ridiculed, 

and Hero and Leander themselves are made to look rade and foolish. The power of the 

Hellespont is parodied both by reducing its size to that of a "puddle of tuna fish" (2), and 

by turning the fierce waves and winds into a comedic battleground of the gods (13-24). 

The fragedy of the protagonists' deaths is undermined by the clever literary conceit: 

"...el file pasado por agua, / yo esfrellada mi fin tuve" ("he was soft-boiled, I was 

scrambled" 90-91). 

There is a conflict, however, in G6ngora's treatment of the Hero figure. Robert 

Jammes describes Gongora's freatment of Hero and other feminine figures as "netamente 

positivo," yet later offers the possibility of a conflict between the positive character of 

^ Luis de Gongora y Argote, Romances, ed. Antonio Carrefto. All citations from 
Gongora's two romances are taken from this source. 
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Gongora's verbal portraits of Hero and Thisbe (discussed in Chapter V), and the 

technique of parody, which is negation and "afeamiento" ("making ugly" 133-34). 

This chapter vsall also examine the process of marginalization, silencing, and 

omission. When the goal of the poet is to parody a popular literary icon, as had become 

the tale of Hero and Leander, it is worth noting which elements are not addressed. In a 

tale whose narrative twists and turns are so well known, it is of interest to note which 

events are related, and which are left out. Which elements are included, yet not subjected 

to the ironic perspective? If everything is available for ironic assessment, what is left 

untouched? I note the benign freatment accorded to the "cataloging" of Hero's physical 

attributes in the earlier romance. This reflects, perhaps, what Jammes referred to as 

"positive" freatment. Although tiiere is some debate conceming the depiction of Hero's 

beauty, a point that I elaborate later in the chapter, I propose that while Hero's beauty is 

not burlesqued, at least in the first poem, her traditional role as principal protagonist has 

been nearly erased from Gongora's telling of the tale. 

Background of the Hero and Leander Tradition 

The story of Hero and Leander can be found in many classical texts, among them 

Virgil's first-century BCE Georgics. Ovid's more extensive first-century CE work, the 

Heroides. appears in epistolary form; one letter written by Leander to Hero, and another 

from Hero to Leander (Lettere di Eroine 350-84). Martial composed three epigrams on 

the theme, two of which would inspire Garcilaso's famous 1543 sonnet XXDC, "Pasando 
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el mar Leandro el animoso."^ With regard to how fiiture poets would write the story, the 

most influential version of the story is that of Musaeus. Although little is known of this 

fifth-century CE Greek poet it was his text which, primarily through adaptations by 

Boscdn and Bernardo Tasso, came to be the standard upon which Renaissance and 

Baroque versions of the story would be based.'* 

Bernardo Tasso (1493-1569), native of Bergamo, had close ties with the Spanish 

court during his stay in the Kingdom of Naples. Men6ndez y Pelayo cites some 

occasions whereby Tasso would have had the opportunities to know both Garcilaso and 

Boscan (303-304). His 1537 poem. La Favola de Leandro ed Ero. faithftiUy follows the 

Musaeus 

narrative, although there are important differences. I include Tasso in this progression 

toward Spanish versions for the influence his poem had on Boscan, and thus on any 

reading of Gongora against either Boscan or Musaeus. 

According to Cossio, Juan Boscan's poem, Historia de Hero y Leandro (1537-

1539), was the first appearance of the poetic subgenre of the fabula mitologica in Spanish 

^ Originally published in Las obras de Boscan y algunas de Garcilaso (Barcelona; 
1543) Hoja 6a. Cited in Men^ndez y Pelayo (315). My citations are taken from Garcilaso 
de la Vega, Poesia castellana completa. 

'* For detailed studies of the origins and development of the Hero and Leander theme, 
consult Gelzer's notes in his edition of Musaeus's Hero and Leander (302-312). With 
regard to Spanish works, see Francisca Moya del Bafto's El tema de Hero v Leandro en la 
literatura espaftola cited above; Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, Antologia de poetas 
liricos castellanos. vol. X; and Antonio Alatorre, "Los romances de Hero y Leandro," in 
Libro iubilar de Alfonso Reyes (1.-45). 
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(98). The hendecasyllabic meter that Boscdn introduced in Spain, echoing Tasso's 

hendecasyllables in his Favola. proved very suitable for adapting classical works from 

Italian sources into Spanish. His version of the Hero and Leander tale provides a useful 

link to previous texts, allowing study of Gongora's works both with regard to eariier texts 

and against Boscdn's own poem. 

Plot Summary of Hero and Leander 

The cities of Abydos and Sesto, facing each other across the Hellespont strait, 

provide the location for the tragic love story.̂  Hero is from Sesto, Leandro from Abydos. 

She is a virgin priestess of Aphrodite, and lives in a high tower at the edge of the sea. 

During the seasonal feast of Aphrodite and Apollo, Hero appears at the temple in her 

official role. Her beauty is so striking that Leander takes the very dangerous liberty of 

approaching her. They talk, fall in love, and consider themselves to be husband and wife. 

They part with the understanding that Leander will cross the sea that separates them as 

soon as he sees a light in Hero's tower window. He vows to swim the dangerous passage 

rattier than cross in a boat to preserve the secrecy of their arrangement and protect Hero's 

^ Antonio Carrefto, in his notes to Gongora's Romances, cites Antonio Alatorre's 
claim that it was Garcilaso who first infroduced the theme of Hero and Leander in 
Spanish with his sonnet "Pasando el mar Leandro el animoso" (205). 

^ Any summary of the Hero and Leander tale will necessarily leave out some detail 
included in another version. I offer this summary from Musaeus's poem, discussed in 
further detail below, as being the generally accepted precursor for later versions. I use 
Gelzer's edition, from which all quotations are taken. Gelzer offers several instances of 
corroboration of the physical location of this folktale, including the historian Sfrabo's 
rnentipns of Hero's Tower (302-03). The full text of Musaeus's poem can be found jn 
Appendix B. 
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reputation. When darkness comes Hero lights her flame, whereupon Leander sees tiie 

signal and begins his journey across the Hellespont. He survives the joumey, and they 

consummate their pledged marriage. Leander parts before dawn, again to protect Hero 

from others' knowledge of her breaking her vows of chastity. Their time together is 

short, for winter arrives, and the sea is too rough to cross. Finally, Hero is overcome with 

longing for Leander and places her light in the window. As Leander swims toward Hero, 

the weather worsens and the wind extinguishes the flame. Leander succumbs to the 

rough waters and is drovmed. Hero, who has waited anxiously in her tower all night, sees 

Leander in the light of dawn, dead at the foot of her tower. She becomes desperate in her 

grief, and throws herself out the tower window. Hero falls dead on her lover's body, thus 

joining their sotds in death. 

Major Poems Treating the Hero and Leander Theme 

As mentioned above, there are numerous references to the Hero and Leander story 

dating back to antiquity. Below is a brief summary of the works which have most 

influenced Renaissance and Baroque Spain, and thus the subject of this study of 

Gongora's image of Hero. 

Musaeus 

Althoug little is known of this fifth-century writer, it is his version of the folktale 

of Hero and Leander to which later writers looked for inspiration. It is not certain exactly 

when he lived nor when his Hero and Leander was published. Musaeus's writing 
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lifespan can be approximated by the appearance of the word "grammaticus" 

(ypamaaxiKoq) on several of his manuscripts, a title very much in use during the fifth 

and sixth centuries CE. The date of his Hero and Leander poem can only be established 

by a textual comparison with other works of the period, producing a probable period of 

the latter part of the fifth century CE (Gelzer 297-99). Many studies claim that Musaeus 

was almost certainly a Christian.^ Gelzer uses this assumption to constmct a Christian 

Neoplatonic interpretation of his poem, according to which Musaeus intended a "higher" 

meaning concealed allegorically beneath the surface of the love story he narrated (316-

22). Following this model, the tale of Hero and Leander is to be interpreted on three 

levels. Beneath the first level of superficial narrative is the second, "moral," level, 

wherein love is to be read as that love found in marriage. The third level is the 

theoretical / theological, in which the three narrative divisions of the poem represent the 

life of the soul, portrayed by the character of Leander. Gelzer explains; 

The first part (28-231) represents the soul's life in heaven before birth, in 
which it is by its original vision of its own god chosen and called to follow 
him in the heavenly procession; the second part (232-288) is its life on 
earth, where recollection effected through love leads it to exaltation and 
mystic union with its god; tiie tiiird part (289-343) is its release from the 
chains of the body and the foreshadowing of its reward in the afteriife in 
the highest and culminating union with God. (319) 

The roles Hero and Leander play within this allegorical model differ. As noted 

above, Leander is the philosophical soul, finding his way to God by experiencing 

^ See Gelzer (299-322), and Moya del Bafto (11). Montes Cala, m his edition of 
Musaeus's Hero v Leandro. disagrees; "Tampoco temenos constancia alguna, confra la 
opinion de Gelzer, de que fiiera cristiano y ademas neoplatomco. Museo, certamente, 
conoce y a veces imita a autores cristianos [...]. Lo que en cualquier caso seria de 
senalar es el hecho de que Museo conciba y escriba una obra de clara mspiracion pagana 
(23). 
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different levels of love. Hero becomes the agent of his spirittial progress; the love 

Leander feels for her is tiie motivation to proceed with his spirittial joumey. Gelzer cites 

tiie importance of Hero's lamp, the light that guides Leander through the dark night of his 

ordeal, replaced with the daylight of his "rebirth" (320). Following Gelzer's 

interpretation of this allegorical model. Hero does not have much significance to the 

story. She is tiie unseen motivation whose importance is superseded by the light she 

holds in the tower window. 

If Musaeus's poem is read without tiie Neoplatonic filter. Hero's character takes 

on greater significance. Hero and Leander are described in a parallel manner; 

. . . Kindling a youth and maiden; and their names were these; 
He was Leander, quickener of desire, and the maiden. Hero. 
She dwelt in Sestos, and he in the city of Abydos, 
Of each of their two cities each the fairest star. 
Like to each other [...]. (19-23) 

Hero is described in flattering terms. Her beauty is remarkable, eliciting comparison with 

Venus herself (w. 33 and 67-68). Her character is laudable as well: 

A second cyprian goddess, in chastity and shamefastness. 
Never did she mingle among the gatherings of women. 
Nor enter the gracefiil dance of young girls of her years. 
Shunning the word of blame, the envious word of women. 
For always at sight of beauty women are envious. (33-37)* 

* This idea of a beautifiil woman's need to be protected from the dangerous envy of 
other women is also seen in the Pyramus and Thisbe story. In his La fabula de Piramo v 
Tisbe. Gongora writes: "Tantas veces de los templos / a sus posadas redujo / sin libertad 
los galanes, / a las damas sin orgullo, / que viendo [...] su peligro en los concursos, / las 
reliquias de Tisbica / engasto en lo mas recluso / de su retrete, negado / aun a los atomos 
puros" (23-25). 
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Hero is capable of passion, however. Musaeus describes her emotions as she falls in love 

with Leander: "Now she too had felt the Loves' bitter-sweet sting, / And the maiden Hero 

glowed in her heart wdth sweet fire, / And trembled at the beauty of Leander, quickener of 

desire" (166-68). 

Hero also expresses anger at Leander for being too bold (123-27), then questions 

him, and explains their need for secrecy (174-93). When Leander crosses the sea and 

arrives at Sesto, Musaeus shows the reader a Hero who is passionate and sensitive to the 

dangers Leander has experienced: 

Closely embracing her bridegroom she cried these loving words; 
"Bridegroom, heavy toiler, as no other bridegroom has suffered. 
Bridegroom, heavy toiler, enough now of briny water 
And the smell offish from the sea with its heavy thunderings. 
Here on my breasts repose the sweat of your labouring." (267-71) 

Finally, Leander's fatefiil last crossing ends in the foreordained tragedy. Hero's 

reaction to the sight of Leander's dead body is violent. Musaeus's poem does not dwell 

on any theatricality of Hero's pain, but can be read as an immediate, violent reaction to 

great grief 

Tearing away her embroidered robe from round her breasts. 
And sweeping headlong down she fell from the lofty tower; 
And Hero lay in death beside her dead husband. 
And they had joy of each other even in their last perishing (348-51).' 

Throughout Musaeus's poem, the tone is a sfraightforward narrative, simple in 

style, relatively realistic in its portrayals of human nature. Both Leander and Hero are 

' In his Note b, Gelzer states that "In Plato those who love to tiie end are rewarded 
and remain united. To die following the beloved's death is especially pleasing to the 
gods" (389). 
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revealed as beautiful young people who are swept off their feet by Cupid's arrows. Hero 

plays an equal role in the lovers' tale, sharing the same fate as Leander. 

Tasso 

Bernardo Tasso, father of the well-known Torquato Tasso, published his 

"paraphrase" of Musaeus's poem in 1537.'° Tasso's poem follows Musaeus's in all 

major narrative details, but amplifies greatly the elements of description and 

conmientary, reflected in Tasso's 679 hendecasyllables, compared to Musaeus's 343 

hexameters. One important distinction between the two poems can be noted in Tasso's 

porfrayal of the lover's deaths; 

Si come fosse forsennata e folle. 
Si fece al petto, al crine, al viso olfraggio; 
E dove senza spirito giacea 
II caro sposo con veloci passi 
Andata, si getto sul morto corpo, 
A cui gli ultimi basci, e '1 pianto estremo, 
E sconsolata die gli ultimi accenti. (648-54) 

Tasso's Hero does not commit suicide, but runs to Leander and throws herself on 

him. She sinks into the sea with him, seemingly unintentionally, using her last breaths to 

cry out for "misero Leandro" (661). Tasso continues with an apostrophe to Poseidon to 

give them burial at sea and use his power to cause the tale of Hero and Leander to be 

remembered (663-81). 

'° All quotations from Tasso's poem are taken from; Bernardo Tasso, "La favola di 
Ero e Leandro," Rime; I tre libri degli Amori. 
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Boscan 

Boscan's poem is a tour de force of psychological empathy. Much of the work is 

devoted to describing the emotional and psychological states of the lovers. Relatively 

little space is spent on descriptions of people and places. Even the physical descriptions, 

the conmionplace of providing poetic portraits of the lovers, are of far less importance to 

the work than tiieir tiioughts and motivations. As Tasso's Favola was an amplification of 

Musaeus's poem, Boscan again increases the lengtii of the story, telling his tale in an 

exaggerated 2794 hendecasyllables." Unlike Musaeus and Tasso, Boscan takes a 

narrative digressio. creating an episode to explain the delay in Leander's first crossing. 

In a direct address to the reader, the narrator wonders whether some would like to know 

what kept Hero from showing her light immediately upon her retum to her tower (1112-

18). There follow 870 verses describing the circumstances requiring a feast which Hero 

must attend. It is this characteristic of extending Musaeus's relatively simple narrative 

into a nearly overwhehning volume which Gongora will lampoon throughout his later 

freatments of the Hero and Leander tale. 

Boscan's Hero feels the same passion as Leander; "Pues Hero, aculld dentro 

donde stava, / yo fio que su parte le cabia; / sentia su dolor y el de Leandro, / y mas el de 

Leandro que no el suyo / Todo su bien, su vida y su desseo / estava en ver a el, y quanto a 

esto, / la carga bien igual era d'entrambos" (1098-1104). Also, "[...] que'l amor de los 

dos quedo en un punto, / correspondiente'l uno con el otro" (2239-40). In words nearly 

identical to Tasso's, she comforts the exhausted, but safe, Leander (2207-31). 

" Juan Boscan, Obras po6ticas de Juan Boscdn, eds. Martin Riquer, et al. All 
quotations of Boscan's poem are taken from this edition. 
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Not surprisingly. Hero's climactic realization of Leander's death is developed 

more fiilly than in both Musaeus and Tasso; 

Comen96 a esclarecer en este tiempo, 
y Hero, con furia de mortal congoja, 
con los ojos buscando toda el agua, 
buscando las riberas y buscando 
m4s alia que llegava con su vista, 
no viendo nada, en fin, cay6 de pechos 
en la ventana, sobre las barandas. 
Y acaso, sin sentir cosa que hiziesse, 
que ya poco sentido le quedava, 
hazia'l pie de la torre miro el suelo, 
y su Leandro vio muerto en l'arena. 
Entonces, con la ravia de la muerte, 
a rasgar empego sus vestiduras, 
messando sus cabellos y araftando 
su lindo rosfro, sus hermosos pechos, 
inchiendo d'aullidos todo'l campo. 
Tras esto, assi, sin mas pensar su muerte, 
dexandose caer de la ventana, 
dio sobre'I cuerpo muerto de Leandro, 
que aiin entonces se I'acabava el mundo. (2772-91) 

Boscan's expansive interpretation of the Hero and Leander tale affords the 

opportunity to augment many areas of the narrative. Certainly the characterization of 

Hero receives proportionate attention. Boscan leaves little unknown, offering the reader 

knowledge of her parentage, provenance, and appearance. Uncharacteristically of much 

literature of the period, Boscan also relates Hero's thoughts, words, emotions and actions. 

Ouevedo 

Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas (1580-1645) wrote twice on the theme of Hero 

and Leander. His first was the romance. "Esforzose pobre luz." Although its exact 

publication date is uncertain, it is generally considered to have been written in his youth. 
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Quevedo's later poem, "Seftor Don Leandro," is also difficult to date.'^ Alatorre offers a 

publication after Gongora's 1610 "Aunque entiendo poco griego," citing "artistic logic" 

(30). Marcia Welles disputes this reasoning: 

The bittemess and destmctiveness that characterize this romancillo are 
typical of all his mythological burlesques and are not necessarily 
motivated by the subtie irony of Gongora as suggested by Alatorre [...]. 
One might also conjecture that this brilliant, multilayered second parody 
of Gongora was motivated by his competitive desire to improve upon 
Quevedo's probable source—not the prestigious Greek Musaeus, but the 
tedious Spanish Boscan. (27-28) 

Whether or not Gongora wrote his romances in reaction to Quevedo's is not at 

issue in this study. Worth noting is that while both of Quevedo's poems describe the 

same events, the last crossing of Leander and the lovers' subsequent deaths, the tone in 

Quevedo's two freatments of the theme is very different. His earlier "Esforzose pobre 

luz," while clearly a parodic rendering of the quasi-mythological tale, does not approach 

the level of exfreme irony of his later "Seftor don Leandro." The earlier poem is much 

shorter, only 56 verses. It is characterized by a density of description—maximum 

evocation with minimum words. Of his first poem, Alatorre comments on the intense 

level of metaphor, whereby Quevedo contrasts the weaknesses of humans with the power 

of Nature. Quevedo then inflates the powers of Hero and Leander, their sighs and tears 

causing tidal waves and fierce winds (21). Hero's character, like that of Leander, does 

not receive much emphasis in this early version of Quevedo's. Like Gongora's earlier 

'^Blecua's edition of Quevedo's Obra po6tica (1970) offers two versions of 
Quevedo's second romance; Hero v Leandro en panos menores. which begins: "Seftor 
don Leandro / vaya en hora mala," and La fabula de Hero v Leandro. of which tiie first 
line is; "jAh, seftor Leandro / vaya noramala." The former has 184 verses, tiie latter 172. 
As Moya del Bafto states, the differences are not great, and affect only some passages 
(112). I take all quotations from Blecua's edition of the longer "Seftor don Leandro." 
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version, Quevedo parodies the myth / tradition, without attacking the characters. He 

keeps his distance by exaggeration and ridiculing the whole idea of dying for love. 

The later poem, dealing with the same subject matter of Leander's last crossing of 

the Hellespont, and his and Hero's deaths, is radically different in tone. No longer the 

concise freatment of the earlier romancillo. it is a 172-yerse lambasting of the two 

characters who are historically treated with praise and sympathy. Leander is ridiculed, 

called "aprendiz de rana" (8), "hijo de cabra" (10), and "necio" (96). Hero's character is 

treated to a withering attack. Moya del Bafto writes; "El refrato de Hero es muy del 

gusto de Quevedo; la fealdad y hasta la deformidad de la muchacha es ofrecida con sumo 

placer por parte del autor; no hay poesia ni sublimidad; la historia es vulgar, demasiado 

vulgar" (113). Certainly Quevedo accomplishes the goal of parody, infroduced ealier in 

Jammes's words as "negacion y afeamiento" (134); 

Bracear, y a ello, 
por ver la muchacha, 
una perla toda, 
que a menudo ensartan; 

moza de una venta 
que la Torre llaman 
navegantes cuervos, 
porque en ella paran. 

Chicota muy limpia, 
no de plovo y paja, 
que hace camas bien, 
y deshace camas. 

Corita en cogote 
y gallega en ancas; 
gran mujer de pullas 
para los que pasan. (17-32) 

This concenfration of conceits regarding Hero's morals and appearance is representative 

of the tone of the poem in general, and of the characterization of Hero in particular. As 
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the tones of Quevedo's two versions of the tale differ, so too the deaths of the lovers are 

freated differently. In the earlier, gentier poem, Quevedo writes: 

De los bramidos del Ponto, 
Hero formaba razones, 
descifrando de la orilla 
la confusion en sus voces. 

Murio sin saber su muerte, 
y expiraron tan conformes, 
que el verle muerto aftadio 
la ceremonia del golpe. 

De piedad murio la luz, 
Leandro murio de amores. 
Hero murio de Leandro, 
y Amor, de invidia, muriose. (45-57). 

The ending of "Senor Don Leandro" offers a remarkable contrast; 

Y deshecha en llanto, 
como la que vacia, 
echandose, dijo: 
"jAgua va!," a las aguas. 

Hizose alia el mar 
por no sustentarla, 
y porque la arena 
era menos blanda. 

Dio sobre el aceite 
del candil, de patas, 
y en aceite puro 
se quedo estrellada. 

La verdad es esta, 
que no es patarata, 
aunque mas jarifa 
Museo la canta. (169-184) 

Quevedo narrates the lovers' death in botii poems. In the first, there is no mention 

of how Hero dies, other than "murio de Leandro." The story is so well known tiiat the 

details aren't important. Quevedo's repetition of "muri6" leaves the reader with the 

impression of tiie finality of death. Unlike in Musaeus, Tasso, and Bosc^, no mention is 
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made of tiie fate of tiie lovers, or their souls, after death, hi his later poem. Hero is shown 

willfully throwing herself to her death. The tone is mocking, with great care given to 

develop the "fried egg" conceit, carrying it as far as describing Satan enjoying eating 

them: 

Cual huevos murieron 
tonto y mentecata. 
Satanas los cene: 
buen provecho le hagan. (161-64) 

Although Hero's character is burlesqued to an exfreme measure, she does speak. In 

verses 133-164 Quevedo uses Hero to express the parodic narrative perspective. In fact, 

it is she who, anticipating Love's ironic epitaph, voices Quevedo's clever and much 

admired "lovers as eggs" conceit. 

Gongora's Poems 

As he did with the tale of Pyramus and Thisbe, Gongora twice chose to write 

about Hero and Leander. In the case of the former, Gongora wrote one version, and later, 

on the urging of friends who wanted more, produced another poem.'' As to the 

motivations behind the desire to add to his work on the Hero and Leander theme, perhaps 

it was due to Quevedo's writing of a parodic version. To a poet such as Gongora, who 

prized his ability to create a definitive "new" version of a classic theme, Quevedo's poem 

may have seemed too similar to his own work. Quevedo's version has a similar metric 

structure; stanzas of 5 octosyllabic lines, while G6ngora's stanzas are 4 octosyllabic lines. 

The parodying tone is the same, making the actions of the lovers seem ridiculous. 

'̂  I discuss this in Chapter VI. 
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Perhaps it was a desire to uncover new material to parody that prompted G6ngora to 

begin further back along the narrative timeline. For whereas Quevedo uses the same plot 

for both his poems, the period comprising Leander's last crossing and the deaths of the 

lovers, Gongora begins his second poem at the beginning of the tale, at tiie temple where 

the lovers first meet. 

"Arrojose el mancebito" 

Gongora's first treatment of tiie Hero and Leander story is his 1589 romance 

"Arrojose el mancebito." The narrative begins with Leander throwing himself into the 

Hellespont. The first half of his joumey is uneventful, but midway the weather changes, 

the sea becomes dangerous. Hero, shielding her light from the winds, prays for 

Leander's safety. The light is blown out and Leander loses his sfrength and drowns. He 

is carried by the four winds to the foot of Hero's tower, where she sees his body. She 

throws herself from the tower and dies next to Leander. Hero's maid discovers the 

tragedy and carves their epitaph into stone. 

"Aunque entiendo poco griego" 

Written in 1610, Gongora's second Hero and Leander romance completes the 

fraditional storyline. Beginning with an infroduction to the characters, the poem 

continues through the meeting of the lovers, ending just at the point where Leander 

throws himself into the sea, that is, precisely where the earlier poem begins. A much 
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longer work, Gongora's second romance consists of 220 verses compared to the 96 of 

"Arrojose." Like Quevedo's second poem, the tone of Gongora's "Aunque entiendo 

poco griego" is a much stronger burlesque of the theme. 

Approach 

After studying Gongora's two poems 1 have chosen to analyze the silences, 

absences, and marginalizations present in the texts with regard to the representation of the 

Hero character. I shall show that Hero has been all but erased from Gongora's version of 

the Hero and Leander tale. Gongora's treatment of the character is not the violent, 

obvious one Quevedo employs in his "Seftor Don Leandro." Nonetheless, Hero is 

removed by various narrative techniques, including substitution, erasure, and silencing. 

As a goveming theory, driving the tone and freatment of these texts, I believe reading 

these poems with a Bakhtinian perspective can be informative. Gongora's texts are 

dialogical, or "double-directed."''* They are written both toward the reader, the object of 

the words, and to another text. In the case of these treatments of the Hero and Leander 

story, the other text, or texts, are those of Musaeus, Boscan, and Quevedo. Parody seems 

to be Gongora's preferred literary device in re-writing texts. In this regard, his parodic 

works fit well into a Bakhtinian model. Welles describes the connection between 

Gongora's parodies, his literariness, and Bakhtinian discourse; 

''* For fiirther study regarding Bakhtin's theories on dialogic discourse and the 
camivalesque, see his Problems of Dostovevskv's Poetics (Ann Arbor; 1973), first 
published in 1929, and Rabelais and his Worid (Cambridge: 1968), first published in 
1940. 
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However broadly or narrowly explained, all these definitions have in 
common the essentially literary nature of parody, which does not purport 
to establish a relationship between text and worid, but rather between text 
and word—the previous text or texts to which it is responding [...]. More 
demanding than word puns and jokes, which posit linguistic competence 
for comprehension, parody (which employs many of the humorous 
techniques of jokes) also requires literary competence. The counter-text 
can only be appreciated in terms of the text that it re-creates, not in 
imitation, but in deviation; in other words, the standard text "made 
sfrange." (11) 

Another element in the Bakhtinian approach is the idea of the camivalesque, in which 

fraditionally-respected societal symbols are temporarily dethroned, and practices, speech, 

and behavior which are normally marginalized or silenced, are elevated to a position of 

significance. Much like the inversion of roles during Carnival, the world is tumed 

"upside-down," into a parody of itself Gongora uses various camivalesque touches 

throughout the poems, supporting his intention to dethrone previous texts, ideals of 

romantic love, and the characters of Hero and Leander as examples of virtue. 

Robert Jammes offers a comparison between G6ngora and Quevedo regarding the 

poets' relative level of good taste, in this case very applicable to a discussion of the 

camivalesque in Gongora's work. He describes the abyss between Gongora and 

Quevedo, the latter being more "dirty than amusing. Whatever the theme in question, 

Gongora always avoids vulgarity [...] evidence of refined taste, much more refined than 

tiie majority of his contemporaries" (Obra. 137). On the following page, however, 

Jammes notes the preponderance of scatological references, so numerous that "we have 

not come close to exhausting the topic. This [.. ] is much more in tune with Gongora's 

spirit [.. .] the presence of traces of this type (scatological humor) in a great number of 

compositions reveals in the author an undoubtable appetite for tiiis genre of humor" 
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(139). He rationalizes that "this propensity toward scatological humor is one of the 

characteristics of Golden Age satire [...]. But in any case, among his contemporaries 

Gongora must have enjoyed a solid reputation for skill in this area, for fiirther proof, it is 

enough to read the beginning of tiie Antidoto [...]" (141). Although the object of this 

stiidy is not to document all of G6ngora's "bodily" humor, these comments go to support 

my comments on how a camivalesque approach may be appropriate to an analysis of 

Gongora's parody with regard to tiie characterization of Hero.'̂  

Substitution 

One literary device employed with great effectiveness to eliminate Hero from the 

narrative is that of substitution. I examine two ways in which this is accomplished. The 

first follows the camivalesque inversion of fraditional roles, discussed above. The second 

involves replacing the signified. Hero, with the signs associated with her, the light and 

the tower. 

From Virgin to Courtesan 

Hero is a virgin priestess of Aphrodite. She lives alone to preserve her chastity in 

accordance with the requirements of her religious office. Herein lies the premise for the 

story. Because of Hero's religious role, Leander is audacious in thinking to approach her. 

'̂  Welles also notes Ball's comments on a particularly "bodily" reference in 
Gongora's "Aunque entiendo poco griego": '"Musaios"' does not appear in the text as 
such, but only as 'consumed' (read) and 'digested' (rewritten) by G6ngora, who finds his 
thematic target already 'processed' by the literary version of Boscan" (27). Robert Ball, 
"Parodies of Literary Convention," diss., Yale University, 1976,466. 
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When they fall in love and plan to meet, they must maintain her reputation as a virgin 

pnestess, which necessitates their secrecy, and finally brings about their deaths. The 

irony of a virgin serving the goddess of love and consummate sexual icon. Aphrodite, is 

not lost in the eariier texts of Musaeus, Tasso, or Boscan. Welles notes that this paradox 

is exploited in previous freatments of the story (23). Musaeus describes Hero as a 

"maiden" (20), as well as a "priestess of Aphrodite" (31). For Boscdn, Hero is "la 

virgen" (293), and a "sierva de Venus" (307). Welles also cites Leander's use of this 

paradox to persuade Hero: in Musaeus's work, Leander tells Hero, "It is not fitting a 

virgin attend on Aphrodite" (143). Tasso echoes Musaeus, when Leander seduces Hero; 

Non ama questa Dea ch'onori e coli 
Le caste verginelle, e i duri petti 
Armati d'onesta fredda e gelata 
Ma le tenere menti, e i caldi letti [...]. (74-77) 

Tasso also adopts the vestal virgin frope, comparing Hero's guarding of her light to a 

vestal virgin's protecting her flame (370). ft is significant that the extinguishing of her 

flame equaled death for a vestal virgin, as Hero's dying candle caused her death. 

Boscan, following both Musaeus and Tasso, has Leander convince Hero using the same 

argument; 

Las virgenes iran tras su Diana 
En soledad de vida por los yermos; 
Tu y las que estais a Venus consagradas. 
En lecho conjugal habeis de veros. (309) 

Gongora's "Aunque entiendo poco griego" does not evoke this scene of 

persuasion. Rather than use Hero's paradoxical religious office to prefigure her sexual 

relationship with Leander, Gongora infroduces Hero as already sexually experienced. 
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His use of "ninfa" rather than "maiden" or "virgin" emphasizes the reference to the 

morally ambiguous worid of Greek mythology. Another element of the concepto is the 

description of Hero as the "dama de Sesto" (31). The use of the anachronistic term 

"dama" not only adds to G6ngora's parodying technique of contemporizing narrative 

elements, but also reinforces the burlesque of Boscan's tendencies toward 

"hispanification" present throughout the poem.'̂  Moreover, the term "dama," for which 

the Real Academia's Diccionario de la lengua castellana 1824 edition, gives as definition 

number six; "manceba o concubina" (724),'"̂  not only parodies the eariier poem, but also 

emphasizes the irony in Hero's position. '* The sexual references which give shape to 

the reader's introduction to Hero continue. The narrator describes Hero's supplications 

to Venus and Cupid for Leander's safety: 

Ella, entonces, derramando 
dos mil perlas de ambas luces, 
a Venus y a Amor promete 

Ball refers to Gongora's intention of ridiculing Boscan with the use of such 
obviously anachronistic terms (433-34). 

'̂  In the later 1956 edition, perhaps suggesting a change in usage of the terms, 
"concubina" is no longer included in the definition for "dama," but does appear under 
"manceba" (422), where it is defined as "mujer con quien uno tiene comercio ilicito 
continuado" (835). In fiirther support of this altemate meaning of "dama," I cite Sainz de 
Robles's Ensayo de un diccionario Espaftol de sindnimos y ant6nimos. which gives both 
"cortesana" and "manceba" as synonyms for "dama" (312). Moreover, Niiftez Caceres's 
Concordancias lexicograficas de la Obra Poetica de don Luis de Gongora shows thirty 
references for the word "dama," and another twenty-eight for "damas" (115). A brief 
study of these references will show that Gongora often used the term to imply a woman's 
less than exemplary character. Welles cites several examples of Gongora's usage of the 
term "dama" in her Note 25 (34). 

'* Although there is no evidence to support the etymological connection, the 
serendipitous similarity between Hero's city, Sesto, and "sexo" may have contributed to 
the parodic effectiveness of the titie Gongora bestows upon Hero as "dama de Sesto." 
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sacrificios y perfumes. 
Pero Amor, como llovia 
y estaba en cueros, no acude, 
ni Venus, porque con Martes 
esta cenando unas ubres. (41-49) 

Any sympathetic response in the mind of the reader at the image of the crying 

Hero begging help of the gods is immediately negated by the comic relief of a nude 

Cupid, and the sexual antics of Hero's benefactor, Venus, hi effect, Gongora simply 

removes Hero's identity as an innocent server of a goddess, a member of society who 

serves a specific role. He replaces her with a woridly, more common version, a courtesan 

of the carnival, rather than a priestess of the temple. 

Sign for Signified 

Another aspect to the removal of Hero from Gongora's text is the substitution of 

Hero's symbols for Hero the woman, a practice observed more keenly in his earlier 

"Arrojose el mancebito." Welles comments; "The freatment of Hero in the poem is a 

masterful example of ironic annihilation by means of semantic conversion from one text 

to another [...]. By means of a hyperbolic metonymic feat. Hero and the tower, 

container and contained, become one, and the tower itself becomes the object of 

Leander's love, his "amada torre" (v. 61) (23-25). Hero has always been identified with 

the light she shows to Leander, and the tower, which serves as Hero's home, Leander's 

destination, and the lovers' rendezvous. What differentiates Gongora's manipulation of 

the signs from previous poets' freatments is his removal of Hero from the picture. The 

reader no longer sees Hero holding the light, just the light. In the eariier poem, neither 
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Hero nor Leander is mentioned by name until late in tiie narrative. Leander is mentioned 

however, not only as the understood subject of the verbs which drive the narrative, but 

also by descriptive tities: "mancebito"(l), "mozuelo" (24), "animoso joven" (25), 

"amador" (49). Altiiough the terms used to describe Leander are not always flattering, 

the reader recognizes the identity of the subject, and that there is a person carrying out the 

actions of the story. 

Hero is not really present in the poem. The first reference to her reflects 

Leander's focal point: 

Del esfrecho la mitad 
pasaba sin pesadumbre 
los ojos en el candil, 
que del fin temblando luce [...]. (9-12)'^ 

The intended reader, one who knows the tale and can compare Gongora's poem with 

Musaeus and Boscan, knows that Hero is holding the light, and that she is the object of 

his dangerous undertaking. Yet Gongora writes the candle as an autonomous object, 

capable of frembling. A flame can tremble, and certainly this one does, presumably due 

to the fierce winds, and Hero's unsure hand. Hero's presence, however, is "understood," 

not seen or described. If we read the text before us. Hero is not there. In Gongora's 

'̂  It has been suggested to me that Gongora's "del fin" may allude to the marine 
animal, mentioned by Tasso: "Gli amorosi delfini," in verse 353. That the "hearer," as 
opposed to the "reader," may understand "delfin," is a valid point. However, in tiiis 
chapter's later discussion on gendered space, I present Gongora's sea, unlike Tasso's, to 
be empty of benign sea creatures. I do not find enough support for the interpretation of 
"del fin" as "delfin" to confradict this interpretation. 
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second poem, Leander prepares to cross the Hellespont to be with Hero, the well-read 

reader presumes. However, it is only the light. Hero's signal to him, which Leander 

addresses: 

Leandro, en viendo la luz, 
la arena besa, y gallardo. 
"iOh de la estrella de Venus, 
le dice, ilustre traslado! 

Norte eres ya de un bajel 
de cuatro remos por banco 
si naufragare, seras 
santelmo de su naufragio. 

A tus rayos me encomiendo, 
e si me ayudan tus rayos, 
mal podra un brazo de mar 
confrastar a mis dos brazos." (205-216) 

Leander addresses the light, according it the power to guide and save. It is the object of 

his endeavor. In verses immediately following this address, Leander calls Hero's name 

before launching himself toward the tower. Before the reader can ascribe much 

significance to this act, Gongora negates any trae reference to Hero as the motivation for 

the undertaking. He describes Leander's cry, "Hero y Amor" (218), as "cual villano / que 

a la carrera Ugero / solicita el rojo palio [...]" (218-220). The words "villano" and 

"ligero" underscore the implications of thoughtlessness with which Leander attempts the 

challenge. Thus ends the poem. The reader is left with the impression of Leander's 

hollow cry, a parody of the chivalric battles fought for "Santiago." 

Returning to the earlier romance. I find the following verses to be a succinct 

example of the identification of Hero with her light: 

al pie de la amada torre 
donde Hero se consume. 
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no deja esfrella en el cielo 
que no maldiga y acuse. (61-64) 

In this one stanza. Hero is identified and replaced by the tower, "amada torre," and 

virtually disappears, consumed like her flame. These works show off Gongora's 

remarkable ability to fashion literary conceits, many of which function to replace Hero 

with the symbols historically associated with her character. 

Erasure 

In this section 1 infroduce the idea of Hero's erasure from the fraditional story. 

Whereas in the previous section the act of substituting images in Hero's place was an 

active process, the concept addressed here is a seemingly passive occurrence. I propose 

four methods of "forgetting" Hero. The first is a result of a narrative constmct, which 

eliminates perhaps the most humanizing moment for Hero's character, the consummation 

of her marriage vows to Leander. The second involves silencing Hero. She loses her 

voice, or rather it is appropriated by the narrator. The third technique 1 observe as 

contributing to the erasure of Hero from Gongora's works is a co-opting of Hero's space. 

I apply archetypal designators to identify the gendered spaces in the texts, then study how 

such spaces are treated in the poems. The fourth method I propose wherein Hero is 

nominally removed from the text lies, ironically, in tiie description of her appearance. As 

Grongora writes her porfrait. Hero dissappears from the textual canvas. 
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Narrative Stmcture 

The opportunity to stiidy these two romances of Gongora's with regard to 

narrative sti^cture is unique for two reasons. First, they treat the same theme, the story of 

Hero and Leander. Second, and perhaps more valuable to this study, is that the later 

poem, "Aunque entiendo poco griego," (1610) was written with the intention of 

dovetailing with the eariier "Arrojose el mancebito" (1589). The 1610 poem ends as 

Leander stands at the shore in Abydos, preparing to swim across to Hero: 

Esto dijo, y repitiendo 
"Hero y Amor," cual villano 
que a la carrera ligero 
solicita el rojo palio [...] (217-20) 

The 1589 poem begins with the action of Leander throwing himself into tiie Hellespont; 

Arrojose el mancebito 
al charco de los atunes, 
como si fuera el esfrecho 
poco mas de medio azumbre. (1-4) 

Although the rhyming assonance changes from "u-e" in the earlier poem to "a-o" in the 

later, Gongora's use of ellipses and continuity of grammar make plain his intention to 

write his second poem as a sort of prequel for the earlier "Arrojose." Below I consider 

these texts, or this text, with regard to two aspects of their narrative stmcture; emphasis, 

and omission. 

Emphasis. When a text is read, we can speak of the focus, the narrative climax. 

Where does the text point us? Where does the narrative draw our attention? If the 

implied reader is encouraged to focus on a particular passage, the effect is to privilege 

that part of the text. It becomes important. If we consider the romances as one complete 
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text, the climax moments are dual. The story begins with 84 verses of description and 

authorial intervention, a catalog of material v̂ dth which to compare Gdngora's work with 

previous texts. A new level begins when Hero enters the temple, causing a commotion; 

"Alboroto la aula Hero" (85). The level remains the same until verse 176, comprising the 

seduction scene and physical description of Hero. No fiirther tension is infroduced during 

this passage, due to the continuing detachment and humorous tone of the narrator. 

Witii line 176, the last segment begins, "Llego al fin (que no debiera)." The 

narrator describes Leander approaching the shore, one foot in front of the other, with 

great detail paid to his kicking off his shoes and shipping off his clothes (186-96). The 

scene continues with the above-cited passage in which Leander cries, "Hero y Amor." 

For this later-written poem, designed to lead up to the earlier, the climax, the most 

important moment, is the point where Leander throws himself into the water, toward 

Hero, toward his death. 

For the earlier-written "Arrojose," the emphasis is again on Leander. The 

romance is primarily (56 out of 96 verses) about Leander's crossing. The energy builds 

as Leander's passage become more precarious; 

El amador, en perdiendo 
el farol que le conduce, 
menos nada y mas frabaja, 
mds feme y menos presume. 
Ya tiene menos vigor, 
ya mas veces se zambulle, 
ya ve en el agua la muerte, 
ya se acaba, ya se hunde. (49-56) 

The language and tone create tension, the confrast of the words, "mas" and "menos," the 

repetition of these words, and the "ya," form a tension that can only be resolved by 
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Leander's death. The last word, "hunde," completes the narrative trajectory, bringuig the 

tone, and the image of Leander, down. His stmggle is the build-up, his loss the climax. 

Hero's reaction to the death of her lover̂ ° is the denouement. The verses relating her 

death do not express the same tension or passion as those cited above regarding Leander. 

Rather, with the word "hunde" the reader hits bottom, and the tone retums to the jocose, 

detached perspective seen earlier in the poem. Again, the climax is Leander's death. 

Again, Hero is erased. 

Omission. With the nearly seamless joining of these two romances. Gongora 

narrates the entire Hero and Leander tale with one important exception: the scenes in 

which Leander successflilly crosses the Hellespont, and he and Hero make love in her 

tower chamber. This, like the lovers' meeting in the temple, his seduction of Hero, the 

crossing of the strait, their deaths, are commonplaces of the tale. All previous versions 

freat these events. Musaeus writes of the lovers consummating their promise of marriage: 

Thus she spoke these words, and forthwith he loosed her girdle. 
And they entered into the rites of most wise Cythereia. 
Wedding it was, but without a dance; bedding, but hymnless. (272-74) 

Boscan also decribes their physical union, albeit in more delicate terms: 

Tras esto, con dul9uras entrafiables, 
a todo satisfizo de tal arte 
que'l amor de los dos quedo en un pimto, 
correspondiente'l uno con el ofro. 
Y assi fiie'l casamiento celebrado, 
y quedaron entrambos, desde'entonces, 
atados a la ley del matrimonio. (2236-42) 

°̂ That she considers Leander her lover in the physical sense, vsithin Gongora's text, 
is a point I debate below. 
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Gongora does not refer to the consummation of any marriage vows, nor to any actual 

sexual relationship. In his version, the pair do not consider themselves husband and wife. 

Unlike the other texts, where these terms occur frequentiy, Gdngora refers neither to 

Hero nor Leander with words indicating a marriage bond. Moya del Bafto, paraphrasing 

G6ngora's "Aunque entiendo poco griego," says that they arranged their "bodas" (102). 

In fact, the word is not used, and the verse she interprets, "que se contaron sus vidas, / y 

sus muertes concertaron" (155-6), is certainly not explicit in its reference to a marriage. 

Rather, in light of the discussion regarding the narrative emphasis of the poems, 1 prefer 

to take a more literal interpretation of the verses. 

Thus, if we read the narrative in its entirety. Hero and Leander meet at the temple 

and arrange their secret rendezvous. The first time he sees the light, Leander throws 

himself in the waters, and is drowned. Hero sees his body and falls to her death. They 

are never seen as lovers in the physical sense, they are not permitted to have the joy of 

each other, even for a short time. Gongora's Hero, the "dama of Sesto," wears the epithet 

of one who has experienced an active, and presumably enjoyable sex life. The intended 

reader, one that has read Musaeus and Boscan and can better appreciate Gongora's 

conceits and creative genius, will know that Hero makes love with Leander. Gongora 

chooses to omit this episode. Altiiough the reader may know that Hero is able to 

consummate her relationship with her lover, the narrator, seemingly, does not. The 

narrative voice ignores Hero's sexual experience with Leander, while implying her 

experience v îth others. Neither the narrator, nor tiie reader of Gongora's poem, however, 

have any knowledge of her being with the one she loves. 
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Silence 

In the earlier "Arrojose," there is no direct speech by either of the characters. 

Only the narrator reports on the action, relating as well the reactions of the protagonists. 

At the end. Hero's serving woman does offer words to the text: 

Jimtando los mal logrados 
con im punzon de un estuche 
hizo que estas tristes letras 
una blanca piedra ocupen; 

"Hero somos y Leandro, 
no menos necios que ilustres, 
en amores y firmezas 
al mundo ejemplos comunes. 

El Amor, como dos huevos, 
quebranto nuestras saludes; 
el fue pasado por agua, 
yo esfrellada mi fin tuve. 

Rogamos a nuestros padres 
que no se pongan capuces, 
sino, pues un fin tuvimos, 
que una tierra nos sepulte." (81-96) 

The words are vmtten, carved into a stone by Hero's serving woman. It is significant that 

although the grammar of the inscription indicates that the words are Hero's, Gongora has 

given the writing to the maid. In this way the maid conveys the text's detached, mocking 

view of the lovers' fate, and provides the device to insert Gongora's much-remarked 

conceit of the lovers as eggs. Hero and her maid are used as mechanisms to project the 

narrative perspective, producing words not in harmony with a suicidal lover, but clearly 

reflecting Gongora's parodic intent. 
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Gendered space 

A study of gendered space is most applicable to the eariier "Arrojose," for unlike 

the later poem, its plot involves different locations. The action begins at the shores of 

Abydos, through the waters of the Hellespont, and ends at the foot of Hero's tower. 

Leander leaves dry land, the place of many light-hearted amorous successes,"[...] con 

que enamoro en Abido / mil mozuelas agridulces" (7-8). He plunges into the sea, toward 

Hero and death. The sea has traditionally, symbolically represented the feminine: 

mysterious, powerful, and fecund. In Gongora's romance, however, these aspects are 

negated. The dangerous undertaking is minimized. Leander does not brave the 

Hellespont, but a "charco de los atunes" (tima puddle, 2), which measures "poco mas de 

medio azumbre" (little more than a half-gallon, 4). Other poets mention the benign 

creatures who live in the sea. Tasso writes; 

Gli amorosi delfini a paro a paro, 
De la sua compagnia lieti e contenti, 
Givan solcando il mar queto e franquillo; 
Le figlie de Nereo per I'onde salse, 
Scherzando coi Tritoni in lieta schiera, 
Sovra i lascivi pesci ivano intomo: (353-58) 

Boscan echoes this image; 

Estando en la mitad de su jomada, 
agora padeciendo, ora venciendo, 
salidle Doris con sus hijas todas, 
y todas le tomaron alii en medio, 
por podelle valer en su trabajo. (2139-33) 

These images of a nurturing sea do not appear in Gongora's work. The above 

passages from Tasso and Boscan describe Leander's first crossing, an event which does 

not occur in Gongora's rendering, hi tiiis regard, like the love scene, which is omitted, 
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the water as a benign force of nattu-e is likewise removed from the reader's view. In 

confrast to these images of a harmonious sea, Gongora ttims the traditionally feminine 

realm into a war zone; 

[...] cuando el enemigo cielo 
dispar6 sus arcabuces, 
se desataco la noche, 
y se orinaron las nubes. 

Los vientos desenfrenados 
parece que entonces huyen 
del odre donde los tuvo 
el Griego de los embustes. 

El fiero mar alterado, 
que ya sufrio como yunque 
al ejercito de Jerjes, 
hoy a un mozuelo no sufre. (13-24) 

Images of weapons (arquebuses, anvil) and warrior-gods (Xerxes, Zeus, Poseidon) 

replace the sea creatures and nereids of other versions. In this model of gendered space, 1 

extend the physical space in which Leander's stmggle occurs to include the temporal, that 

is, night. Like the Sea, Night is considered an archetypal symbol of the feminine. Here, 

even the night, "la noche," is "undone" (15), and becomes bellicose, hosting the 

"enemigo cielo" and the urinating clouds. Later, it is the sky's lightening that shows 

Leander's body to Hero (66-68). 

Hero's dwelling, ironically, is also a masculine space. She lives in a tower, whose 

double sign of phallic shape and confining stmcture adds to its masculine marking in a 

binary analysis. Gongora does not show the reader the interior space. We read the 

stmcture, the exterior, the instrument of confinement, and place of death—of punishment. 

The reader is shown nothing of a woman's home, a place where she might experience 

love, happiness, and nurturing. There is no place for Hero to be. 
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Portrait 

Mentioned earlier in this chapter was the relatively benign character of the 

physical description of Hero in "Aunque entiendo poco griego." I also referred to this 

position as one under debate. The passage in question reads; 

Crepusculo era el cabello 
del dia entre obscuro y claro, 
rayos de una blanca frente, 
si hay marfil con negros rayos. 

De ebano quiere el Amor 
que las cejas sean dos arcos, 
y no de ebano bruiiido, 
sino reci^n aserrado. 

Los ojazos negros, dicen; 
"Aunque negros, gente samo, 
Condes somos de Buendia, 
si no somos Condes Claros." 

Los Titulos me perdonen, 
y el dibujo prosigamos, 
que si no los tuvo Grecia, 
los pidio a Espafta prestados. 

La nariz algo aguilefta, 
que lo corvo vinculado 
lo dejo Giro a los griegos 
como alfanje en mayorazgo. 

De rosas y de jazmines 
mezclo el cielo un encamado, 
que por darlo a sus mejillas 
se lo hurto a la Alba aquel ano. 

En dos labios dividido 
se rie un clavel rosado, 
guardajoyas de unas perlas 
que envidia el mar Indiano. 

Lo tomeado del cuello, 
y de pecho el alabasfro 
tentaciones son, seftor, 
sed libera nos a malo. 

Enfre lo que no se ve, 
y lo que bmjuleamos, 
metid una basquifta verde 
el baston terciopelado. (113-48) 
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The passage is lengthy, full of both pefrarchan commonplaces and gongorine conceits. 

Welles summarizes this portrait of Hero, arguing its reductive effect on the Hero 

character: 

These descriptive passages of Hero caimot be considered serious affective 
statements. [...] G6ngora subjects [the simile] to a pitiless analysis until 
he reduces Hero to a mere word heap. Her portrait is created by subtle 
ironic understatement, whereby the initial, seemingly positive epithets are 
subjected to a process of meiosis and quickly reduced to their negative 
cormotations: the "crepusculo"(v. 113) of Hero's hair is redefined as pitch 
black; the ebony eyebrows become jagged or bushy ("aserado" [v. 120]); 
the nose, at first merely "algo aguilefta" (v. 129), becomes a ftiU-fledged 
"alfanje" (v. 132). The jasmine, roses, and carnations, the pearls and 
alabaster, are mere code-statements, emblematic rather than metaphoric, 
equally ironic in their hyperbolic overstatement. (30) 

1 agree with Welles's position. Gongora's description of Hero is not flattering, nor 

"netamente positivo" as Jammes stated. The passage allows Gongora to display his 

genius with regard to burlesque and the precise constmction of conceits. However, Hero 

is lost in the process. She becomes a caricature upon which are hung clues that direct the 

reader to Gongora's many parodic references. 

Damnation 

Heretofore I have proposed ways of looking at Gongora's Hero while she is alive, 

hi tills section I offer a reading of Gongora's Hero after she dies. In keeping with tiie 

more romantic tone or spirittial purpose of thefr respective texts, Musaeus, Boscan, and 

Tasso all refer to the lovers being togetiier after death. 

Musaeus, although he narrates Hero's suicide, does not assign any blame. 

Keeping his Christian Neoplatonic subtext present, he rather offers the double deatii of 
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the lovers, and their "joy of each other even in their last perishing" (343) as the 

culminating union of two souls on their joumey toward the mind of God (316-22). 

Tasso is unique in that his description of Hero's death avoids any suggestion of 

suicide: 

E dove senza spirito giacea 
II caro sposo con veloci passi 
Andata, si getto sul morto corpo, 
A cui gli ultimi basci, e '1 pianto esfremo, 
E sconsolata die gli ultimi accenti. (650-54) 

His epitaph for Hero and Leander reads; "Accid possin varcar insieme aggiunti / Le nere 

e torbid'acque de Cocito, / E gir ai lieti e fortunati campi" (672-674). Boscan stands the 

middle groimd, keeping the fraditional fall from the tower, but avoiding the intentional 

suicide: "Tras esto, assi, sin mas pensar su muerte, / dexandose caer de la ventana" 

(2788-89). He echoes Tasso, sending the lovers to "los campos Elysios para siempre" 

(2793). Quevedo, in a characteristic break from the sentimental past, sends both the 

lovers to Satan: 

Cual huevos murieron 
tonto y mentecata. 
Satanas los cene; 
buen provecho le hagan. (161-64) 

Gongora writes of the death of Hero and Leander only at the end of his earlier 

poem, "Arrojose el mancebito"; 

Y viendo el difimto cuerpo, 
la vez que se le descubren 
de los relampagos grandes 
las temerosas vislumbres, 

desde la alta torre envia 
el cuerpo a su amante dulce, 
la alma adonde se queman 
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pastillas de piedra azufre [. .]. (65-72) 

The downward action of Hero's "sending" her body down to Leander is echoed by her 

soul's descent to hell. 

Musaeus, Boscan, and Tasso do not pass judgment on Hero and Leander. 

Quevedo dismisses them both, sending them to Satan, ft is only Gongora who makes a 

special case of Hero. Although he acknowledges their common physical fate, "pues un 

fin tuvimos, / que una tierra nos sepulte" (95-96), their souls are separated—Hero's soul 

is damned. 

Conclusion 

In Gongora's two romances, it is Leander whose death is important. It is Leander 

who was successful with the "mozuelas," Leander who foolishly loses his head and his 

life for the mad, passionate love he feels for a woman. Leander is the stranger, a 

wanderer: "[. ..] for how could you, a vagabond, / A sfranger and not to be tmsted, 

mingle in love with me? / We cannot openly come into a righteous marriage. For it was 

not my parents' will; and if you should wish / As a roaming alien to come and stay in my 

fatheriand [.. .]" (Musaeus 177-78). Gongora compares himself to Leander in the 

romance. "Andeme yo caliente," quoted at the top of tiiis chapter. Leander's folly to risk 

all for Hero is ridiculed. Gongora much prefers a good glass of wine to the 

entanglements of love. His omission of the love scene between Hero and Leander 

supports this attitude of self-distancing from the perils of romantic involvement. 
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Clearly, the fact that Gongora wrote his two romances as burlesques of the Hero 

and Leander fradition has an effect on many aspects of the poem. Hero's character being 

just one of them. Certainly, Gongora's Hero is neither the sentimental favorite of the 

earlier writers, nor is she subjected to the active destmction of the contemporary 

Quevedo. In his parody of the tale, Gongora gradually edges Hero out of the story. He 

does not continue the telling of a tale of powerful and dangerous love, which dooms both 

lovers. Rather, Gongora has converted previous versions of the theme into material for 

his creation. He reinvents the idea of Hero and Leander by deconstmcting the tale as it 

was known, destroying as well the important role Hero played in it. 
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CHAPTER V 

GALATEA 

The Fabula de Polifemo v Galatea is believed by many students and critics of his 

work to be one of Gongora's greatest achievements. First published in 1613, when the 

author was approximately 52 years of age, the Fabula represents the product of a mature 

poet, reflecting changes both in style and perspective from that of his earlier works.' As 

with the works freated in previous chapters, this poem relies on a well-known tale for its 

inspiration, providing another avenue to explore Gongora's portrayal of women. A study 

of Galatea's character allows an analysis of Gongora's representation of a woman in two 

very different relationships; Galatea and Acis, and Galatea and Polyphemus.̂  

Summary of the Polyphemus/Galatea Tradition 

The Cyclops is a character that appears very early on in fable and myth, and 

continues as a theme in relatively contemporary westem literature. The story of 

Polyphemus and Galatea has evolved over the centuries. In Ovid's first-century BCE 

' Among many other critics. Iris M. Zavala comments on how Gongora's eariier 
works relied more heavily on following Pefrarchan models, while in his later years life's 
vagaries colored his perspectives on love, money, and hypocrisy, evidenced in the tone of 
many of his works (377-85). 

^ This tiiangle, showing tiie woman in two relationships, is reminiscent of tiie 
romantic sittiation facing Angelica, ft is interesting to note that the prevailing literary 
fraditions have Angelica ending up witii her mate of choice, whereas Galatea does not. 
As far as tiie writings of Gongora are concemed, neither woman is allowed to enjoy her 
love. 
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Metamorphoses, the tale assumed its most popular form. The sea nymphs Galatea and 

Scylla console each other for their shared sorrows in love. Galatea tells of her love for 

Acis, and the Cyclops Polyphemus's obsession for her. She recounts that while she and 

Acis were together on the island she heard Polyphemus's song of love for her. As the 

Cyclops realizes the hopelessness of winning Galatea, he becomes fiirious and crashes 

about the island, stumbling upon the lovers. Emaged, he hurls a boulder at Acis, 

crashing him. Galatea's cries for help elicit the gods' pity, and Acis is transformed into a 

river god. 

I will address the more significant versions of the theme, although there exist 

many other minor treatments. 

Homer 

In Book DC of The Odvssev. Homer gives the name "Polyphemus" to tiie Cyclops, 

whose role becomes more tiian that of a helper to Zeus, or a simple craftsman. He 

appears as a dangerous cave-dwelling giant, disdainfiil of the gods, and threatening to 

intmders (Dolan 44). 

Sfranger, you are a simple fool, or come from far off, when you tell 
me to avoid the wrath of the gods or fear tiiem: the Cyclopes do not 
concern tiiemselves over Zeus of the aegis, nor any of the rest of tiie 
blessed gods, since we are far better tiien they, and for fear of Zeus, 
I would not spare you or your companions either, if the fancy took 
me otherwise. (Homer 273-279) 
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These fraits are passed along even in Gongora's Fdbula. where emphasis is placed on the 

cave, Polyphemus's violent nature, and reference is made to his allegiance to Neptune 

instead of to Zeus. 

Hesiod 

In his Theogony. this eighth-century BCE poet wrote of the origins and histories 

of the gods. He presented the Cyclopes as toolmakers, smiths, and craftsmen in gold who 

aid Zeus in his battles against the Titans. Hesiod's representation of the Cyclopes 

provided a foundation for the further development of the character type, which would 

ultimately produce the Polyphemus known in Ovid and G6ngora. 

Theocritus 

Written in approximately the third century BCE, Theocritus's Idvll XI is the first 

complete poem in existence to treat the love theme of Polyphemus and Galatea. The 

Cyclops is presented not as the violent, bloodthirsty beast which will dominate later 

versions, but rather a somewhat sympatiietic character, still young,"[...] archaic 

Polyphemus, experienced relief when he loved Galatea, at the time tiiat he was growing a 

beard around his mouth and the sides of his face."' This vulnerability toward Galatea 

appears in Gongora's version, although Polyphemus's beard does not suggest the peach 

fuzz of youth, but rather the tangled growth of the wild: 

' Theocrittis; Idyll XI, (5-8). Translated by Melinda Eve Lehrer, in her Classical 
Myth and the "Polifemo" of Gongora. 
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un torrente es su barba impetuoso, an impettious torrent is his beard, 
que (adusto hijo de este Pirineo) which (tiie burnt offering of this Pyrenee) 
Su pecho inunda, o tarde, inundates his breast, either too lately, 
o mal, o en vano or too badly, or in vain, 
de los dedos de su mano plowed by the fingers 

of his hand. (st. 8)" 

Vergil 

Writing in tiie first century BCE, Vergil develops the motif present in Hesiod, 

casting the Cyclopes as workmen in the forge of Vulcan, establishing their association 

with Mt. Etna (Dolan 44). In his Eclogue, he introduces the love theme of the shepherd 

and the unattainable object of desire (Lehrer 21-25), an element of the formula that will 

be the focus of Gongora's Fabula. 

Ovid 

In what is considered to be the primary source of inspiration for Gongora's later 

work, Ovid's Metamorphoses offers not only a fully-developed character study of 

Polyphemus, but also the first reference to his rival, Acis. Because of the addition of this 

rival for Galatea's love, it is also the first rendering of Polyphemus's unbridled jealousy, 

which results in Acis's death. It is precisely this triangular relationship that allows the 

narrator / Polyphemus to view Galatea with Acis. This voyeuristic perspective present in 

Gongora's version of Galatea is important to this study, and will be analyzed below. 

'* All quotations of Gongora'a Fabula are taken from the Mille and Mille edition. 
Prose translations which accompany the quotations are from Rivers. 
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Luis Carrillo y Sotomayor 

Between 1600 and 1610, Luis Carrillo y Sotomayor wrote his Fabula de Acis v 

Galatea. I include Carrillo here not as a source of Gongora's poem, but as a 

contemporary rendering of the same theme, drawing from the same source as G6ngora, 

Ovid's Metamorohoses. Carrillo's poem serves as a valuable tool in comparing not only 

two differing interpretations of the source material, but also of how contemporary 

writers, products of similar literary and cultural milieux, reinterpret the same tradition. 

Existing biographical data about Carrillo is scarce. Thought to be bom in 1583 or 

1584, deceased in 1610, the poet lived a relatively brief life. The year in which Carrillo 

wrote his version of the Polyphemus story is uncertain, although it can be narrowed down 

to between 1600 and 1610. In his Estudios v ensayos gongorinos. Damaso Alonso 

discusses in thorough detail the various points of comparison between the two poems, 

concluding that although some phrases or lines may appear to be borrowed from 

Carrillo's work, any shared similarities figure previously in other sources, such as Ovid 

and Vergil (325-70). 

Carrillo's poem consists of 36 stanzas of octavas reales, comprising a total of 288 

lines.^ Although both Gongora and Carrillo used Ovid's Metamorphosis. Book XHI as 

their primary source, Carrillo's version was more a modem Spanish verse franslation of 

^ The number of stanzas and lines used in my study may vary from some sources by 
one stanza, for 1 have chosen to include the introductory stanza added by Carrillo's 
brother, Alonso Carrillo. 
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Ovid's work.̂  Carrillo's Fabula serves as a bridge between Ovid's Latin text of 15 

centuries earlier and Gdngora's poem. Carrillo's version, written almost 

contemporaneously and in the same language as Gongora's, offers an opportunity for a 

more direct comparison. 

Narrative Stmcture 

G6ngora lets the reader know immediately that this Fabula will be different. In 

this regard it is similar to the other works addressed in this study. Already well-known to 

his intended readership of well-educated social / cultural peers, the traditional tale is 

completely fransformed. He leaves no doubt of its authorship, proclaiming to all the 

great skill and specialness of the writer, and makes his work the new definitive version of 

the tale. Prior to Gongora, Ovid's, and then Carrillo's works were the versions everyone 

knew. Gongora announces without delay the differences in his poem. Ovid and Carrillo 

title their tales Acis and Galatea, and the Fabula de Acis v Galatea, respectively. 

Gongora calls his the Fabula de Polifemo y Galatea. That the poem is later commonly 

referred to as "El Polifemo" reflects the relative importance of the protagonists within 

the poem. Galatea virtually disappears. Further departures from the original are soon 

evident, beginning with the first stanza after the dedicatorio. 

^ Alonso sfrongly states his position, calling Carrillo's Fabula; "una obra muy bella, 
llena de elegancia y temura...[pero] con la diferencia [de Gongora] de que en estos casos 
Carrillo traduce al pie de la letra o imita muy de cerca" (327-28). 

' This point is made elsewhere in the study, specifically in chapters on Angelica and 
Thisbe. 
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Ovid begins his version with a tableau; Galatea allows Scylla to comb her hair 

while tiiey comfort each otiier, exchanging tiieir stories of love's pain. Galatea then 

speaks: 

Acis was the son of river-nymph Symanthis 
And Fatmus was his father, a great joy 
To both his parents, and a greater joy 

To me: for me, and me alone, he loved. (750-3)* 

Carrillo, following the usual dedicatory stanzas and one of introduction by his 

brother,' begins his poem by evoking the whiteness of hands, and the comb in Galatea's 

golden hair. Carrillo emphasizes Mt. Etiia's significance to the plot as a personification 

of Sicily's natural power,therefore in love with Galatea as are all the (male) inhabitants 

of the island Thus Galatea is introduced—named in the second stanza, line 51—as she 

begins her accounting of the tragedy by describing the trysting place prepared for her and 

Acis by Love (57-88). 

In Gongora's poem, the reader does not see the image of Galatea and Scylla 

commiserating over their respective disappointments in love. After his dedication, the 

reader sees first, briefly, the shining Sicilian sea, and is brought directly to the cave of the 

Cyclops; 

* All quotations form Ovid's Acis and Galatea are taken from Melville's translation 
of Ovid's Metamorphoses. 

'Lines 1-40 are dedicated to the Conde de Niebla, don Manuel Alonso Perez de 
Guzmdn el Bueno, gentilhombre de la Camara de Su Majestad y su Capitan General de la 
costa de Andalucia. Inserted between lines 40-41, between the dedicatorio and the body 
of the poem, Alonso Carrillo adds a stanza of infroduction to the poem, wherein Galatea 
and Scylla are together and an anthropormorphic Mt. Etna hears the sad story of Galatea, 
Acis and the Cyclops (Costa 163-65). 
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Donde espumoso el mar siciliano Where foamily the sea of Sicily 
el pie argenta de plata al Lilibeo silvers the foot of Mt. Lilybaeum 
(boveda o de las fraguas de Vulcano, (eitiier the vauh of Vulcan's forges, 
o tumba de los huesos de Tifeo), or the tomb of Typhaeus' bones), 
palidas seftas cenizoso un llano an ashy plain gives pale indications— 
—cuando no del sacrilego deseo— if not of the sacrilegious desire 
del duro oficio da. Alii una alta roca —of the diffcult occupation, 
mordaza es a una gmta, de su boca. There a high rock serves as gag to a 

grotto's mouth. (st. 4) 

I re-infroduce Viktor Shklovsky's theory of the "fabula vs. the syuzhet." in which the 

syuzhet provides the possibility for defamiliarization, which can be used to draw 

attention to, or minimize the importance of, various aspects of a narrative. Thus, it is 

worthwhile to consider the overall narrative stmcture of Gongora's poem. The work 

consists of 63 stanzas, in octavas reales. Gongora frames the narrative within an ever-

narrowing perspective. The reader is lead to contemplate the shores of Sicily, then the 

cave of Polyphemus, and finally the cyclops himself In stanza 13, Galatea is introduced, 

along with her history of fleeing undesired suitors. Stanzas 18-23 relate the lushness of 

the island and its passion for Galatea. Seeking respite from the imiversal adoration, 

Galatea rests by a spring. Acis arrives, observes Galatea sleeping and leaves gifts for her. 

Stanzas 28-42 relate the mutual courting of Galatea and Acis. In stanzas 43-58, the 

reader is drawn back to Polyphemus and his song. He expresses his longing for—and 

anger toward—Galatea. Wandering goats intermpt the Cyclops's song and the lovers 

become aware of Polyphemus's presence nearby. They part and mn for safety. 

Polyphemus sees them and huris a huge rock at Acis. Galatea cries out for help, and the 

gods turn Acis into a river. 
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Ovid's poem is shorter, approximately 149 lines compared to Gongora's 264, and 

begins witii Galatea speaking of her love for Acis. She describes the conflict between 

herself, Polyphemus, and Acis. Still using Galatea's words, Ovid introduces 

Polyphemus's appearance and violent nature. Polyphemus sings his song, discovers the 

lovers, and kills Acis. Galatea describes Acis's metamorphosis into a river deity, and 

sadly swims away. 

As stated above, Carrillo's Fabula de Acis v Galatea serves as a tool for 

comparative purposes, following much more closely Ovid's original text, but written in 

the language, meter and rhyme of Gongora's poem. Like Ovid, Carrillo begins the tale 

with Galatea and Scylla. Galatea speaks of her and Acis's love and the shelter prepared 

for them by Love. The narrator intermpts to show Galatea's tears and all nature stopping 

to listen to her tale. Galatea continues her story, recounting how her tryst with Acis was 

intermpted by Polyphemus's song. She repeats his song, then describes his fury, and his 

subsequent discovery of her and Acis. Polyphemus cmshes Acis with a rock, and Galatea 

describes Acis's fransformation into a river. 

Proportionally, both Ovid and Carrillo devote approximately one half of their 

poems to Polyphemus's song. Gongora dedicates only 12 out of 63 stanzas to the song— 

about one fifth of the work. What Gongora writes in the other 51 stanzas is of particular 

interest to this analysis. Primarily, the stanzas are descriptive in nature, thus not unusual 

for Gongora. Of these 51 stanzas, fiilly 25 describe Galatea.'° While Gongora's narrator 

10 Lehrer also notes the relatively large amount of description of Galatea (50). 
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also describes Polyphemus and Acis, their characters do not fall under the same all-

observing eye that notes their every movement, but rather the more objective 

observations necessary to further the plot of the narrative. When the the reader is looking 

at Galatea, the narrative focus changes. 

The Gaze 

Gongora's Fabula is about Polyphemus. What Polyphemus is about, however, is 

watching Galatea. As suggested above, tiiere are several thematic elements to the poem: 

descriptions of the island of Sicily and its bounty; Polyphemus's size, appearance, 

wealth, and power; Acis's youth and beauty; Polyphemus's song to Galatea. There are 

narrative sections wherein the descriptions of actions have more importance than the 

actions themselves. For example, the following stanza narrates Galatea cooling herself in 

a sfream and falling asleep in the shade of a laurel free: 

La fugitiva ninfa, en tanto, donde The fleeing nymph meanwhile where 
hurta un laurel su fronco al sol ardiente, a bay free steals its own tmnk from 
tantos jazmines cuanta hierba esconde the burning sun, yields to a spring as 
la nieve de sus miembros, da a una fuente. many jasmines [her white skin] as 
Dulce se queja, dulce le responde grass is hidden by the snow of her limbs, 
un misefior a ofro, y dulcemente Sweetiy complains and sweetiy responds 
al sueno da sus ojos la armonia, one nightingale to another, and sweetly 
por no abrasar con ties soles el dia. the harmony takes her eyes to sleep, so as 

not to bum the day with three suns, (st 23) 

This stanza is more about imagining Galatea bathing and falling asleep than about 

her doing these things. Gongora's poetry is about evoking images--his ekphrastic talents 
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are well documented." It is my purpose here to point out how G6ngora's ability to evoke 

images with his words applies to the character of Galatea. In stanza 17, the reader is 

drawn to the image of Galatea fleeing an unwanted suitor; 

Huye la ninfa bella; y el marino The lovely nymph flees; and the marine 
amante nadador, ser bien quisiera, lover, swimming, would like very much 
ya que no aspid a su pie divino, to be, if not an asp to bite her divine foot, 
dorado pomo a su veloz carrera; a golden apple in midst of her swift race; 
mas, ^cual diente mortal, cual metal fino but what deadly tooth or precious metal 
la fuga suspender podra ligera can suspend the fast flight motivated by 
que el desden solicita? jOh cudnto yerra scom? Oh how mistaken is the dolphin 
delfin que sigue en agua corza en tierra! that pursues in the water a deer on land! 

The reader sees Galatea "fleeing," the term suggesting a mood of fear and escape. 

The myths of Atalanta and Eurydice are evoked,'̂  recalling images of women prevented 

from achieving their desires: Atalanta, warned never to marry, outruns all her suitors until 

she is "caughf by Hippomenes's trick of throwing golden apples in her path. Eurydice is 

prevented from enjoying the love of Orpheus when she is killed by a snakebite on her 

heel while being chased by a would-be rapist. The stanza's last image, that of a deer 

being chased, calls to mind the hunt, a motif first suggested in the dedicatory stanzas." 

" Alonso refers to Gongora's evocation of the technique of "claroscuro" (Estudios 
342). Lehrer refers to his poetry as representative of tiie seventeeth-century painting style 
of "tenebrism" (74). Another valuable resource is Emilie L. Bergmann, Art Inscribed: 
Essays on Ekphrasis in Spanish Golden Age Poetic (Cambridge: Harvard, 1979). 

'̂  Rivers documents the references to the asp biting Eurydice's foot and the apple 
thrown in Atalanta's way. Both images describe the hindering of the flight of the 
respective figures (169). 

" In the dedicatorio to the Count of Niebla, Gongora offers his poem as respite from 
the arduous exercise of the hunt (Rivers, 164). 
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The hunt—and Galatea's role as prey—is a way of picturing Galatea that contributes to 

the overall image of Gongora's Galatea as object. 

The Bed/Sleep 

Although a study of Galatea's porfrayal in bed and/or asleep may at first seem a 

redundancy, it in fact yields different readings of tiie same "scene." Regarding the 

picturing of a woman in bed, Cixous says; "Woman, if you look for her, has a strong 

chance of always being found in one position: in bed. In bed and asleep—'laid (out).' 

She is always to be found on or in a bed" (Decapitation 43). I find a sfriking parallel 

between my comments regarding other critics' readings, mentioned in the introduction, 

Cixous's quote, and the theories of appropriating speech. Consider stanza 27: 

Caluroso, al arroyo da las manos. Hot, he puts his hands in the brook, 
y con ellas las ondas a su frente, and with them its waves on his brow, 
enfre dos mirtos que, de espuma canos, between two myrtles which, white 
dos verdes garzas son de la corriente. with foam, are two green herons in 
Vagas cortinas de volantes vanos the sfream. Favonius (the breeze) 
corrio Favonio lisonjeramente caressingly drew vague curtains with 
a la (de viento cuando no sea) cama vain frills around the bed, if not of wind, 
de frescas sombras, de menuda grana. of cool shade and fine grass. 

Walther Pabst comments on the passage above: "En las cuatro ultimas lineas esta 

reflejado todo el anhelo de un ser humano, Galatea. Todo se concenfra en la palabra 

'cama,' imagen subconsciente con que suefta la casta ninfa que con los sentidos 

excitados se imagina a las trepadoras, troncos y ramas como velos y cortinas de un lecho" 

(70). I disagree, finding nothing to suggest that Galatea is the agent of tiie imagining. 

Rather it is the omniscient narrator prefiguring the imminent seduction scene, getting the 
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reader "in the mood." Pabst's interpretation seems not only a ready example of 

appropriating the speech and / or thoughts of woman, but one of the more common 

practice of picturing her in bed, as suggested above by Cixous. 

That Galatea falls asleep is another of Gongora's many poetic inventions in his 

poem. Aside from preventing any furtiier movement or escape for Galatea, it stops time, 

allowing the narrator to give the reader a good look at her."* ft is also a device to allow 

Acis to approach an otherwise unwilling lover, necessary to Gongora's narrative which 

privileges the seduction process. In fact, the length of the seduction scene between 

Galatea and Acis is not only proportionately long with regard to the poem as a whole, but 

also marks an invention of Gongora's. Neither Ovid nor Carrillo describe the progress of 

the lovers' intimate interlude. Again, this may be considered another aspect of narrative 

perspective. In Ovid and Carrillo's works, Galatea has the voice, yet she does not narrate 

the seduction scene between her and Acis—it is not important from her perspective. 

Gongora, however, by controlling the voice, and dedicating so much narrative space to 

the scene, tells the reader that the seduction is important. He chooses the perspective not 

of a participant, Galatea, for example, but that of a voyeur. Gongora's poetic voice 

chooses to watch the seduction from a hidden vantage point—watching without being 

watched. 

'"* The idea of movement with regard to Galatea is studied below. 
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The Eye 

In the above examples of the gaze-object relationship, the gaze was that of the 

narrator, whose omniscient perspective has provided these vignettes of Galatea for the 

reader. Although other perspectives are given, those of Polyphemus, Galatea and Acis, it 

is the gaze of the narrator that is primary. The Cyclops's sweet song beguiles nature, and 

should win Galatea, as Gongora's poetic song is offered to charm the Count of Niebla: 

Treguas al ejercicio sean robusto, 
ocio atento, silencio dulce, en cuanto 
debajo escuchas de dosel augusto, 
del miisico jayan el fiero canto. 
Altema con las Musas hoy el gusto; 
que si la mia puede ofrecer tanto 
clarin (y de la Fama no segundo), 
tu nombre oiran los terminos del 
mundo. 

Respite from that robust exercise be 
your attentive leisure and sweet silence 
while under august canopy you listen to 
the bmtish song of the musical giant. 
Replace with the Muses today your 
sports; for if my Muse is capable of 
blowing such a tmmpet (second to 
none of Fame's), your name will be 
heard to the ends of the earth, (st.3) 

Polyphemus, like the narrator, watches Galatea, and the reader is offered his view of the 

object of his desire. In the second stanza of his song, he beseeches Galatea to leave the 

sea and enter his world; 

Pisa la arena, que en la arena adoro Tread the sand, for on the sand I adore 
cuantas el bianco pie conchas platea, all the shells silvered by your white foot, 
cuyo bello contact© puede hacerlas, whose lovely touch can make them, without 
sin concebir rocio, parir perlas. dew's conception, give birth to pearls. 

(St. 47) 

Here he imagines Galatea on the shore, and the reader is led to picture her as well. He 

believes her still to be in the sea, her customary home. Unlike the narrator, the cyclops is 

not omniscient and is ignorant of the fact that she has already left the water and is on the 
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island. Polyphemus's eye is not, therefore, tiie eye that sees everything, the subject that 

knows everything. Gongora describes his eye: "(...de un ojo ilusfra el orbe de su frente, / 

emulo casi del mayor lucero)" (st. 7). 

This image follows directly from Ovid; "Upon my brow I have one single eye, / 

But it is huge, like some vast shield. What then? / Does not the mighty sun see from the 

sky / All things on earth? Yet the sun's orb is one" (850-853). Carrillo also describes 

Polyphemus's eye in terms of a sun shining in the heavens; "Cifte mi larga frente un ojo: 

el cielo, / como el hermoso sol, lo alumbra solo" (217-18). In both Ovid and Carrillo, it 

is Polyphemus who sees all, a point made clearly in the above quote from Ovid's poem, 

and understood in Carrillo's work by his near repetition of the former's original version. 

Further support for Polyphemus's all-seeing perspective is that in both Ovid and Carrillo, 

Polyphemus sees Galatea and Acis together. Ovid writes: "...And, spying in his rage Acis 

and me, / All unaware and fearing no such fate, / shouted '1 see you; now I shall make 

sure / That loving fond embrace shall be your last'" (870-872). Carrillo writes: "Volvio 

la vista ...vio que en mi cuello mi Acis se enlazaba" (257-61). 

In contrast, Gongora's giant not only doesn't know Galatea is on the island, nor 

that she has taken a lover, but only discovers these facts through the vmfortunate 

intermption of his song by wayward goats: 

Su horrenda voz, no su dolor intemo. His awfiil voice, but not his irmer 
cabras aqui le intemimpieron, cuantas suffering, was at this point intermpted 
— v̂agas el pie, sacrilegas el cuemo— by all the goats which, with wandering 
a Baco se afrevieron en sus plantas. foot and sacrilegious hom, had dared to 
Mas, conculcado el pampano mas temo violate Bacchus's plants. But the fierce 
viendo el fiero pastor, voces el tantas, shepherd, seeing the tenderest shoots 
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y tantas despidio la noda piedras, frampled, sent out so many yells and stones 
que el muro penetraron de las hiedras. from his sling that they pierced the wall 

ofivy. (st 59) 

ft is tiiese rocks breaking into tiie lovers' hiding place that frightens tiiem into the open, 

into Polyphemus's view (st 60-61). G6ngora's Polyphemus does not see everything; it is 

tiie narrator who sees all. This represents a significant departtire from the source text(s). 

ft is possible tiiat for Gongora, the line between what Polyphemus sees and what 

tiie narrator sees is an arbifrary one. In stanza 49, Polyphemus cries out to Galatea; 

Pastor soy, mas tan rico de ganados, I am a shepherd, but so rich in 
que los valles impido mas vicios, flocks that I obstmct the emptiest 
los cerros desparezco levantados valleys, I conceal tiie lofty hills, and 
y los caudales seco de los rios; I dry up the rivers' sfreams; but not 
no los que, de sus ubres desatados, those which flow from their udders 
o derivados de los oios mios. or spring from my eves: for equal 
leche corren y lagrimas; que iguales in number to my possessions are my 
en numero a mis bienes son mis males. griefs. (My emphasis) 

The reference to the Cyclops's "eyes" by Polyphemus himself may be dismissed as 

nothing more than a convenience for the poetic meter of the stanza. It seems likely that a 

poet as deliberate and gifted as G6ngora would not be careless in his choice of words. 

Therefore I propose this choice of "ojos" to be an unconscious display of the blurring of 

distinction between the writer, narrator and creation, Polyphemus. This substitution of 

the anatomical frademark of the Cyclops with that possessed by the all-seeing narrator 

seems to support the theory that Gongora has chosen Polyphemus as a symbol for 

himself'^ 

'̂  Kenneth Krabbenhoft refers to the Cyclops and the pilgrim of the Soledades as 
two poles of Gongora's Stoic identity in "Gongora's Stoic Pilgrim," Bulletin of Hispanic 
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Keeping in mind that it is Galatea who narrates the Ovidian and Carrillo texts, 

Gongora's act of co-opting botii the voice of Galatea and the all-powerful gaze of 

Polyphemus, attributing both fraits to his narrator, adds weight to this analysis of 

Gongora's constmction / destruction of Galatea. 

Movement 

Helene Cixous discusses the concept of binary oppositions with regard to 

hierarchical ranking of gender characteristics. She regards the pair "activity / passivity" 

as an illustrative element in tiie theory, wherein "activity" represents power and control, 

and "passivity" demonsfrates poweriessness (Castration 44). There is very little 

movement in Gongora's poem. I agree with Stephen B. Raulsten's observation: "Indeed, 

the Fabula is a mostiy static poem on its narrative level. Until the Cyclops hurls the stone 

that cmshes Acis at the work's conclusion there is almost no action depicted" (18). 

However, Galatea does move, and how she moves contributes to the image the reader 

sees. Stanzas 13 through 15 infroduce Gongora's Galatea to the reader in terms of her 

divine lineage, beauty and desirability. Immediately following upon this latter theme 

Gongora relates the unrequited attempts of both Glaucus and Palemon to win Galatea's 

love. In both cases, the sea-dwelling suitors beseech Galatea to come back to their 

marine world; 

Verde el cabello, el pecho no escamado. With his green hair and his chest, 
ronco si, escucha a Glauco la ribera not scaly, but hoarse, the shore 

Studies LXXni (1996); 1-12. Dolan writes: "Even Polyphemus, the poem's symbolic 
subjectivity, is the closest we ever get to Gongora's own guarded inwardness" (38). 
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inducir a pisar la bella ingrata, listens to Glaucus persuading the 
en carro de cristal, campos de plata. ungratefiil beauty to ride, in a 

crystal chariot, upon field of silver. 

Marino joven, las ceruleas sienes, A marine youth, Palemon binds his 
del mds temo coral cifte Palemo, sea-green temples with the tenderest 
rico de cuantos la agua engendra bienes, coral, being wealthy in all the goods 
del Faro odioso al promontorio exfremo; engendered by the water, from the 
mas en la gracias igual, si en los desdenes fearful Lighthouse to the distant 
perdonado algo mas, que Polifemo, promontory; but in her favors the same 
de la que, aun no le oyo, y calzada as Polyphemus, though in her scom 

plumas, perhaps somewhat more spared, by 
tantas flores piso como el espumas. her who hardly heard him when, with 

feathers on her feet, she frod as many 
flowers as he did bubbles, (st. 15-16) 

This narrative development is striking in that it represents a plot innovation on Gongora's 

part—neither Ovid nor Carrillo mention any of Galatea's other suitors. Not only is the 

reader directed to consider Galatea in other amorous situations, but also to picture her 

being pursued. 

The next stanza begins; "Huye la ninfa bella" (st. 17). The scene is completed by 

the hunting metaphor discussed earlier in this chapter, with Galatea represented by a deer 

pursued by hunters, running for its life. Thus the reader's first view of Galatea is that of 

a beautiful sea nymph, sought after by all. She is forced to escape her would-be lovers by 

leaving the sea, her home. When next the reader is offered a glimpse of Galatea, she is 

described as "La fugitiva ninfa" (st. 23). The imagery of tiiis stanza suggests tiie mytii of 

Daphne, another mythological figure who must flee a persistent suitor. In Ovid's Book I 

of his Metamorphoses. Daphne prays to be transformed in order to escape Apollo. She 

becomes the laurel free, which Apollo claims for his own. The narrative continues with 

the description of Galatea bathing and falling asleep by a stream, cited eariier. Even as 
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the reader is shown Galatea, in what she supposes to be a private moment, the all-seeing 

narrator reminds the reader that she is not there of her own choice, but rather because she 

feels threatened by imwanted amorous attention. 

Later, Galatea awakes to find that someone has been near her: 

Huyera; mas tan frio se desata She would have fled; but so cold a 
un temor perezoso por sus venas, sluggish fear mns through her veins that 
que a la precisa fiiga, al presto vuelo, it was, to her urgent escape, to her swift 
grillos de nieve fue, plumas de hielo. flight, shackles of snow, feathers of ice. 

(st.28) 

Again, fear confrols Galatea's movements, this time preventing her from running. As her 

fear is alleviated by the awareness that the intmder is not Polyphemus, but one who has 

left her in peace as she slept, she is no longer frozen in place, although still described as 

"estatua helada" (st. 29). Curious, she remains and discovers Acis. She is taken with his 

beauty, and when he wakes from his feigned sleep, he seduces her. They recline in the 

bower prepared for them by nature. 

The focus shifts from Galatea and Acis to Polyphemus. The Cyclops sings his 

song of love for Galatea and when next the reader sees her, she is again rurming, this time 

for her life: 

De los nudos, con esto, mas suaves. The two sweet lovers, loosed by this 
los dulces dos amantes desatados, from the most pleasant knots, over harsh 
por duras guijas, por espinas graves pebbles and painful thorns seek the sea 
solicitan el mar con pies alados: with winged feet. 
[ 1 [ 1 
Viendo el fiero jayan, con paso mudo The fierce giant, seeing tiie fugitive 
correr al mar la fugitiva nieve snow (Galatea) run with muted step 

toward the sea (st. 60-61) 
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The last picttire of Galatea is of her crying, begging the gods to help Acis. Gongora 

proceeds with tiie fransformation of Acis into a river, but tiie narrative leaves Galatea 

perpetiially between land and sea, mouming tiie loss of Acis. Galatea is depicted as 

forever fleeing, fear motivating nearly every movement. She is an object of desire made 

more attractive by her ability to escape conquest. Thus, the narrative gaze provides the 

reader with a view of Galatea that is different from that presented in either Ovid's 

original version or the contemporary Galatea produced by Carrillo. Gongora's Galatea is 

beautifiil, yes, but her beauty is fearfiil, fleeing, passive, and poweriess. 

Voice 

The ability to speak for oneself cormotes some degree of power, of adulthood. 

When one is deprived the opportunity to speak, power has been taken away. Cixous 

writes: "It's all there, a woman cannot, is unable, hasn't the power. Not to mention 

'speaking'- it's exactly this that she's forever deprived of Unable to speak of pleasure = 

no pleasure, no desire: power, desire, speaking, pleasure, none of these is for woman" 

(Casfration 45). The words "fabula" and "hablar" share the same etymological root: to 

speak. In his fabula Gongora has removed Galatea as the narrator—he has stopped her 

from speaking. The reader no longer reads Galatea's story, but rather that of the narrator. 

Much has been written about the various themes present in the Gongora's poem.'̂  

'̂  A. A. Parker, in his Polyphemus and Galatea; A Study in the Interpretation of a 
Baroque Poem, summarizes different themes proposed by respected scholars. Of 
Damaso Alonso, Parker writes: "Alonso's method of stylistic analysis succeeded in 
elucidating the manifold subtle ways in which Gongora's manipulation of the melodic 
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These perspectives lend valuable insights to any reading of Gongora's work. I offer yet 

another perspective, one in which the fact that Galatea no longer speaks is indicative of 

Gongora's process of shipping her of her power. That Galatea does not speak in 

Gongora's poem has been noted, in Parker and in Lehrer, among others. I do not find, 

however, tiiat any emphasis has been placed on the significance of removing from a 

female character the ability to speak for herself 

Lehrer comments favorably on Gongora's treatment of the Galatea character. She 

notes that he departs from Ovid's, and later Carrillo's model of writing from Galatea's 

perspective, but deems it insignificant. In fact, Gongora's treatment of Galatea is to be 

commended because he devotes more narrative space to Galatea-resulting in more 

descriptions of her. Lehrer writes; "[. .] the adoration of the Scilians for Galatea (sts. 

19-20), her additional suitors Glaucus and Palaemon (sts. 15-16), and the young men 

and rhythmic resources of the ottava rima—^the creation of expressive sound patterns 
evoking emotions or moods—his syntactical elaborations and even his culto vocabulary, 
are all constituent parts of the form (the 'signifier') that communicates the complex sense 
(the 'signified') of the poem" (53). Parker joins Alonso's linguistic analysis to his 
discussion of the themes of Beauty vs. Monstrous, Light vs. Dark, summing up Gongora's 
work as a "Prodigy of Art" (54). 

Walther Pabst called Gdngora "a great impressionist, not only because his poetry 
dealt with sense experience and not with the life of the spirit, but also because it distorted 
perception by limiting it to the impression produced on the senses only by tiie surface of 
objects" (51). Parker later describes the inaccuracy of some of Pabst's "impressionist 
details as [...] too simplistic even to explain [...]" (53). 

Of Robert Jammes, Parker notes the comparataive analysis between Ovid and 
Gongora, summarizing that "hi Ovid the sole emphasis is on the pathos of unrequited 
love and the fragic effects of jealousy, but Gongora offsets this by an equal emphasis on 
the positive aspects of love" (58). 

R. O Jones's perspective is different, calling Gongora's poem a "triumph of Life 
over death," rather than Love over deatii (55). Colin Smith, arguing against Neoplatonic 
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abandoning tiieir plows and flocks for love of her (sts. 21-22) are substantial innovations 

because they intensify her role in the mytii. A figure of this much beauty and power is a 

worthy love object for tiie mountainous Polifemo [...]" (33). Lehrer notes that in Ovid 

and Carrillo there are no descriptions of Galatea, except through Polyphemus's song (37). 

A critical approach employing texttial exegesis with regard to the male gaze and power of 

speech would conclude tiiat a text which gazes more and listens less offers a diminished 

opportimity for character development tiian one which gazes less and listens more. As 

Lehrer sums up; "She is certainly less human than Ovid's chatty Galatea" (24). 

As discussed in the introduction to this study, the problematic ideal model of the 

concept of a woman "speaking for herself is not really at issue here, because all 

narratives heretofore mentioned were written by men. That being said, Ovid and Carrillo 

chose to represent Galatea as speaking for herself To readers interested in what happens 

to the woman, in what the woman thinks / feels, this is a significant difference. 

Galatea's voicelessness is emphasized by Gongora's use of vocabulary, which 

reminds the reader of her silence: 

llego Acis; y, de ambas luces bellas Acis arrived; and, seeing the sweet 
sunset 

dulce Occidente viendo al sueno blando, of both lovely lights in gentle sleep, he 
su boca dio, y sus ojos cuanto pudo, applied his mouth, and his eyes as much 
al sonoro cristal, al cristal mudo. as possible, to the sounding crystal [water] 

and the mute [her body] (st. 24) 

Cixous explains how "decapitation" refers to the removal of the ability to speak: "...and 

what talks isn't heard because it's the body that talks, and man doesn't hear the body" 

influences in the Polifemo. saw the poem's representation of "Nature as less harmonious. 
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(Casfration 49). Here, Galatea's body may be speaking, but tiie narrator perceives her as 

"mute." Just before Galatea first sees Acis Gongora writes; 

Llamaralo, aunque muda, mas no sabe Altiiough silent, she would call him, 
el nombre articular que mds quema; but she doesn't know how to artiriilatt> 
ni lo ha visto, si bien pincel suave the name which she would most like to; 
lo ha bosquejadoya en su fantasia. nor has she seen him, although a soft 

bmsh has already sketched him in her 
fantasy, (st. 32. Emphasis added) 

hi the preceding stanza, not only is Galatea silent, but she is "unable to articulate his 

name." She is completely disenfranchised from the phallic power-base—not only can 

she not speak, she cannot name. Finally, after being discovered by Polyphemus (st. 61), 

Galatea mns toward the sea: "Viendo el fiero jaydn, con paso mudo / correr al mar la 

fiigitiva nieve." 

Galatea is not, however, completely mute. In stanza 62, Gongora carries on the 

fradition of Galatea beseeching the gods for help on Acis's behalf "Con Idgrimas la 

ninfa solicita / las deidades del mar, que Acis invoca." Galatea does, finally, have a 

voice. Although she speaks, after a fashion, I do not read this as a demonsfration of 

power, but rather a necessary accommodation which Gongora makes to the plot line of 

the tale. It is possible that a reader, or the writer, may not perceive these cries as speech. 

They are emotional utterances, not thought out, not logically formed. Even in this 

instance, it is not Galatea's words, but her tears which rouse the gods to action, yet Acis 

invokes with words, speaking his plea for mercy. If, as "noise" these cries are 

more elemental and primitive" (55). 
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"unintelligible" to the listener / reader / writer, then Galatea never does speak. Indeed, 

despite these last minute cries to the gods, the reader is left with the prevailing image of a 

silent Galatea. 

Gendered Space 

Within tiie narrative landscape of the Fdbula, there are many distinct spaces. The 

sea, Polyphemus's cave dwelling and surroundings, the "locus amoenus" of Galatea and 

Acis. All of these suggest different moods, colors, and texttu-es. The pair "Land/Sea" 

usually represent masculine/feminine, the land a cultivated, ordered, sim-lit place, while 

the sea is dark, mysterious, and deep. In Gongora's poem, however, the distinctions are 

not so clear. I propose a model of concentric rings, in which the sea represents the 

outermost ring, surrounding the island of Sicily. The island itself is the next ring. Within 

the circumference of the island are two discreet spaces. The larger comprises all the 

territory possessed by and accessible to Polyphemus. Separate from his realm and 

inaccessible to the Cyclops is the refuge Galatea finds, and later shares with Acis. 

As is characteristic of most of Gongora's works, nothing is obvious. Not 

surprisingly, the assigning of order in a binary opposition regarding gendered space is not 

govemed by obvious characteristics. Below, I offer an analysis of the various spaces with 

regard to their fimction in the narrative. 
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The Sea 

In the Polifemo. the sea is the source of all life. Pedro Granados provides an 

extensive study of the significance of the theme of the sea in the G6ngora's poem. He 

notes that the poem, putting aside the introductory stanzas of the dedicatorio. begins and 

ends with the sea (186). Gongora begins by locating the narrative; "Donde espumoso el 

mar siciliano / el pie argenta de plata el Lilibeo" (st. 4). In addition, Granados offers an 

informative summary of various critics' comments regarding the importance of the sea as 

a theme in Gongora's Fdbula, as well as supporting the idea of the sea as a symbol of 

17 

life. 1 highlight his citing of Colin Smith's comments: "Los origenes de la vida no son 

conocidos cientificamente, sono explicados mediante fragiles historias, que pueden asi 

seguir siendo glosadas de un modo poetico exactamente acorde al arte de Gongora [...]. 

Los seres humanos y semi-humanos surgen del mar, rica fuente de vida y, quizas, el 

origen de toda vida, como lo sugieren los biologos." '* 

Finally, when the conflict between Polyphemus and Acis has been resolved, the 

sea is invoked by the metonymic reference to Doris; "...a Doris llega, que con llanto pio, / 

yemo lo saludo, lo aclamo rio"(st.63). Here, Doris is the sea, Galatea's mother, and in 

this role the origin of the narrative and its resolution. The sea represents the feminine; 

eternal, surrounding, nourishing, fertile, the beginning and the end. 

17 Note 6 (178). 

'̂  Colin C. Smith, "An Approach to G6ngora's 'Polifemo,'" Bulletin of Hispanic 
Studies XLH (1965): 217-38, and noted in A. A. Parker (88-89). 
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Sicily 

Although land, Sicily is not a completely separate entity from the sea. In fact, it is 

a life form that springs forth from the sea—it emerges from within and below, yet 

another product of the fecundity of the oceans. Another aspect of the island which 

supports its identification with the sea, is the overwhelming adoration shown toward the 

deity of Sicily itself, Galatea. In stanzas 18-22 Gongora paints a picture of all of Sicily 

yeaming for Galatea—offering all the riches of the island to her as tribute: 

De cuantos siegan oro, esquilan nieve. For all those who reap gold, shear snow, 
o en pipas guarda la exprimida grana, or store in casks the pressed-out purple, 
bien sea religion, bien amor sea, either because of religion or because of 
deidad, aunque sin templo, es Galatea. love, Galatea, though temple-less is a 

deity. (stl9) 

Citing the preceding stanza, Parker summarizes the relationship of the island with 

Galatea: "In the preceding stanza Gongora had hyperbolically described the rich fertility 

of the island. The hyperboles do not make this fertility something monsfrous; it is 

associated with Galatea, not Polyphemus, ft is overabundant life, bursting in pastoral 

richness, and despite the hyperboles, tiie tone of tiie lines that express it is serene and 

harmonious" (66). 

Where Doris represents the source-of-all/mother/the sea, an idea reinforced by tiie 

etymologocal derivation of her name as "giver," her sea-nymph daughter Galatea 

represents Sicily. Hence this daughter of the sea, Sicily, is closely aligned with the water 
that surrounds her. 

Another aspect of the representation of Sicily that fiirthers its characterization as a 

feminine space also echoes its identification witii Galatea. I refer to the element of 
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hghtiiess, clarity, brightness that pervades Gongora's language when describing Galatea/ 

the Sea and the island of Sicily. This theme has been sttidied exhaustively. " I include it 

here not to expand upon it, but ratiier to support my identification of Sicily with the 

concept of a feminine space. 

The Sicily described by Gongora is not real. Rather, as Smith (220) and Raulsten 

(17) have commented, the Sicily of Gongora's poem is not any real Sicily at any specific 

time, nor are humans depicted in the poem at any particular historical moment. It is an 

idyllic site, thriving in harmony and fertility, glowing in light. Gongora writes; 

Sicilia, en cuanto oculta, en cuanto ofrece, Sicily, with all that it hides and all 
copa es de Baco, huerto de Pomona: that it proffers, is a wineglass of 
tanto de fmtas esta la emiquece, Bacchus and an orchard of Pomona: 
cuanto aquel de racimos la corona. the latter endows it with as much fmit 
En carro que estival trillo parece, as the former crowns it with grape 
a sus campafias Ceres no perdona, clusters. In a chariot which looks like 
de cuyas siempre fertiles espigas a summer thresher, Ceres gives 
las provincias de Europa son hormigas. no rest to its fields, for whose 

ever productive heads of grain the 
provinces of Europe are ants, (st 18). 

Kathleen Hunt Dolan remarks on the Golden Age nature of Gongora's Sicily. In 

offering Plato's mythical locale in his Laws HI as a source for the thriving island, she 

writes; "the Cyclops [...] presided over an age which needed no laws, navigation, wars, 

mining, plows, or butchers. In Gongora's poem this Mediterranean paradise is 'candor 

" For an excellent study of the concepts of Gongora's language of "lighf with 
regard to the Fdbula. consult Alonso's Poesia espaftola (325-87), and Pabst (90-98). 
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primero,' primal candor of innocence."^° (47) hi the same stanza, Gbngora refers to tiie 

"siglo dorado" which reigns over the island. In his Metamorohoses 1.106-112, Ovid 

describes this Golden Age; 

The world untroubled lived in leisured ease. 
Earth willingly, untouched, unwounded yet 
By hoe or plough, gave all her bounteous store; 
Men were content with nature's food unforced. 
And gathered sfrawberries on the mountainside 
And cherries and tiie clutching bramble's fmit. 
And acoms fallen from Jove's spreading free. 
Springtime it was, always, for ever spring; 
The gentle zephyrs with their breathing balm 
Caressed the flowers that sprang without a seed; 
Anon the earth unfilled brought forth her fmits. 
The unfallowed fields lay gold with heavy grain. 
And sfreams of milk and springs of nectar flowed 
And yellow honey dripped from boughs of green. 

Gongora's Golden Age Sicily, like Ovid's first Age of Mankind, is characterized by a 

gentle exuberance; ungovemed and generous. '̂ Sicily is an island, sprung from and 

surrounded by the sea. Likewise, Galatea, who took form from her Nereid mother Doris, 

is identified with the island that both worships her and offers her refuge. 

°̂ "Candor primero" appears in stanza 11 of the Fdbula. wherein the wealth of Sicily 
is described in terms of Polyphemus's possessions. The fmit is "alimento [...] del mejor 
mundo del candor primero." 

'̂ The Metamorphoses begins by describing the Ages of Mankind: Golden, Silver, 
Bronze, and Iron (Book 1). Both Parker (59) and Dolan (47) discuss the relationship of 
Satum to Ovid's Golden Age. 
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Polyphemus's Realm 

If Gongora's Sicily can be said to exist in the mythical Golden Age of Satum, 

Polyphemus's realm mirrors the reign of Jupiter.̂ ^ In lines 114-25 of the 

Metamorphoses- Ovid describes the second Age of Mankind, the Silver, as; 

Then Jupiter 
Curtailed the pristine spring [.. .]. 
Then men sought sheUer—shelter under caves 
And thickets and rough hurdles bound with bark; 
Then in long furrows first were set the seeds 
of grain and oxen groaned beneath the yoke. 

Polyphemus's space is one of possessions, of livestock and yield. The abundance is that 

of the island of Sicily, but in his world, it belongs to him. It has been noted that 

G6ngora's lyrical enumeration of the contents of Polyphemus's knapsack connects him to 

the abundance of the island (Dolan 74). 1 would argue that the relationship is more 

proprietary than equivalent. No longer a spontaneous by-product of nature, Polyphemus 

claims the agricultural wealth as due to his care and skill. This concept of "owning," of 

Nature's abundance being due to "husbandry," separates Polyphemus's "masculine" 

space from the rest of the island. 

^̂  In Ovid's mythical progression of time, Jupiter supplants his father, Satum. In 
Gongora's Fdbula, it is Polyphemus who dominates his personal landscape, surrounded 
by the sea, dominion of his father, Neptune. 
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1 propose considering Polyphemus's space as his state of mind. Scholars of 

Gongora's work have studied the psychological aspects of the cyclopean figure.^^ The 

monumental character is described as self-centered, lonely, monsfrous, voyeuristic, 

violent, and emotional. Aside from the obvious physical characteristics used by G6ngora 

to describe the Cyclops's appearance—size, sfrength, hairiness—much of the language 

surrounding the figure goes to his persona, his psychological being. Dolan offers a 

model of Satum and Venus wherein the venusian aspects of beauty and fertility, 

represented by Galatea, act to balance the saturnine self-centered melancholy of 

Polyphemus.̂ '* 

Polyphemus's realm, therefore, is a portable one. It moves with him about the 

island, surrounding him and extending from him the length of his reach and senses— 

most particularly his gaze. 

Galatea's Refuge 

When she escapes her rejected suitors, Galatea seeks land. She does not linger, 

however, along tiie shores, in view of the altars heaped with offerings to her. Although 

^^Consuh Dolan (79-86). Lehrer gives a detailed account of the psychological 
aspects of the Polyphemus character and tiieir relationship to Gongora's biographical 
background (77-81). Pabst speaks of tiie "bittemess of [Polyphemus's] fremendous pain" 
(69). Teresa S. Soufas studies the Polyphemus character with regard to the 
"melancholic" mode of literary expression, in her Melancholy and the Secular Mind in 
Spanish Golden Age Literature. 

^̂  This "Saturnine" melancholy of Polyphemus is not related to the Satum-govemed 
Golden Age. 
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she is part of this world, Galatea does not stop until she feels safe, near water, and hidden 

from unsolicited gazes. Her refuge is a space within a space, surrounded by the outer 

island as the island is surrounded by the sea. Finally she rests in the shade of a bay free 

by a sfream, where she sinks, hidden, in the tall grass (st. 23). Polyphemus cannot see 

her, and will not until she and Acis run out of the refuge, into the reach of his gaze. 

Acis is allowed to enter this space. Already part of the island-worid,̂ ^ he also 

behaves according to the mles of the space. Arriving at Galatea's shelter, he does not 

disturb her or demand her attentions. Rather, he sets out offerings for her and moves 

away, allowing her to discover him. By pretending to sleep, he offers Galatea the chance 

to observe him and choose how to respond to his presents/presence. He does not chase or 

beseech (st. 24-35). They make love, their intimacy and passion a continuation of the 

abundant nature and exuberant fecundity that surroimds them. All is well, until the rocks 

thrown by Polyphemus at his grape-frampling goats penetrate the wall ofivy that hides 

them. They flee their refiige in fear, only to run into the field of the Cyclops's gaze. 

Here the two sub-spaces of the island collide. Polyphemus's reach has penefrated 

the lovers' wall of privacy, as his gaze will extend his reach to incorporate Galatea and 

Acis into his space; 

^̂  Ovid describes the natural bounty of tiie Golden Age: "the unfallowed fields lay 
gold with heavy grain, / And streams of milk and springs of nectar flowed / And yellow 
honey dripped from boughs of green" (109-12). Gongora describes Acis's gifts to 
Galatea; "The heavenly liquid recently coagulated, stored in the half-green, half-dry 
almond, on white wicker he placed beside her, and a pat, in green reeds, of butter; upon a 
small but well shaped piece of cork the blond offspring of a hollow oak, sweetest 
honeycomb, to whose wax springtime has bonded its nectar" (st. 26). 
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t- ] but the fierce shepherd, seeing the 
viendo el fiero pastor, voces el tantas, tenderest shoots frampled, sent out so 
y tantas despidio la honda piedras, many yells and stones from his sling 
que el muro penefraron de las hiedras. that they penefrated the wall of ivy. (st. 59) 

Viendo el fiero jayan, con paso mudo The fierce giant, seeing the fiigitive 
correr al mar la fiigitiva nieve snow run witii muted step toward the 
(que a tanta vista el libico desnudo sea (for to such sharp vision the naked 
regisfra el campo de su adarga breve) Libyan revels the limited area of his 
y al garzon viendo, cuantas mover pudo shield) and, seeing the boy, stirs as many 
celoso tmeno, antiguas hayas mueve: aged beechtrees as could be stirred by 
tal, antes que la opaca nube rompa, jealous thunder; thus, before the dark cloud 
previene rayo fulminante frompa. breaks, a blasting tiiimpet wams of the 

thunderbolt. (st. 61 My emphasis) 

In the stanzas cited above I have italicized the words that move the action toward 

the inescapable collision of Galatea's and Polyphemus's worids.̂ ^ Acis is collateral 

damage, sent back to the sea, his origin as son of a sea-nymph (st. 25). 

In the end, with Acis's transformation into a river and his retum to the sea, there 

is resolution. The feminine spaces of Sicily and the Sea remain, triumphant in their 

eternal, cyclical natures. Galatea, daughter of that space, sign of that space both in her 

origin and by her metonymic relationship with Sicily, does not triumph. Her refiige is 

invaded by Polyphemus, first by the rocks that he throws, then by his gaze. When her 

chosen lover, Acis, is seen / discovered, he must die. They can only exist within the 

boundaries of the mini-space Galatea inhabits. When she is forced out of her shelter. 

^̂  The connection of the words "seeing" and "penetration" is not arbifrary. Luce 
Irigaray writes: "Yes, man's eye—understood as substitute for the penis—[...]. For even 
if the place of origin, tiie original dwelling, even if not only the woman but the mother 
can be unveiled to his sight, what will he make of the exploration of this mine? Except 
usurp even more the right to look at everything, at the whole thing, thus reinforcing tiie 
erosion of his desire in the very place where he firmly believes he is working to reduce an 
illusion" (Speculum 145). 
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there is nowhere she can go. She is chased out of her home by unwanted lovers, adored 

to the point of annoyance, perhaps, by her devotees; she only finds peace in a hidden, 

isolated, watery refuge. Now Polyphemus has seen her, and she pays the price by losing 

her lover. 

Gongora's Galatea is beautiful, light, shining, adored, desired. She is also 

perpetually fleeing unwanted sexual advances, moving only in an effort to escape. She 

has lost her voice, and, in Gongora's version, because of the coincidence of 

Polyphemus's gaze and the knowledge of her love for Acis that the gaze provides, she 

loses her love as well. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THISBE 

In this chapter I analyze Gongora's characterization of "Thisbe," a principal 

figure in his romance. La fdbula de Piramo v Tisbe. As with Hero, Angelica, and 

Galatea, the fact that the character of Thisbe is not an original creation of Gongora's, but 

one that is well-known throughout the Westem literary canon, is useful to this study. 

I present several different representations of Thisbe's character with which 

Gongora's Thisbe will be compared. Both Gongora's earlier, unfinished "De Tisbe y 

Piramo quiero" (1604), and his later masterwork. La fabula de Piramo v Tisbe (1618), are 

studied with particular attention to changes in the development of the character. Finally, 

Gongora's works are examined with regard to the themes addressed in the infroduction as 

being cenfral to a feminist critique of the work and character. 

For much of the background work on this chapter, I reference David Garrison's 

article and subsequent book studying Gongora's La fabula de Piramo y Tisbe. While I 

have drawn heavily upon his work to help set up my study, my conclusions regarding 

Gongora's treatment of the Thisbe character, as well as any fiirther positions developed 

from a feminist critical analysis, are my own. 
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Brief History of the Pyramus and Thisbe Tradition 

Ovid 

The story of Pyramus and Thisbe was first brought to modem readers through 

Ovid's Metamorphoses. The ostensible purpose of the tale, the metamorphosis, is to 

explain the changing of the white fmit of tiie mulberry tree to a purple red. According to 

Ovid's (female) narrator,' Pyramus and Thisbe grow up living next to each other. One 

day they discover a chink in the wall, a fault which had apparentiy occurred during the 

building process. Through the chink they speak, exchange sighs and blow kisses to one 

another, for they may not actually see each other as it is against their fathers' wishes. 

Finally, having no go-between, they form a plan to escape and meet beneath a tree at 

Ninus's tomb.^ Thisbe leaves her home and waits at the tree for Pyramus. A lion comes 

to the nearby stream, and the frightened Thisbe drops her veil and flees to a cave. 

Pyramus arrives, sees the veil and water bloodied by the lion's jaws and assumes the 

worst. After a short speech in which he expoimds on his feelings of grief, Pyramus 

plunges his sword 

' The narrator is an unnamed woman, one of Minyas's daughters. In the notes to his 
edition of Ovid's Metamorphoses. Melville writes: "The daughters of Minyas impiously 
reject the cult of Bacchus. To pass the time [of the fesitivities to honor Bacchus] as they 
work, they tell the stories which take up the first half of Book TV: one of Ovid's 
'framing' devices" (395). All citations from Ovid's tale are taken from Melville's 
translation. 

^ Melville writes: "this well-known landmark seems to have been in Ninevah, which 
Ninus founded. His relationship with Semiramis was the subject of the so-called 'Ninus 
romance,' generally dated to about 100 BC. The choice carries a note of foreboding" 
(396). 
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into his side. Thisbe emerges from her hiding place and finds tiie dying Pyramus. She 

laments their fate and kills herself with the same sword. The ashes of both lovers are 

placed in a single mn. 

The Ovide moralist 

This anonymous French version of the Pyramus and Thisbe tale demonsfrates the 

medieval practice of editing and amplifying previous texts, adding an allegorical 

interpretation which conveys a religiously moralyzing message.̂  With the aim of 

imparting messages of Christian salvation through unity with God, the compiler adds the 

summarizing lesson for the readers' edification, wherein 

Pyramus symbolizes Christ / spirit, and Thisbe represents the human element, ultimately 

re-united with God by Pyramus's sacrifice.'* 

Spanish Versions 

Cristobal de Castillejo 

Cristobal de Castillejo (1490-1550) wrote his "La historia de Piramo y Tisbe, 

fraducido de Ovidio, para la seftora Ana de Xomburg" in 1528. Working in the service of 

^Garrison cites Don Cameron Allen's chapter devoted to allegorizations of Ovid in 
his Mysteriously Meant; The Rediscovery of Pagan Symbolism and Allegorical 
Interpretation in the Renaissance, 163-200. 

'* This infroduction of the male / female opposition as a metaphor for the spirit / eartii 
dichotomy will be seen elsewhere in the Pyramus / Thisbe tradition and is discussed in 
more detail in the section freating the characterizations of Thisbe versus Pyramus in 
Gongora's Fdbula. 
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tile Archduke Fedinand ft, he wrote tiiis version of Ovid's tale as a gift to Ana of 

Shaumberg. In the dedicatorio. Castillejo makes clear that his chief intention in writing 

the poem is to please his lady. He states that since it is too late to help the young lovers, 

that ft would be a pious and just undertaking to remember them.̂  He sought to advance 

his relationship witii the lady, describing, in a clear reference to his own love 

relationship, the ill-fated lovers as fools "en matarse assi con el calor del amor y de la 

edad; porque pudieran esperar a resfriarse y envegecerse, especialment si vinieran a 

palacio y a Alemafia, como yo..." (144). 

Gregorio Silvesfre 

Gregorio Silvestre (1520-1569), unlike both Ovid and Castillejo, uses the very 

familiar tale as an instrument to sing his song about the nature of love. His La Fdbula de 

Piramo v Tisbe was published posthumously in 1582. Although Garrison's textual 

analysis has shown that Silvesfre knew the previous work by Castillejo (68-69), this 

study will concentrate on the innovations brought to the tradition by Silvesfre. He was 

well known for the poetry he wrote, a great deal of it dedicated to "Dofta Maria," his 

longtime platonic love (Garrison, Myth 67). 

^Garrison references other early Spanish versions (1994, 54). 

^ "[...] obra piadosa y justa serd acordamos dellos." Cristobal de Castillejo, Obras. 
144. All citations from Castillejo's poem are taken from this edition. Verse translations 
are taken from Garrison, Pyramus and Thisbe. 
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Following the model of the courtly love tradition, he claims that love can be 

cmel, causing great suffering to lovers, but paradoxically can bring sublime joy as well. 

This approach makes use of a model of romantic love based on the Christianized 

neoplatonic tenet of the soul's attaining bliss through union with God.' As such, 

Pyramus and Thisbe are martyrs and heroes, and their character development becomes 

vital to the purpose of Silvesfre's poem, thus explaining the importance placed on the 

psychological states of the characters by the writer. This character development / 

porfrayal will be explored later in the analysis with Gongora's work. 

Jorge de Montemayor 

Jorge de Montemayor's (1520 - 1561) Historia de los muv constantes v infelices 

amores de Piramo v Tisbe was first published in 1561, coincidentiy the year of his death 

and Gongora's birth. Like Silvestre's eariier work, Montemayor identifies with his 

readers, lovers all, who suffer for love's sake; 

... oyanme solo amadores, ... let only lovers hear me, 
y el que no, como grossero, and let those coarse people who 
trate de cosas menores; aren't interested deal with 
quien tiiviere en poca estima lesser things: let whoever holds 
un amor firme y constante, in low esteem a loyal and constant 
no me escuche.... love not listen to me... (st. 3) 

' For a more thorough understanding of Neoplatonism and its impact on Spanish and 
Italian tiiought I suggest; Nesca A. Robb, Neooplatonism of the Italian Renaissance 
(New York; Octogon Books, 1968) and Michael J. B. Allen, Plato's Third Eye: Stiidies 
in Marcilio Ficino's Metaphysics and its Sources (Brookfield; Variorum, 1995). 

* All quotations from Montemayor's work are from B. W. Ife, Dos versiones de 
Piramo v Tisbe. Accompanying franslations are Garrison's. 
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hi order to fiirther his purpose of creating sympatiiy for Pyramus and Thisbe, 

Montemayor makes some changes to the traditional story-line, histead of either 

mentioning the young lovers' parents as preventing the match, or the servants as 

guardians of Thisbe's honor, Montemayor develops the character of Thisbe's father as an 

enemy against whom the lovers, and the readers, may direct their antipatiiy. In doing so, 

he creates the opportunity for Thisbe's character to develop as well. 

Antonio de Villegas 

Antonio de Villega's Historia de Piramo y Tisbe. first published in 1565, formed 

yet another link in the narrative chain of Pyramus and Thisbe (Garrison 95). Known not 

for its poetic invention, but rather for its exaggerated rhetoric and unintended comic 

pompousness, Villegas's version became simply good grist for Gongora's parodic mill. 

Indications of Gongora's familiarity with Villegas's work and its effects on the 

characterization of Thisbe will be addressed further on. 

The Anonymous Version 

The "Anonymous Version," found in a manuscript of a 1603 cancionero in the 

Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid' has been made accesible to modem readers by Robert 

^ Ms. 4117 (folio 118v.) of the Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid. First verse; "Media 
noche era por filo" (ft was midnight sharp/ Cited in Garrsion (109). 
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Jammes in his edition of G6ngora's Fdbula.'" Unlike previous versions of the fable, this 

untitied rendering provides a completely new take on the tradition. While the Moralise. 

Castillejo, Silvesfre, Montemayor, and Villegas versions all aim to fiirther Ovid's original 

model, amplifying the storyline and filling in ambiguous spaces, this 1603 poem 

burlesques the tale from beginning to end. This version had an impact on Gongora's 

work and his Thisbe, as discussed later in the chapter. 

Gongora's Works 

Gongora and Ovid 

As their creative sources, both writers chose themes which were well known. 

Ovid used the fraditions made familiar to all literate Romans of the time; the stories of 

Greek mythology. Gongora adapted some of these same myths, and other narrative 

traditions passed down to, and through, his literary world. There are important 

similarities shared by Ovid and Gongora, such as the importance each placed on narrative 

intervention as a means of self-reference. 

Self-reference 

Self-reference is a technique often employed by both writers, not allowing the 

reader to forget that the poem being read was indeed written—a conscious creation. In 

fact, in the Thisbe story, both writers follow neariy the same model of narrative intiiision. 

'° Robert Jammes, "Notes sur 'La Fdbula de Piramo y Tisbe' de Gongora," Les_ 
Langues Neo-Latines 156 (1961) 43-47. Referenced in Garrison (109). 
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At the beginning of Ovid's version, while still setting up tiie story, he has the narrator, 

one of Minyas's daughters, decide which among several tales she might tell. He 

emphasizes that the story about how the mulberry free's berries changed color was a 

familiar story: 

She pondered which to choose of many tales 
(She knew so many), doubting should she tell 
[ ] 
Of the tree whose fruit once white. 
The touch of blood now dyes a dusky red. 
This last she liked the best, because the tale 
Was far from widely known, and, as she span 
Her wool, this is the story she began, (iv. 40-54) 

Indeed, the story was not only not yet well known, but this appears to be the first telling 

of the tale in written records." This contradiction between a tale described as known, 

albeit not well-known, and one that is, in fact, invented by the author, invites the fact of 

Ovid's authorship into the narrative. Similarly, Gongora draws attention to his 

authorship by underscoring his differences from the previous versions and by breaking in 

on the narrative. Just when the reader might expect the story to continue, as it does in 

Ovid (and the Moralise). Gongora's narrator stops the action: 

En el interin nos digan Meanwhile let the rough 
los mal formados rasguftos brushsfrokes of goose feathers 

" In his Notes, Kenney writes; "Ovid appears to have taken this and the other stories 
told by the Minyiades from an otherwise unattested collection of tales of near Eastern 
origin. In mentioning other stories only to reject them (the rhetorical device called 
praeteritio) he demonstrates his leaming and reminds his readers that there is an art of 
selection as well as of narration" (396). 
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de los pinceles de un ganso tell us of tiieir 
sus dos hermosos dibujos: two beautifiil images: (st. 11)'̂  

hi this passage Gongora not only diverges from the original, but acttially refers to the act 

of writing, effectively interjecting himself as creative agent into the work. 

Intention 

ft appears both Ovid's purpose in writing the Metamorohoses. and Gongora's in 

writing his Fabula, was to ensure their own literary immortality.'̂  While both writers 

wanted this enduring acclaim, their approaches were markedly different. Ovid 

acknowledged that the only thing that survives the vagaries of fortime and time is tiie 

soul. He identifies his writing selfwith his higher natiire, his soul. His Metamorohoses 

treats the subject of the survival of the soul despite the outward changes in form."* His 

goal was to create a work of humor, interest, and skill that would be read and re-read, 

thus ensuring his immortality: 

Let, when it will, that day, that has no claim 
But to my mortal body, end the span 
Of my uncertain years. Yet I'll be home. 

'̂  All citations from Gongora's La fabula de Piramo v Tisbe and "De Tisbe y Piramo 
quiero" are taken from the Mille and Mille edition. Translations accompanying the 
quotations are Garrison's. 

'̂  In his Introduction to Ovid's Metamorphoses, Kenny states "Ovid allows the 
reader to infer [...] (that) only his poetry, identified with the soul, the 'better part' of 
himself, will live on to eternity" (Ovid, xvi). 

''* Kenny writes: "..the stmcture of the poem is an integral part of its message. This 
is tme in the sense that its fluid and often elusive texture faithfiilly reflects that of life 
itself and the ever-changing universe..." (Ovid xxvii). 
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The finer part of me, above the stars. 
Immortal, and my name shall never die 
Wherever through the lands beneath her sway 
The might of Rome extends, my words shall be 
Upon the lips of men. If tmth at all 
Is established by poetic prophecy. 
My fame shall live to all eternity, (xv. 873-79) 

Gongora, also desirous of the fame and recognition that would procure his immortality as 

a writer seemed, at least in the instance of the "Thisbe" tradition, to choose instead the 

approach of abolishing all previous and / or contemporary models, by changing the 

tradition so extensively by his (re)writing it, that other versions would virtually cease to 

exist.'^ Garrison vmtes; 

Gongora obviously does not take the tale seriously, and he realizes that 
retelling it risks falling into a morass of cliches, so with a wave of the 
poetic wand he dismisses virtually everything we have come to expect 
[...] (which) immediately indicates a completely different kind of 
"Pyramus and Thisbe" poem. (126) 

Sexual Innuendo 

The use of sexual metaphors'̂  in Ovid's work has been noted, especially 

"projectile" imagery as seen in the following passage, where Ovid describes the physical 

effects of Pyramus's stabbing himself 

'* This approach to creating the definitive version of a fradition can be noted in his 
freafrnent of the "Angelica" story, addressed here in Chapter II. 

'̂  I include "sexual metaphor" as a general area of consideration in this instance 
principally because my primary focus, that of an analysis of Thisbe's character, is served 
by an introduction to the respective poems' basic tone regarding sexuality and gender 
roles. A more detailed analysis of Gongora's many references dealing with these themes 
will be addressed in the section devoted to Gongora's works. 
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And as he lay outstretched his blood leaped high. 
As when a pipe bursts where the lead is flawed 
And water through the narrow hissing hole 
Shoots forth long leaping jets that cut the air. 
The berries of the frees, spattered with blood. 
Assumed a sable hue, the blood-soaked roots 
Tinged with a purple dye tiie hanging fhiits. (iv. 121-127) 

Gongora is less ambigious in his references. In writing of Thisbe's stabbing herself with 

Pyramus's sword, he writes; 

con todo su morrion making her soul 
haciendo al alma frabuco the catapult of an "ay!" 
de un "jay!" se calo en la espada she fell onto the sword, 
aquella vez que le cupo. which this time fit into her. (st. 116) 

The use of the word "cupo" recalls the reader to its earlier use in the poem, describing 

Pyramus's attempts to reach Thisbe through the chink in the wall: 

i Cuantas veces impaciente How many times the impatient 
metio el brazo, que no cupo, young man put in his arm, which 
el garzon, y lo atentado wouldn't fit, and the lovers revoked 
lo revocaron por nulo! the atttempts as null and void! (st. 66) 

Gongora thus draws a parallel between the two acts, Pyramus's arm penetrating the wall 

toward Thisbe, and his sword "fitting" into her. 

Another example of Gongora's developing elements of Ovid's work into obvious 

sexual imagery is his use of the word "rima" to describe the break in the wall (st. 44); 

... Gongora also borrows a key word from the Latin text—rima— 
(which) comes from Ovid's line, "fissus erat tenui rima," a line laden 
with humorous sexual implications. Juvenal and various other classical 
writers used ft "as a synonym for female genitalia" [...]. Seventeenth-
century Spanish readers would have known the meaning and the sexual 
implication of the Latin word, and would probably have recognized it 
in this context as a direct quotation from the Metamorohoses. (Garrison 
22-23) 
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Witii regard to tiie above example of Ovid's ejaculatory sexual imagery, I propose tiiat in 

light of the otiierwise ratiier eamest and gentie tone of tiie poem, it is possible that this 

somewhat dramatic passage may serve simply as a narrative device to accomplish the 

change of color of the berries of the mulberry, the ostensible purpose of the narrative.'^ 

Altiiough Ovid states that Pyramus's blood seeped through the ground and into the roots 

of the free, allowing the berries to absorb the hue through the free's roots, it is possible 

that his describing the spattering of the berries allowed Thisbe to see the changed color 

immediately upon her retum to the trysting site. Having touched on basic points of 

comparison appropriate to these two works, intention, self-reference, and sexual 

metaphor, an analysis of the Thisbe character follows. 

Thisbe in Ovid 

For the most part, Thisbe is created as an equal partner in a love relationship with 

Pyramus. They are both introduced in the same sentence, then followed by a balanced 

line of description; 

Now Pyramus and Thisbe, he of all 
the fine young men the handsomest, and she 
the fairest girl of all the fabled East, 
lived next door to each other in that city [...] (iv. 55-58). 

Until they put their plan to meet into action, Thisbe and Pyramus are porfrayed as a unit, 

acting, feeling and planning in concert. Finally Thisbe leaves her home, made "bold" by 

" Ovid also uses this type of projectile imagery in other places throughout the 
Metamorohosis. vi 253 and vi 261. Here the metaphor is equally sfriking, though ft 
seems overstated to call it erotic. 
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love, turning the lock "deftly,"and arrives at the free. She is later described as havmg 

"fled with terror" at the sight of the lion, seeking refuge in a shadowy cave. After 

Pyramus has stabbed himself, she retums: "still fearfiil" of tiie lion, but more concemed, 

"Lest Pyramus should miss her; eyes and heart search for her lover" (iv. 127-29). She 

finds him, and Ovid writes for her a monologue, fully twice as long (21 lines) as 

Pyramus's speech (11 lines), which not only expresses her grief but places her in the 

position of narrator, as she reminds the reader of the explanation for the metamorphosis 

to which the story owes its genesis: 

And you, strange tree, whose boughs one body shade 
And soon shall shade another, keep for aye 
The marks of death, your fmit fiinereal. 
Most fit for grief, the pledge of our twin blood, (iv. 158-61) 

Thus, the first Thisbe that is made known to Westem readers appears as a sympathic, 

independent, strong character, one even given not only a voice, but one which carries 

some narrative power by summarizing the "purpose" of the poem: the metamorphosis of 

the berries. 

Gongora and the Ovid moralise 

Gongora knew and used the Moralist. As Garrison states: "Gongora's 

relationship to this text parallels his relationship to Ovid's in the sense that he loved ft 

and loved to parody ft. Specifically, he enjoyed its amplifications of the comedy, 

melodrama, and sexuality of Ovid's poem, and he enjoyed ridiculing its rhetorical 
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exaggerations" (Myth 34). '̂  A significant point of deparhire from Ovid which both tiie 

Moralise and the Fdbula share concerns the element used to shelter Thisbe as she runs 

from the lion. While Ovid's Thisbe seeks refiige in a cave (99-101), both the French 

author (681-82) and Gongora choose a free as her hiding place (st. 87). This is 

significant in tiiat all pre-Gongora Spanish versions use the cave as the sheltering 

device." 

Intention 

Having shown that Gongora did indeed know and use the Moralise as well as 

Ovid in the creation of his own ballad, the question remains as to the purpose. While 

recent critical techniques may advocate the removal of the author, and/or avoiding any 

attempts to guess at authorial intention, I believe addressing Gongora's purpose in 

(re)writing the Thisbe story will prove helpful in understanding the Thisbe we see in the 

Fabula. 

'* Garrison also offers well-researched examples of similarities between the texts, 
showing that Gongora indeed knew and borrowed from the Moralise (35-45). 

" Both the cave and the tree as an elements in a model of gendered space will be 
addressed fiirther on in this study. 

°̂ Roland Barthes's "Death of the Author" movement is perhaps the most stiiking 
example of recent directions in criitical theory. For more on Roland Barthes, see his 
Image-Music-Text, frans. Stephen Heath. For a summary of various positions regarding 
the importance, or lack thereof, of the author, I recommend Jeremy Hawthome, Uocking 
the Text; fundamental Issues in Leterary Theory.tiie Text: Fundamental Issues in Literary 
Theory. 
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The author of the Moralise had lessons to teach. He started with a popular poem, 

a work which may have seemed scandalous to many in that era, and re-wrote it as a 

lesson in how rash behavior and lust can lead to disaster. The anonymous fourteenth-

century compiler of the Moralist attaches to the twelfth-century tale of disaster-bound 

young lovers, a laboriously constmcted lesson in theology: 

The lion represents the Devil, who devours souls; Pyramus (Christ) dies 
for and thus redeems Thisbe (hiunanity); the mulberry free stands for the 
cross; the burial of the lovers in the same um symbolizes the dual nature 
of Christ; "voirs Diex et voirs homs tout ensemble" (Behold God and man 
as one, 1192) We should take heed of this example, as the martyrs did, 
and offer our lives to God in retum for his love [...]. (Garrison 45) 

This allegory strikes a modem reader as exceedingly far-fetched. Indeed, it must also 

have seemed ridiculous to Gongora, for he makes a point of exaggerating and calling 

attention to the very parts of the Moralise which must have stmck him as preposterous. 

Gongora piles on the criticism of the young lovers' foolishness, pointedly scolding 

Pyramus for his "yerro" (iron error, st 109). But what was the error? It was not, as the 

Moralise would have its readers understand, a faili^e to follow Christian tenets, but in 

Gongora's eyes a failure to read correctly. Both Thisbe and Pyramus were given signs 

which they misread; the numerous omens shadowing Thisbe's movements and the 

"clues" which were misinterpreted by Pyramus, causing him to bring about the deaths of 

both. Like the later, and more familiar to modem readers, "Romeo and Juliet," this story 

tums on the tragedy of misapprehension. Why is Gongora so motivated to focus on 

reading, and reading correctly? Garrison states that in addition to the sheer pleasure of 

buriesqueing Ovid and the Moralis6. Gongora's second purpose was to jointly call 
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attention to himself as the writer and, in turn, criticize his critics (49). Thus in one 

complicated, often beautiful poem, Gongora relies on self-referent techniques and 

castigates those who "misread" his culteranista signs. 

Gongora and other Spanish Texts 

Earlier in this chapter, several Spanish texts freating the Thisbe and Pyramus 

fradition were infroduced. This section revisits these versions, comparing the other 

Spanish Thisbes and Gongora's creation, specifically with regard to the character of 

Thisbe. 

Gongora and Castillejo 

Gongora surely read Castillejo's poem. How much he was influenced by it is 

debatable. Castillejo intentionally created unusual language, perhaps in an attempt to 

amplify Ovid's humoristic elements. For example: 

Su lindo rosfro atapado. With her lovely face covered, 
Al gran sepulcro llego. She reached the great tomb, 
Y a la sombra se sento and sat down in the shadow 
Del drbol afrds contado of the aforementioned free. (247-50) 

... estando muy contenta ... very happy to find 
De ver alii su persona, her person there, 
Vio venir una leona, she saw a lion coming 
La boca toda sangrienta. with its mouth all bloody. (257-60) 

While these citations may merely be rough spots in a creative work (Garrsion 64), 

Gongora seemingly found them irresistible source material, using Castillejo's abmptiy 

introduced "legalese" as a parodic springboard for his own poem. Adopting a similar 
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metaphor throughout his Fdbula. he sets up the success or failure of Thisbe's and 

Pyramus's relationship as dependent on the outcome of a tiial; 

Otorg6 al fin el infausto At last she granted tiie ill-omened 
avocamiento futuro, future appeal to a higher court, 
y citando la ofra parte, and summoning the other party, 
sus mismos autos repuso. revoked her own decrees, (st. 56) 

and later, 

... para leer los testigos to read the evidence 
del proceso ya concluso, of the trial now concluded, 
que publicar mando el hado, for fate ordered her to publicize 
cudl mds, cudl menos peijuro: the least and greatest perjiuer: (st. 95) 

Other than a possible explanation for the presence of the otherwise oddly-placed legal 

language in Gongora's poem, Castillejo's work does not play a large part in this study. ̂ ' 

G6ngoraand Silvestre 

Narrative perspective is key in comparing the two works of these writers. Unlike 

Gongora, who wants his readers to notice his writing, Silvestre wants the reader to 

sympathize with the characters. Also relevant to a comparison between the works of 

Silvesfre and Gongora is the element of rhetorical devices. In Silvestre's work, the 

ironies and paradoxes suggested by his dual approach to love as suffering and bliss 

provide ample opportunity for the poet to employ his linguistic skills. 

'̂ The deliberate inclusion of "legal" language does, however, offer possible points 
of investigation pertinent to a feminist critique making use of theories addressing 
logocentric power, and language a a tool of empowerment or oppression. This theme will 
be addressed later in the chapter. 
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For example; 

alii se vieron jimtar theft two souls were seen 
dos almas en cada cuerpo, to unite in each body, 
enframbas en un lugar botii of them in one place, 
y hacer un alma cuerpo and make one soul one body 
en dos cuerpos a la par. in two bodies at once. (st. 216)̂ ^ 

Thus, while Silvesfre uses his skills to dazzle his readers with rhetorical devices, it is in 

order to decry love's cmelty while praising the possibilities of spiritual fiilfiUment 

afforded by this same emotion. 

Character Development 

In support of a Neoplatonic model of love, Silvestre develops Pyramus and 

Thisbe as models of the two opposite elements embodied by the theory: spirit / soul vs. 

body, with Pyramus fiilfilling the "male" role in the bipolar opposition, spirit / soul, and 

Thisbe representing the "female" flesh/body. 

Silvesfre describes Pyramus's yeaming for Thisbe as a regret for the idea of love 

which he had lost while they were separated 

... en la pena que mosfraba ... in his expression of pain, 
no tanto se lamentaba he lamented not so much 
en verse de amor perdido, finding himself lost in love, 
como en no haberlo entendido as in not having understood it 
al tiempo que la frataba. when he was with her. (st. 209) 

Later, when Pyramus kills himself, Silvesfre paints the reader a picture of his soul 

departing his useless body, underiining for us that it was his soul all along that really 

wanted to be with Thisbe: 
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Saca la espada cmel Drawing the cmel sword, 
ypusolapunteria he put its point 
en el corazon fiel to his faitiifiil heart 
y aparto la compafiia and made his soul and 
que estaba entre el alma y 61. his self part company, (st. 232) 

For Thisbe, tiiere is an urgency to being united with Pyramus, one that is clearly physical; 

She speaks of how she has been "abrasada / y en vuestro amor 
uiflamada" (bumed / and inflamed by your love, 220), and she lets 
him know that "me hace amor romper / las fuerzas de honestidad, / 
con la sobra del querer" (love makes me break / tiie forces of 
chastity, / with the excess of desire, 220-21). (Garrison 75). 

Wortiiy of note is that Silvesfre himself deconsfriicts the bi-polar hierarchical privileging 

of the male. Thisbe, although cast in tiie role of the "lower" of the two lovers within a 

gendered order, being represented as the more earthbound with regard to her 

preoccupation with consummating their relationship, is in fact the more "evolved" 

character in nature, Neoplatonically speaking. Silvestre writes: 

" i Oh cmel pared," decia "Oh cmel wall," said 
Tysbe, "y cudnto te contara Thisbe, "what would it cost you 
que dieras lugar un dia to one day make room 
a que el cuerpo se gozara for my body to take fts pleasure 
junto con el alma mia!" along with my soul!" (st. 222) 

It is implied that she is aware of, and feels completed with regard to, the spiritual aspects 

of their relationship, yet wants as well the physical aspects vital to a mature love 

relationship, and is willing to take action to make it happen. 

22 All quotations of Silvestre's work are taken from Garrison, Myth (73). 
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Narrative Perspective and Self-reference 

Silvesfre's approach to the tale is much different from Gdngora's. Silvesfre 

includes himself in the story, not as the ironic narrator used in Gongora poem, but as a 

fellow sufferer / enjoyer of the pains and bliss of love. Unlike Gongora, who goes to 

great lengths to distance himself from the foolishness of the lovers, Silvesfre invites his 

readers to share in the tale. Gongora invites as well, asking the Muse to inspire him, 

employing overt sexual irmuendo; 

Citarista, dulce hija Zitherist, sweet daughter 
del Archipoeta mbio, of the blond archpoet, 
si al brazo de mi instmmento if you will take the pulse 
le sohcitas el pulso [.. .] on the arm of my instrument [...] (st. 3) 

While Silvestre instead requests the inspiration of the "reina de mi pensamiento" (st. 4), 

again infroducing himself into the story in a sympathetic manner, Gongora's ironic 

bawdy tone serves to keep the reader distant, preventing any sympathy for the lovers. 

Both writers make use of the authorial intervention to intmde upon the narrative. 

Silvesfre uses his to personify Love, blaming "him" for the pains that his "victims" must 

suffer, especially that of a loss of iimocence: 

... no lo pudiera gozar ... could not be enjoyed 
quien entenderlo supiera. by someone who imderstood it. 
Porque el falso del Amor For Love— t̂he false one— 
tan caro vende el favor, sells his favor so dearly 
que suele dar la victoria that he often gives the victory 
para que mate la gloria, only to kill the glory, 
cuando no puede el dolor. if sorrow doesn't, (st. 206) 

Gongora's interjections occur frequently, most often in the form of judgmental invectives 

heaped upon the characters themselves, chastizing them for being foolish enough to be 
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deceived by love and false signs. Thisbe is described as a "boba" (fool) for resolving to 

follow Pyramus in their plan to meet (st. 70). Pyramus is referred to as "Seftor 

Piramiburro" (Pyramus-foolish donkey), and a "protonecio" (supreme fool), because of 

his misreading the sign of Thisbe's lost veil (st. 85). Further on, as Pyramus stabs 

himself, G6ngora heightens the level of criticism: 

iO tantas veces insulso O how insipid and yet how many times 
cuantas vueltas a tu hierro fiiture centuries will retum 
los siglos dardn fiituros! to your iron error! 

^Tan mal te olia la vida? Did life smell so bad to you? 
jO bien hi de puta, puto, O you son of a whore! Only a sodomite 
el que sobre tu cabeza would put the homs of a piddling 

pusiera im cuemo de jiu"o! annuity on your head! (st. 108-09) 

In siunmary, Silvestre's obviously personal and sympathetic approach to the tale 

of the young lovers is important to this study simply because of his freatment of the 

Thisbe character. His self-identification with the lovers' plight perhaps lends more 

interest to this study regarding Thisbe's representation. As mentioned above, Silvestre 

describes her as a character who not only appreciates the spiritual side of love, but strives 

toward the more complex love relationship, a blend of mind and body. She em"bodies" 

the fully mature human, rather than a counterpart to the stereotypical courtier played by 

Pyramus. 

Gongora knew Silvestre's work, knew this Thisbe, and yet created another 

character, quite different, who will be discussed below in the section on Gongora's 

Fdbula. 
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Gongora and Montemayor 

That Gongora knew Montemayor's work can be attested by the first line of 

Gongora's eariier poem: "De Tisbe y Piramo quiero," an exact quote of Montemayor's 

opening line, and with Montemayor's, the only one naming Thisbe before Pyramus. This 

serves as an initial direction to read Gongora's poem against Montemayor's. " 

One of Montemayor's main thematic devices is to portray Love's pains as a 

prison, and lovers who suffer for their passion as prisioners; 

Como aquel que esta en prision Like the man in prison 
y lo engafta su auogado whose lawyer deceives him 
pues, auiendole affirmado by assuring him of his 
por cierta su saluacion, certain salvation before 
es a muerte condenado; he is condemned to death: 
assi la dama escogida, thus was this lady singled out, 
que en desdicha no aduierte, unaware of her misfortune, 
esperando desta suerte waiting in this manner for him 
quien mds ama que a su vida, that she loved most in life, 
vio la causa de su muerte. when she saw the cause of her death. 

(St. 79) 

This metaphor that Montemayor develops appears later in Gongora's poem, 

unsurprisingly exaggerated and burlesqued. Gongora condenses the legal motif, reducing 

the entire affair to a process, wherein Pyramus and Thisbe are subject to judegment; 

para leer los testigos to read the evidence 
del proceso ya concluso, of the trial now concluded. 

^̂  Other elements corroborate this interpretation of Gongora writing the "anti-
Montemayor" version. While the earlier poet invokes his Muse, setting the tone for a 
serious, classical work, Gongora sings accompanied by his guitar. Gongora's second 
verse, as Robert Ball states, "declares the burlesque tonality of the poem by substituting 
for the song of the Muse [...] or the conventional lyre of the serious poet his guitarra. a 
low instmment [. . .]" (Parodies 543). 
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que publicar mando el hado, for fate ordered her [tiie moon] to publicize 

cudl mds, cual menos peijuro [...] tiie least and greatest perjurer [...] (st. 95) 

Garrison explains the correlation of G6ngora's metaphorical elements to the story: "Each 

of the legal terms has an immediately identifiable analogue in the story; the items of 

'evidence' are the bloody cloak and tiie footprints of the lion; these items become 

'perjurers'; the 'trial' is Pyramus's consideration of all the evidence and the perjured 

testimony" (83). 

Like Silvestre, Montemayor presents a more empathetic view of the doomed 

lovers. In order to create more sympathy for the lovers, and love's sufferers in general, 

he denounces the father's attittide toward Thisbe's and Pyramus's union. Although 

Montemayor does make use of the intmding narrative aposfrophe to accomplish this, 

more marked is the speech he waites for Thisbe to accomplish his narrative goal; 

Si lo hazes por mi honrra. If you do this to protect my honor, 
que desista, ansi lo siento, I feel that you should stop, 
ya que Ueuas mal fundamento, that you are on the wrong hack, 
que no vi mayor deshonrra for I know of no greater dishonor 
que vida con descontento; than a life of unhappiness: 
quanto mds que de mirar what's more, no dishonor 
no viene deshonrra alguna, at all comes from looking, 
y debaxo de la lima and there is no cmelty imder 
no hay cmeldad como apartar the moon greater than tearing apart 

dos almas que ya son ima. two souls that now are one. (st. 21) 

Thisbe's speech, and by association, Thisbe's character in general, are intuitive, well-

reasoned and strong. Furthermore, by using Thisbe to counter her father's prohibtion of 

the relationship, Montemayor has given her the authorial voice. This freatment of Thisbe 

is a marked contrast to the character created by Gongora, as will be shown later in this 

chapter. 
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The Cave 

As in Ovid's version, and others,̂ " Montemayor follows the narrative fradition of 

Thisbe's hiding in a cave when she becomes frightened of the lion. However, 

Montemayor tums the cave into an opportunity for his own poetic invention. 

Montemayor has Thisbe enter a cave containing the tombs of four famous mythological 

characters: Adonis, Dido, Narcissus, and Phaeton (Cossio, Fdbulas 224). Each tomb is 

inscribed with an epitaph, and is decorated with a painted scene from the life of the 

entombed character. 

Each epitaph contains a warning for Pyramus and Thisbe: 
Adonis appears "en boca de un animal: (in the mouth of an animal) and 
Venus points to his epitaph, which reads: "murio por creerse a si / primero 
que a mi temor" (he died because he believed in himself/ more than my 
fear, 46). Dido "estaba sepultada / sobre la sangriente espada" (was 
buried on the bloody sword) above this epitaph: "quien se cebare de 
engaftos, / es justo muera por ellos" (whoever feeds on illusions /justly 
dies on them, 46). Narcissus is pictured looking at himself "en una 
fiiente" (in a spring); his epitaph declares "si el amor es cuerdo o loco, / 
vedlo amadores en mi" (decide if love is sane or crazy, / lovers, by looking 
at me, 47). Phaethon is represented with his blond hairs singed and six 
young women crying over him. His epitaph says: "si no acab6 grandes 
cosas, / murio por acometerlas" (if he didn't achieve great things / he died 
attempting them, 47). (Garrison 88) 

^'^ Except for the Ovide moralise. Ovid and all other Spanish versions write of Thisbe 
seeking shelter in a cave. Gongora follows the Moralise, having Thisbe hide behind a 
tree. 
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What Montemayor has created witii this scene is a multi-layered waming which Thisbe 

receives on behalf of Pyramus and herself The characters used to wam her are not only 

from tiie same mythological literary tapestry, but appear in the same source-text as does 

Thisbe herself, Ovid's Metamorphoses^^ 

The cave in the Thisbe story, and especially in Montemayor's poem, is an 

important element with regard to what meaning it may produce, both as a signifier withm 

a feminist critical perspective, and its impact on Gongora's work. As noted in tiie 

analysis of Gongora's Galatea, a cave can be understood as a feminine sign, ft is 

mysterious, dark, unknovm, sheltering. Montemayor includes it, as had others, but 

amplifies its importance to his story, ft may be argued that Montemayor de-feminizes 

the cave by using ft as a didactic, logocentric figure. The cave wams Thisbe; it is a voice 

of authority, knowing the past and fiiture. 1 offer that Montemayor has in fact integrated 

masculine/feminine archetypes with this creation. His cave has power, authority, 

knowledge, yet it shelters and its wamings are both fatalistic and intuitive. The epitaphs 

seek to protect the lovers, not from a loss of honor, but loss of life. 

This runs coimter to the contemporary values of Montemayor's time. Although 

the author, with his moralyzing epitaphs, suggests that the lovers may be overconfident, 

and that they are fooled by love, he maintains to the end his project of creating sympathy 

for the pair. The privileging of life over sexual chastity/honor which can be read in the 

^̂  Refer to Melville's translation of Ovid: Phaeton, 23-34. Narcissus, 61-6. Adonis, 
241-8. Dido, 327. 
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cave scene, in addition to the power of Thisbe's speech and opposftion to her father 

present a version of the Pyramus and Thisbe story (and in particular of Thisbe) much at 

odds with the prevailing ideology of the time. 

As stated above, Gongora did not employ the cave motif Aside from creating his 

work, in part, as a reaction against Montemayor, the omission of the cave is of note. As 

mentioned earlier, the cave represents a feminine gendered space, and its significance 

will be studied fiirther on in this chapter. 

Gongora and Villegas 

That Gongora knew and used Villegas's poem is seen most clearly in the use of 

omens of bad fortune. Omens of ill fortune appear, prior to Villegas, in the Ovid 

moralise. Those which Villegas uses are different than those in the Moralise, yet two of 

Villegas's also appear in Gongora; Dogs howl, and the moon disappears temporarily. 

Villegas's use of somewhat unusual words is often echoed in Gongora's poem: 

both poets employ the term "reliquias" to describe Thisbe (Villegas 43, Gongora 25).^' 

ViUegas writes of Thisbe seeing the dying "miembros" of her lover's body (45). 

Gongora has Pyramus imagine the "esparcidos [...] miembros" of Thisbe (102-3). In the 

former instance, Thisbe actually sees the dying Pyramus. In the latter, where Pyramus 

^̂  Villegas, Antonio de. Inventario. I. 40. All quotations from Villegas are taken 
from this edition, which is cited in Garrison, 97-105. Garrison notes these similarities. 

^' Villegas uses the term to describe a Thisbe who is presumed to be dead, while 
Gongora refers to her as a "relic" much before the tragic tryst and her subsequent death. 
This point will be addressed later in the chapter. 
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imagines Thisbe dead, Gongora has Pyramus see her dead, beautifiil, body (los bellos 

miembros). In botii poems, the sword that eventually kills both lovers is referred to as an 

executioner, "verdugo" (Villegas 46, Gongora 89).̂ * hi both versions the moon is 

personified; Villegas refers to Diana making up her cheeks, while Gongora writes of 

"Madama Luna" wearing a cap, and being a pmde (102-3). 

In short, Gongora certainly knew Villegas's version and used some of fts elements 

to deride it. For the purposes of this study, however, Villegas's poem does not contribute 

significantly to any conclusions regarding the character portrayal of Thisbe, although ft 

may inform an understanding of Gongora's narrative purpose and technique. 

Gongora and the Anonymous Version 

The author of this untitied 1603 version begins his poem with the lines; "Media 

noche era por filo," exactiy the line from the "Romance de Conde Claros," a ballad 

which tells of lovers who are nearly executed when their affair is discovered. The girl's 

father pardons them, saying that "los yerros por amores / dignos son de perdonar" (errors 

made for love / are deserving of forgiveness). '̂ The anonymous author uses this allusion 

^̂  Nuftez Cdceres notes the word "verdugo" occurs ten times in the Gongora's works 
(473). Gongora also uses the term earlier in the poem, "jO destino, inducidor / del los 
que has de ser verdugo! (O destiny, persuader of those / for whom you must be the 
executioner!, st. 42). It should be pointed out, however, that unlike that of Villegas, 
Gongora's poem took the form of a romance, rhyming "u-o," increasingly the likelihood 
of using a favorite word, such as verdugo. 

^' All quotations from the Anonymous version come from Jammes, Notes, 1961 43-
47. References to the "Conde Claros" ballad are from C. Colin Smith, Spanish Ballads. 
177. 
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to direct tiie reader to compare tiie ballad and his own poem, setting the scene for his 

burlesque. The comparison between the "Conde Claros" ballad, where two lovers have 

an illicit physical relationship, yet are forgiven and go on to have a life together, presents 

an ironic contrast with the story of Pyramus and Thisbe, who never consummate their 

relationship, altiiough the attempt to do so nonetiieless brings about tiieir deaths. 

Throughout his poem, tiie anonymous author systematically refers to and derides 

preceding versions of the tale, especially that of Montemayor, whose account was 

perhaps the most accepted among contemporary readers. He writes; 

Afirma Montemayor Montemayor says 
que era primero de enero, that it was the first of January, 
y no va descaminado and he's not off the track 
por ser de gatos el tiempo. since it was the season for cats. (st. 5) 

In another direct reference to Montemayor, the anonymous author writes; 

No vio sepulcros de jaspe. She saw no jasper sepulchres, 
sino ties o cuatro lechos but rather three or four beds 
de lentiscos y tarajes, made of mastic and tamarisk wood, 
albergue de ganaderos. the resting place of herdsmen, (st. 18) 

In confrast to all the previous versions, and emphasizing his choice to portray the tale not 

as one of unrequited, noble, and tragic love, but as one of foolishness and lust, he writes: 

Afirman que era doncella. They say she was a vfrgin, 
pero yo al reves lo entiendo, but I imderstand to the contrary 
que pues iba tan de priesa, that she was in such a hurry 
ella bien estaba en el. because she knew what was what. (st. 8) 

Gongora certainly knew this anonymous version. There are several instances 

where unusual images in Gongora's poem appear first in the earlier work. As mentioned 

earlier, the anonymous poem begins with the line: "Media noche era por filo." Gongora 
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also uses this line in the same narrative moment, as Thisbe leaves her house for the 

meeting with Pyramus (st. 71). Perhaps Gongora appreciated the earlier author's ironic 

reference to the "Conde Claros" ballad, and wanted to take fiill advantage of the 

reference, as well as align himself with the burlesque tone of the previous work. 

Gongora's references to Pyramus's sword as a roasting spit, and the images of the 

lovers impaled upon it, are first read in the anonymous version: 

Puso a el cora9on la punta 
y echose sobre el de pechos: 
lo que no estuvieron vivos 
estuvieron quando muertos, 
donde parecia la fuente 
puesto de bodegonero, 
en un asador de came 
macho y hembra por lo menos. 

[Thisbe] put her heart to the swordpoint 
and threw herself on him, breasts first, 
what the lovers never were alive, 
they were when they were dead, 
there where the fountain seemed 
a tavem keeper's coimter 
at least it had a roasting spit 
of male and female meat. (31 -32) 

Gongora amplifies these themes, extending the "roasting spit" image: 

... Piramo, vuelto 
del paroxismo profimdo, 
el acero que Vulcano 
templo en venenosos zumos 
eficazmente mortales, 
y mdgicamente infiisos, 
valeroso desnudo, 
y no como el ofro Mucio 
aso infrepido la mano, 
sino el asador fradujo 
por el pecho a las espaldas. 

Pyramus, coming back 
from his profound paroxysm, 
bravely unsheathed 
the steel that Vulcan 
tempered in poisonous juices 
(effectively mortal, 
magically infiised) 
and, unlike the other Mucins 
who boldly roasted his hand, 
franslated (stabbed) the roasting spit 
through his chest to his shoulders. 

(st 106-108)^° 

°̂ Gongora does not merely echo the reference of sword as roasting spit, but includes 
an obscure literary / historical reference to another occasion of "self-roasting" for 
loyalty's sake: Mucins Scaevola was a Roman hero who put his hand in a fire until it was 
consumed in order to demonsfrate his loyalty to Rome (Garrison 219). 
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The anonymous version greatly affected what Gongora later wrote in his Fdbula. 

Not only does Gongora share tiie "anti-Montemayor" sentiments of the eariier poet, but 

echoes the burlesque tone, finding in this anonymous version a point of departure for his 

ulitmate work on the theme, the Fdbula de Piramo y Tisbe. 

Gongora's Thisbes 

"De Tisbe y Piramo quiero" 

Until Gongora's ballad of 1604, there was a relatively continuous creative thread 

making up the Pyramus and Thisbe tradition. The various versions of the tale tended to 

invite increasingly more sympathy for the young lovers, and subsequently necessitated 

more character development. With regard to the latter, Thisbe's character in particular 

became stronger and more independent while Pyramus's character received less creative 

attention. Understandably, given Gongora's wish to create the definitive version to 

supplant all other versions, he needed to make some dramatic changes. Those changes 

pertaining to the characterization of Thisbe are the subject of this section. 

Gongora first began writing about Thisbe in 1604. Already a mature poet, he 

knew he wanted to write a burlesque of the romantic fradition. All that Gongora wrote of 

this poem, however, was the first forty-eight lines of what was to have been a much 

longer work. For whatever reason, Gongora decided to abandon the project. Perhaps he 

envisioned a more radically different undertaking subsequent to reading the anonymous 
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version. Certainly, in the period between writing his two versions Gongora became 

familiar with the Ovide moralise, which provided him with additional material worthy of 

parody, discussed eariier in this chapter. 

Fortiinately for this study, the main content of the earlier ballad consists of a 

description of Thisbe. In fact six of the twelve stanzas are dedicated to creating a portraft 

of Thisbe. What kind of portrait Gongora will present is indicated by the mocking tone 

with which he begins the poem, alerting the reader that his will not be a serious rendition 

of the well-known story. The intention of displaying Thisbe for the viewer / reader, 

regardless of tone, is underscored by the lines: 

Era Tisbe una pintura Thisbe was a painting 
hecha en lamina de plata, done on a sheet of silver, 
un brinco de oro y cristal, a gamboling jewel of gold and crystal, 
de un mbf y dos esmeraldas. of one mby and two emeralds, (st. 3) 

Gongora's quasi-Petrarchan description supports the fact of Thisbe's beauty. '̂ Although 

critics have pointed out that this treatment of Thisbe is a kinder one than that which 

would follow later, I maintain that it is not altogether benign. Gongora displays Thisbe 

to the reader, suggesting that we determine her age by looking at her teeth, much the way 

one would judge livestock, or perhaps a slave on the block. He also introduces an 

'̂ For more regarding the Petrarchan model of describing the beloved, especially 
with regard to Spanish poets, and Gongora in particular, refer to Maria Grazia Profeti, 
"La Bocca della Dama: Codice Petrarchista e Trasgressione Barocca," and John D. 
Smith, "Metaphysical Descriptions of Women in the First Sonnets of G6ngora." 

^̂  Interestingly, the slave motif appears as a new narrative creation in the Fdbula. 
discussed below. 
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anachronistic reference to her footwear, another humorous reference to her age-

determined readiness for a sexual relationship;" 

Su edad, ya habeis visto el diente. Having seen her teeth, you can see 
entre mozuela y rapaza, that she was between a giri and a lass— 
pocos aftos en chapines, a few years in clogs, already getting 
con reverendas de Dama. the respect due a lady. (st. 8) 

When Thisbe's father is described, it is his respectable age which is mentioned, 

not his shape; "Seftor padre era un buen viejo" (line 33). In contrast, Thisbe's mother is a 

"paila" (st. 9). Gongora aligns Thisbe's fate with that of her mother. The beauty she 

now enjoys, as do those who gaze upon her, is primarily dependent upon the bloom of 

youth, and is due to fade as age and work take their toll.̂ ^ She is merchandise, with a 

shelf life. Despite these mild parodies, and others in the remainder of the poem, Thisbe's 

description remains, overall, a flattering one. Her hair was not only golden, but reminded 

people of the soul, "Su cabello eran sortijas, / memorias de oro y del alma" ( st. 4). In 

addition, her eyes were more than just the emeralds mentioned in stanza 3, they were 

happiness itself, if not hope: 

La alegria eran sus ojos. Her eyes were joy itself, 
si no eran la esperanza if they were not the hope 

" The Real Academia Espaftola's Diccionario de la lengua Espaftola defines a 
chapin as a "chanclo de corcho, formado de cordobdn, muy usado en algun tiempo por 
las mujeres." Gongora suggests that though still unmarried, Thisbe is of marriageable 
age. 

'̂* Larousse defines paila as "Vasija redonda, grande y poco profimda. " (large, 
roimd, shallow pan). 1991 ed. 

^̂  The fleeting quality of youth is a theme which appears often in Gongora's work, 
notably in the sonnets, "Ilustre y hermosisima Maria," and "Mienfras por competir con tu 
cabello." Luis de Gongora y Argote, Sonetos Completos. ed. Bimte Ciplijauskaite. 
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que se viste la primavera that spring wears 

el dia de mayor gala. on its finest day. (st. 5) 

It seems clear that despite his ironic tone and intentional parodying of previous 

writings conceming Pyramus and Thisbe, tiiat Gongora still held Thisbe's beauty to be of 

importance. Although she would fade fast if she were to live a long life, which she 

would not, her pleasure-giving beauty was emphasized in Gongora's first Thisbe poem. 

The Fdbula 

In his 1618 ballad. La fdbula de Piramo y Tisbe. Gongora presents a more 

complete and defined representation of Thisbe. I shall analyze this later, more 

substantial Thisbe, using critical tools which seem most suited to Gongora's text, 

revealing the underlying portrait of Thisbe. ̂ ^ Applying binary oppositions as signs for 

gender and the privileging thereof, 1 will study the poem with regard to gendered space, 

distancing, enclosure, and archetypal symbols. The aim of this analysis is to deconstmct 

the idea that Gongora's treatment of Thisbe is a benign burlesque, just a part of a 

beautiful, complex work. I will show that Gongora has diverged considerably from the 

ongoing tradition in his portrayal of the character. 
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The Gaze 

The description of Thisbe in the Fdbula exalts the same attributes, often with 

similar references, as in the 1604 poem. As is characteristic of Gdngora's later works, 

the language is much more dense with culteranista figures of speech, therefore more 

difficult to understand and much less accessible to the average reader. 

The importance of looking at Thisbe is apparent almost immediately. Quoted 

earlier to emphasize Gdngora's self-referential techniques, these verses also call the 

reader's attention to the appearance of the protagonists: 

en el interim nos digan But before we get to that, let's 
los mal formados rasguftos let awkward scratches made by 
de los pinceles de un ganso the bmshes of a goose tell us 
sus dos hermosos dibujos; how beautiful the two lovers were: (st. 11) 

This invitation to consider Pyramus's and Thisbe's portraits begins the process of 

gazing, primarily at Thisbe. The description that follows this passage portrays Thisbe, 

and comprises nine stanzas, from 11 to 20. The following section devoted to Pyramus's 

description is six stanzas long, ft is noteworthy that Gongora begins his porfrait of 

Thisbe without ever mentioning her name, as if it were obvious that the woman's 

appearance would be of more interest to the reader and thus automatically appear first. 

This presumption supports tiie idea of gazing at an object. Pyramus's name is the second 

word in the passage which describes him. 

^̂  The art term "palimpsest" refers to the image revealed when one looks beneath the 
visible work. This describes my process her&—using critical analysis to render 
transparent Gongora's text, revealing the image of Thisbe beneath the words. 
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The concept of the Gaze is also notable in comparing the earlier and later 

portraits of Thisbe offered by Gongora in his respective poems with regard to what is 

said, or left unsaid, about the rest of Thisbe, more specifically, the parts below the face. 

In the eariier poem, Gongora writes: 

Desde la barba al pie, Venus, From Thisbe's chin to her foot, 
su hijuelo y las ties gracias Venus, her little son, and the tiiree graces 
deshojando estdn jazmines are pulling leaves from jasmines 
sobre rosas encamadas. onto incamate roses, (st. 7) 

This indirect reference to Thisbe's body is not only discreet, ft summons a highly 

favorable ekphrastic image, that of the gentle, idealized beauty of Venus in her garden." 

In confrast, the Fdbula contains this reference to Thisbe: 

El et cetera es de mdrmol. The et cetera is of marble 
cuyos relieves ocultos whose hidden outiines 
ulfraje morbido hicieran would have made naked divinities 
a los divinos desnudos, look like morbid monstrosities 

la vez que se vistio Paris the time that Paris donned the lawyer's robe 
la gamacha de Licurgo, of Lycurge, when Pallas lost the contest for 
cuando Palas por vellosa being hairy, and Juno for being 
y por zamba perdio Juno. knock-kneed, (st. 19-20) 

In the latter poem, Gongora refers to Thisbe's hidden, sexualized, "other" parts in a less 

gentle way (the "et cetera" of the first line). He still invokes the classical deities as in the 

earlier poem, but the image evoked is not that of a Renaissance rendering of Venus, 

Cupid and the three Graces, but rather of Paris judging Venus, a hairy Athena, and a 

" Botticelli's "Primavera," completed in approximately 1482, is an ideal example of 
a pictorial representation of the image described by Gongora. Inspired by Ovid, among 
others, the painting was described by Vasari; "Venus as a symbol of spring, being 
adorned with flowers by the Graces [...]" (225). ft is probable that Gongora was 
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knock-kneed Juno. This metaphor for Thisbe's sexual attractiveness not only signals the 

importance of looking at her, by underiining the heterosexual maleness of the gaze. 

As a final example of tiie importance of the male gaze to tiiis work, I cite the 

narrative focus on Thisbe's dead body. The principal reaction to her death is to take the 

opportunity to admire her beauty; 

Prodigo desato el hierro. The iron, generous yet 
si cmel, un largo flujo cmel, unleashed a long flow 
de mbies de Zeildn of mbies from Ceylon 
sobre esmeraldas de Muso. over emeralds from Muso. 

Hermosa quedo la muerte Death looked beautifiil 
en los lilios amattmtos on amathusian lilies 
que salpico dulce hielo, it sprinked sweet ice on them, 
que tifto palor venusto. dyed them the pallid hue of Venus. 

(st 117-18) 

In fact, she is possibly more beautifiil now that she is dead, making her corpse even more 

gaze-worthy. 

Gendered Space 

The cave in which Thisbe takes shelter from the lion has been a consistent 

element in preceeding versions of the narrative. Gongora leaves the cave out. In his 

Fdbula. Thisbe shelters in a mined forfress: 

Tisbe enfre pavores tantos Thisbe, seeking refuge 
solicitando refiigios, from so many horrors, 
a las ruinas apela ran toward the mins 
de un edificio caduco. of a decrepit building, (st. 81) 
[ ] [ ] 

familiar with the painting, both through its connection with the houses of Medici and 
Famese, as well as the highly successfiil edition of Vasari's Lives. 
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A los portillos se acoge She takes shelter behind the gates 
de aquel antiguo reducto, of that ancient fortress, 
noble ya edificio, ahora once a noble edifice, now 
jurisdiccion de Vertumno. the jurisdiction of Vertumnus. (st. 86) 

While Gdngora has apparently removed tiie cave segment, replacing Thisbe's 

fraditional shelter with a man-made edifice, he has retained elements of Montemayor's 

cave scene. The natural, mysterious, feminine attiibutes of tiie cave have been 

eliminated, yet the instmctional wamings remain: two of the four figures introduced by 

Montemayor, Adonis and Narcissus, are used to describe Pyramus (st. 26-7). 

Superficially, the replacement of the cave by the fortress bears out the appropriation of 

the refuge motif from the feminine to the masculine. However, the stmcture is a min, 

reclaimed by the vegetation surrounding it. Described as the "jurisdiccion de 

Vertumno," the stmcture is still identified with a male, the mythological faun, 

Vertumnus. I take Gdngora's reference to the wild forest creature as another key to 

understanding the nature of the mined stmcture. The imagery suggested by the 

vegetation which climbs over and around the mined fortress evokes the imagery of the 

feminine entwining herself around the masculine. This well-known "clinging vine" 

motif is prefigured by the description of the vine-covered free desfroyed by by Jupiter's 

lightning, which stanzas 76 and 77 vivdly describe: 

Olmo, que en jdvenes hojas An elm tree, hiding its 
disimula aftos adultos, adult years in young leaves 
de su vid florida entonces was stmck by a ray of lightning, 
en los mds lascivos nudos, and holding its florid vine 

in the most lascivious embraces, (st. 76) 

un rayo, sin escuderos was sttuck by a ray of lighfriing, 
o de luz o de tumulto, unattended by squires of light or uproar, 
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le desvanecid la pompa, which destroyed the splendor 

y el tdlamo descompuso. and tore apart tiie wedding bed. (st. 77) 

Here, the masculine olmo holds the vine. Although both are plants, the phallic image of 

tiie strong free is supported by the gender of the noun. The feminine noun vid is 

accentuated by tiie adjective florida. The sign of the vine-covered elm is fiither identified 

with the Pyramus and Thisbe story, and therefore the masculine/feminine binary 

opposition, by its description as tdlamo (wedding bed). 

Thus, Gdngora offers the reader a model for feminine-wrapped masculinity, an 

image reiterated in the vegetation-covered min. Gdngora's Thisbe does not receive 

refuge or waming in a cave. Instead she shelters in a building, one that is no longer a 

masculine stmcture of security/power/confinement, but one that has shifted somewhat 

toward the feminine. The substitution of the min for the cave—the masculine for the 

feminine— îs undermined by the ambiguous nature of the min. 

Distancing 

The technique of creating distance between the authorial voice—or the author 

her-/himself— f̂rom the text, is common. Gdngora employs several tools to distance the 

authorial voice of the narrative from the story of Pyramus and Thisbe. One of the ways 

in which distance is placed between the perspective of the narrative voice/reader, and the 

sentimentality of the lovers' tragedy, is to interject words and scenes that break any 

incipient empathetic mood. 
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As noted eariier, when the narrator begins to recount the well-known tale, he 

intermpts himself to reveal the lovers' porfraits. Besides directing the intellectual gaze of 

the reader, tiiis removes the reader from any contemplation of the remembered storyline, 

and brings her/him back to Gdngora's work. Regarding the use of specific words that 

serve the same purpose, the vulgar (in the non-courtly sense) words and figures of speech 

which nearly jump out of the narrative at the reader are excellent examples. In his 

opening description of Thisbe, lest the reader become lulled by her Petrarchan charms, 

her nose, infroduced as as "Arbifro de tantas flores," (Arbiter of so many flowers), 

becomes "el olfato," (the olfactory organ, st. 15). Her voice, first "De plata bruftida," 

(Of bumished silver), becomes "la cerbatana del gusto" (the blowgun of taste, st. 17). 

The passage cited earlier regarding Thisbe's beauty as compared to Venus, the winner of 

Paris's judgement against the hairy Athena and knock-kneed Juno, falls into this category 

as well (st. 20). During a passage relating how valued Thisbe was by her mother, 

Gdngora writes: 

que viendo quien la vistid that when she who had dressed her 
(nueve meses que la tmjo) (for the nine months that she carried her) 
de terciopelo de tripa [...]. in the velvet of her guts [...]. (st 24) 

The placement of the word "fripa" at the end of the passage is very effective, especially 

with regard to the description, "de terciopelo." The tender image of motheriy love, care 

and softness, is abmptly erased. By employing these attention-getting tums of speech, 

Gdngora both interjects himself into his new narrative, and prevents the reader, and the 

narrator, from becoming too sympathetic to the protagonists. 
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The Wall 

By far the sfrongest example of Gdngora's desire to create distance from the 

sentimentality, or perhaps any vestiges of verisimilitiide, of love, is tiie wall which 

separates the lovers for most of their lives. The idea of the wall was one with which 

Gdngora was preoccupied for some time. Pre-dating even his first freafrnent of the 

Pyramus-Thisbe story, his 1582 sonnet, "Oh, piadosa pared, merecedora" (Oh, 

compasionate wall, tmstworthy),̂ ^ presages his later poems. That the sonnet refers to 

Pyramus and Thisbe is certain, as Bimte Ciplijauskaite notes in her excellent edition of 

sonnets, citing phrases common to both works; "barco de vistas" (14), "carro" (10), and 

"trofeo" (11) (126). That the wall is that same wall which divides Pyramus and Thisbe 

demonstrates the importance of the concept of separation from the beloved. Its 

significance to Gdngora is further underscored by Salcedo Coronel's comment; "Parece 

que D. Luis escribid este soneto con ocasidn de que en la casa donde vivia su dama, 

alguna pared gastada con el tiempo, dio lugar a que por alguna raja pudiese hablarla, o 

verla desde su casa, con quien por ventura confinaba, o con la de algun amigo de quien se 

valia para ese fin."^' While I do not propose to link Gdngora's works with his 

*̂ Gdngora, Sonetos 126. Another point of comparison between the two poems is 
the image of a stmcture overcome by vegetation, weakened by Nature : "... no estofa 
humilde de flamencos paftos / (do el tempo puede mds), sino, en mil aftos, / verde tapiz 
de yedra vividora" (6-9). Recall the image of the vegetation-covered mins in which 
Thisbe seeks shelter in the Fabula 

^' Salcedo Coronel, Segundo tomo de las obras de Don Luis de Gdngora comentadas 
por D. Garcia de Salcedo Coronel. Madrid: 1644. 430. Cited in Gdngora, Sonetos 126. 
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biographical circumstances, this reference to an autobiographical inspiration does 

support the importance of the concept of separation from love's realities represented by 

the wall. 

Another example of Gdngora's preoccupation with distancing himself, and the 

reader / gazer, from tiie complications which accompany love, is his 1600 cancidn. "jQue 

de invidiosos montes levantados." Kenneth Krabbenhoft uses this poem to illusfrate his 

concept of distancing; "[...] Gdngora musters an array of topics and tropes which work 

at cross purposes, finally, to the Ifteral action of the poem. This moving-close which is 

really a backing-off describes a typically baroque attitude [. .]" (Distancing 24). 

From a feminist critical perspective, the poem is about the narrator's separation 

from his lover (who is married to another—another barrier). He is imagining her with 

her husband, causing himself unfathomable anguish. Krabbenhoft cites the many 

obstacles which prevent the narrator from being with his lover; 

[...] the poet complains of the hazards of geography which separate 
him from his beloved [. .] These obstacles are the high, snow-covered, 
mountains that block his view [emphasis added] and the ice-choked 
rivers that [...] [prevent] him from crossing the mountains to join her 
[...]. To these metaphors Gdngora adds [. .] the darkness and 
freezing cold of night, as well as sentinels and locked doors. (24) 

Most pertinent are the last lines of the poem; "Cancidn, di al pensamiento / que corra la 

cortina, / y vuelva al desdichado que camina" (Song, tell thought to close the curtain and 

retum to the unfortunate pilgrim, 55-57). Here it is plain that the words themselves have 

the power to protect the gazer/reader/narrator from the pain of love by creating distance. 
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Of particular note is tiie presence of tiie voyeuristic pilgrim who remains emotionally and 

physically separated from his love interest. 

The wall separating Pyramus and Thisbe in the Fdbula becomes a character in the 

poem. Pyramus dfrects a five-stanza monolog to the wall, wherein he extends the "barco 

de vistas" metaphor cited in tiie eariier poem. He praises the wall for allowing him some 

contact with Thisbe by means of the newly-discovered chink (st. 59-63). The two lovers 

later curse the wall for not allowing them enough contact (st. 67). Finally, Gdngora's 

narrator announces the importance of the wall by anthropomorphizing it and attributing it 

the power to act of its own will: 

Oydlos, y aquellos dias The wall heard them, and in those days 
tan bien la audiencia le supo, was so well pleased by what ft heard 
que aftos despues se hizo that years later it 
rajas en servicio suyo. splintered itself in their service, (st. 10) 

This is notable in that it represents another intentional departure from Ovid, who writes 

that the chink in the wall was a mistake at the time of constmction. Clearly, the idea of 

distancing the gazer from the eventualities of an adult love relationship is an important 

one for Gdngora. 

Enclosure 

The practice of keeping one's "womenfolk" safe behind a wall has been common 

for centuries. Its prevalence in Golden Age Spain has been noted by historians, and its 

presence in the literatiare of the time observed by many literary scholars. In this regard. 
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Thisbe's freafrnent at tiie hands of her parents, confining her to tiie family home, is not 

exceptional. What is worth noting, however, is Gdngora's embellishment of the theme. 

He emphasizes her beauty and value to her family, describing her as; "Esta [...] nifia la 

estimd el Amor / de los ojos que no ttivo" (This girl [...] was treasured by Love as the 

apple of tiie eyes he didn't have, st. 21) He tiien builds her value as a sexual object: 

Crecid Deidad, crecid envidia She became the divinity of one sex, 
de un sexo y ofro:̂ que muchothe envy of the other: is ft strange 
que la fe erigiese aras that faith should erect altars 
a quien la emulacidn culto? where emulation builds a cult? (st. 22) 

She is so objectified that she is an idol on an altar, not a real young woman, but 

sometiiing to be acquired, or envied. Such is the sfrength of the eflfect caused by either 

winning the object of desire, or being cast aside in favor of her (it), that Thisbe's mother 

fears for her safety: 

las reliquias de Tisbica she encased the remains of 
engastd en lo mds recluso darling Thisbe in the isolation of 
de su refrete, negado her garret, a place denied 
aun a los dtomos puros. even to pure tiny particles in the air. (st. 25) 

This relationship of freasured object and keeper is re-emphasized by the reference 

to Thisbe's mother as the many-eyed, ever-watchfiil Argos of Greek mythology; "si no 

adormeciendo Argos / de la suegra sustitutos" (if he wasn't lulling the Argos, substitutes 

for his mother-in-law. st. 57). Gdngora does not change the old story. Thisbe has 

always been locked away to protect her from love. However, it is from acting on her love 

with Pyramus that she has been protected. Gdngora increases the intensity of the 

situation, elevating her status as an object to such a level that it is better for everybody if 

she is beyond the gaze. His description of Thisbe as "reliquias" (remains) emphasizes 
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tile fact that, locked away, out of sight, she is not actually living, ft also ties the passage 

to the final scene where she is once again safe, tiiis time dead and encased in an um. 

Gender Signs 

As applied elsewhere in this study, the theory of binary oppositions is very useful 

in identifying which narrative elements enjoy a privfteged status, for Gdngora's Fdbula is 

a work densely sown with such gender signs. The moon is considered a feminine symbol, 

especially when paired with its opposite male sign, the sun. In Ovid's poem, the only 

illumination on the evening of the tryst is the moon. Gdngora replaces the moon with a 

"farol noctumo" (night lantem st. 71). Not only is the word a masculine form, ending in 

"o," but the lighthouse imagery can be considered a phallic symbol, as opposed to the 

natural, feminine, myterious "luna" of previous versions. He writes; 

Medianoche era por filo. It was midnight sharp 
hora que el farol noctumo, and the noctumal lantem 
reventando de muy casto, was bursting with chastity, 
campaba de muy sanudo [. .]. shining bright with fury [...]. (st 71) 

Thus the male sign wams Thisbe and attempts to confrol her access to her own sexuality. 

When Gdngora does refer to the moon, he does so with a mocking tone. Called Cynthia 

and Madama Luna, evoking the identity of chaste Diana, protector of virgins, the moon is 

porfrayed as pmdish (sts. 80,94). 

Lightning, considered a prototypical male sign for fts properties of light, speed, 

violence, and power, is also privileged. Stanzas 76-79 describe how a ray of lighfriing 

suddenly strikes the vine-covered tree under which the lovers were to meet. Only ashes 
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remain of this symbol of the wedding bed, "tdlamo" (st. 7). Gdngora evokes the powers 

of heaven—punishment and forgiveness—^but the bolt-hurling heaven that comes to mind 

is that of Jupiter, the prototypically male god. 

Thisbe's dream represents another opposition when paired with the evidence of 

what she sees with her own eyes. The dream itself is a feminine domain, a source of the 

unconscious, the mysterious, symbolic, "impenefrable"—a gendered space. Thisbe 

dreams of the dangers that lie ahead for her and for Pyramus—dangers brought about by 

the hole in the wall and the access to each other it affords. She chooses to ignore the 

wamings of the dream: 

^Lo que he visto a ojos cerrados Shall I consider the things I've seen 
mds aut^nticos presumo with closed eyes more authentic 
que del Amor que conozco than the favors of love 
los favores que descubro? tiiat I feel I'm discovering? (st. 48) 

Thisbe ignores the wamings of the dream, preferring instead to follow what she sees with 

open eyes. Thus, the masculine/visible is privileged over the feminine/intuitive. 

Ironically, the dreams foretell the tmth. 

Thisbe vs. Pyramus 

Another way to look at Gdngora's Thisbe is to look at his Pyramus, or more 

specifically, to examine how he treats each character in like narrative situations, hi 

pamting tiieir portraits for the reader, Gdngora describes the eyebrows of both 

protagonists. Pyramus's are "dos espadas [...] negras [...] que las doblaron dos 
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estocadas de pufto." (His eyebrows were two black swords [...] and two thmsts with tiie 

fist bent those swords into arcs. st. 30). Of Thisbe's he writes; 

Libertad dice llorada The soft curved yoke 
el corvo sUave yugo of eyebrows speaks of lost liberty: 
de unas cejas, cuyos arcos these arcs did not exempt men 
no perdonaron diluvios. from floods (of tears), (st. 13) 

The arch of her brows is not like that (rainbow) which promised safety after the biblical 

flood. Rather, they are symbols of a man's lost liberty, by loving / being attracted to her. 

Men will cry great floods of tears for her. Pyramus's brows are described in rather 

"masculine" terms, quite flattering in their violence. Thisbe's brows are described only 

in terms of their effects on men, not happy effects at that. 

Both yoimg people suffer because of their separation from one another. Gdngora 

writes of Pyramus: 

jO Piramo lo que hace O how Pyramus suffers, 
joveneto ya robusto that robust young man who, 
que sin alas podia ser without wings, could be 
hijo de Venus segundo! a second son of Venus! (st. 26) 

Thisbe is described as: "la tdrtola doncella, / gemidora a lo viudo:" (the turtledove virgin 

who moaned like a widow, st. 32) Thisbe seems to suffer a bft in the comparison. 

Most significantiy, when Pyramus takes his life, choosmg to die rather than live 

with the guilt of being the cause of Thisbe's (supposed) death, Gdngora blasts him for 

being so stupid as to waste his life, calling him "insipid" and "son of a whore": 

^Tan mal te olia la vida? Did life smell so bad to you? 
jO bien hi de puta, puto, O you son of a whore! Only a sodomite 
el que sobre tu cabeza would put the homs of a piddling 
pusiera un cuemo de juro! annuity on your head! (st. 109) 
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hi marked confrast, when Thisbe commfts tiie same act, suicide, Gdngora does not pour 

forth a similar lament for a young life wasted for a trifle, or a mistake. Rather, he invites 

the reader to gaze upon her. Although Thisbe is now dead she is not only still beautifiil, a 

gaze-worthy object, but perhaps even more dazzling. Her death is not an occasion to re

visit tiie loss of young life, of promise unfulfilled, but an occasion for Gdngora to dazzle 

the reader / viewer witii brilliant conceptos and images. 

Many critics have praised Gdngora, citing the beauty and complexity of his 

poetry, and de-emphasizing the imagery which this study examines.'*" Garrison goes to 

great lengtiis to defend Gdngora's version of a buriesque on the Pyramus and Thisbe 

theme, proposing that while the "anonymous" poet destroys and deconstructs—as if 

deconstmction were necessarily a bad thing—Gdngora simultaneously destroys and 

creates. He does away with the old, but makes something new. Although Gdngora 

makes numerous bawdy references to Pyramus's sexual weapon. Garrison feels he 

respects the boundaries of good taste by not referring to Thisbe's menstmal cycle, as does 

the anonymous poet.'*' Apparently Gdngora's cotmtless otiier sexual / genital references 

were within the taste boundaries. To another reader, what the anonymous poet writes 

might be constmed as a level of familiarity with a reality of women's lives. 

'*" Only one of many is Krabbenhoft's article. Distortion and Distancing 19-30, in 
which Gdngora is judged far more benign that the more obvious Quevedo. 

"" Garrison cites stanza 15 of the anonymous version: "... estaba en su regla, / y al 
levantarse cayeron / muchas gotas de la sangre / que causd su fin violento." (...had her 
monthly, and when she got up several drops of blood fell and led to her violent end.) He 
chides the anonymous poet for observing "no limits of decomm of good taste" 112-13). 
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Sexual metaphors abound in the written and spoken language, ft is an expression 

of human life. Gdngora's Fabula contains myriad references: Pyramus's sexual organ as 

a weapon, "un chuzo" (a pike, st. 31); the chink in the wall as a metaphor for a woman's 

sexual organs, "una rima." Pyramus is described as putting his arm through the hole, tiiat 

wouldn't fit, "metid el brazo, que no cupo"(st. 66). Later, when Thisbe stabs herself with 

Pyramus's sword, Gdngora writes that this time "it fit," "aquella vez que le cupo." In the 

first part of tills extended metaphor, Pyramus is active, Thisbe passive. She is "the hole." 

The later part (d)evolves into a "sex as death" metaphor. This is not the "petit mort" but 

rather a violent act in which the phallic symbol/sword/sexual act kills the woman (st. 

116). Gdngora does describe Thisbe in terms other than her physical beauty: 

Orador Piramo entonces, Pyramus, now an orator, 
las armas jugd de Tulio, took up the arms of Tullius, 
que no hay dspid vigilante for no asp is immune 
a poderosos conjuros. to powerful incantation, (st. 68) 

When Thisbe agrees to a plan to meet outside of their houses, Gdngora describes 

her as "la boba" (fool, st. 70). When dead, however, her dust is noble, "los nobles 

polvos" (st. 126). When she decides to end her own life, even her "semblante enjuto" (dry 

face), when described with what is normally taken to be a positive attribute, "sereno" 

(deliberate), is ridiculed, turned into a negative with the phrase, "que pudiera [...] 

acatarrar un Centurio" (that it could give a cold to a centurion, st. 115). It seems that she 

is too cool. Thus even when calm and self-possessed, evincing so-called masculine fraits, 

she is still lacking, her actions disturbing even an archetypal ideal of masculinity, a 

Centurion. 
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In summary, Luis de Gdngora has aguably accomplished his goal of creating a 

new and memorable version of the Pyramus and Thisbe story. It has become the new 

standard for the fradition. However, while distancing itself from the narrative fradition 

from whence it takes its inspiration, his Fdbula aligns itself with another. His innovative 

work is yet another freatise, albeit a very complex and witty one, on the dangers of love 

(emotional and physical), and the role of women as objects, property, fools, and 

freacherous seducers. Gdngora's Thisbe is different from Ovid's. She is different from 

Montemayor's. She is beautifiil, foolish, an object, an asp, chilling, dead. But still 

beautiful, and dead. 
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CHAPTER v n 

THE WOMEN OF THE SOLEDADES 

1 include Gdngora's Soledades in tiiis sttidy for several reasons. It is, perhaps, 

one of his most personal works, having benefited from several factors that allowed 

Gdngora more freedom in his constiaiction of the poem, ft is not inspired by any one 

particular text, nor is its form pre-determined by any particular genre. Ddmaso Alonso 

comments: "De todas las obras de Gdngora nada mas tipicamente gongorino que las 

Soledades. En el Polifemo y en el Panegirico al Duque de Lerma, el desenvolvimiento 

poetico estaba sujeto a terminos forzosos: fabula o historia. Tambien en ambos la octava 

real puso casi siempre un limite estricto al periodo poetico" (Soledades 13). In fact the 

very inability of his contemporary readers to define the poem based on theme or form 

was the cause of considerable commentary, much of it negative.' 

The Soledades exists in two parts, and may have been only the beginning of 

what was to have been a much longer work. Alonso cites May 11,1613, as the date upon 

which Gdngora sent both the first Soledad and the Polifemo to his friend, Pedro de 

Valencia in Madrid (10). He also summarizes Gdngora's possible thematic plan for the 

works: 

' Typical of the commentary against the Soledades were the thoughts expressed 
by humanist Francisco Cascales. in his Cartas filoldgicas; "jOhdiabdlicopoema! Pues, 
iqa6 ha pretendido nuestro poeta? Yo lo dire; destmir la poesia. [...] ^En que manera? 
Volviendo a su primer caos las cosas; haciendo que ni los pensamientos se entiendan, ni 
las palabras se conozcan con la confiisidn y desorden" (220). 
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Pellicer, en las Lecciones solemnes a los obras de...Gdngora. nos dice; 
"[...] su principal intencidn, fiie en cuafro Soledades describir las cuatro 
edades del hombre; en la primera, la Juventud, con amores, prados, 
juegos, bodas y alegrias; en la segunda, la Adolescencia, con pescas, 
cefreria, navegaciones; en la tercera, la Virilidad, con monterias, cazas, 
pmdencia y econdmica; en la cuarta, la Senectiid, y alii politica y gobiemo 
[• • •]• (9) 

Alonso adds; 

Diaz de Rivas, cordob^s y amigo de don Luis, nos dice en sus ineditos 
comentarios, al explicar los dos primeros versos de la "Dedicatoria" de las 
Soledades: " Dice que el argumento de su obra son los pasos de un 
peregrino en la soledad. Este es, pues, el firme tronco de la fdbula [...] 
La primera Soledad se intitula la Soledad de los campos, y las personas 
que se infroducen son pastores. La segunda, la Soledad de las riberas; la 
tercera, la Soledad de las selvas, y la cuarta, la Soledad del yermo." (9) 

Gdngora's intention in writing the Soledades remains a point of discussion, sustained by 

the fact that he only wrote the first and second of the proposed four Soledades. never 

completing the second. 

Unlike the other poems discussed, I present the Soledades out of chronological 

order—its 1613 publication makes this work contemporary with the "Polifemo." My 

decision to address the Soledades last rests on the very different nature of the poem. 

Most particularly I emphasize that, unlike the other works, the Soledades do not feature 

any one individual woman. Rather, a series of vignettes are presented to the reader, some 

of which depict encounters between the Pilgrim/Wayfarer and women. It is from my 

study of these encounters that I have come to regard the Soledades as illustrative of 

Gdngora's attitudes toward women, and to be cohesive with those examples presented in 
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the analyses of the figures of Angelica, Hero, Galatea, and Hero. It follows tiiat this 

chapter will be shorter than the previous ones, since an analysis of comparative texts in 

uimecessary. 

Summary of the Soledades 

The first Soledad begins with the description of a storm that deposits a young man 

on an unfamiliar and inhospitable shore. Little is known of him, except that he is 

handsome, therefore probably noble, and unlucky in love. He dries off and wanders 

inland. He follows the glow of a light and discovers some goatherds warming themselves 

at a fire. They welcome him and he eats and sleeps, enjoying the mstic simphcity of the 

scene. In the morning he walks down the hill and happens upon a group ofzagalas— 

yoimg women from the mountains. The sfranger hides himself, watching them as they 

sing, play instmments, and bathe in the river. Yoimg men arrive, bearing various gifts 

and foodstuffs for the wedding feast which all the young people will shortly attend. The 

peregrino leaves his shelter and greets the group, whereupon an old man invites him to 

accompany them to the wedding. At nightfall they arrive at the village where the 

wedding will take place. The next morning, after an evening fiill of festivities, the 

pilgrim meets the groom and the fatiier of the bride. He admires tiie bride, whose beauty 

brings painful memories of his unsuccessful love affair. 
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After the ceremony, there is more feasting and songs are sung celebrating the 

union and the ideal of the Golden Mean as an organizing principal to success in life.̂  

Games and contests of strength are organized to mark the happy event. The poem ends 

with the setting of the sun as the newlyweds are escorted to their dwelling. 

The second Soledad begins on another shoreline, this time the banks of an 

estuary. The wayfarer bids farewell to the fishermen who had offered him transport after 

the wedding. He boards another boat and observes the two fishermen work their nets. 

Their work finished, they head toward their cottage on a small island near the coast, 

where they live with their father and six sisters. While the men wait for the meal to be 

prepared, the old man escorts the young stranger around the island, showing him their 

mstic riches. After the daughters have served dinner, the old fisherman describes the 

family's daily lives, recounting the fishing exploits of two of his daughters. Voices are 

heard; two young fishermen approach, singing of their love for another two of the 

daughters. The stranger is so enchanted by the song that he urges the father to accept the 

young men as sons-in-law. 

The following morning the pilgrim takes his leave from the family and, 

accompanied again by the two sons, sets out in their boat. They approach another shore 

where they see a large marble palace. The drawbridge lowers and a mounted party 

gallops out. A very detailed hunting scene follows, in which several prey are taken by 

the party's frained birds. The stranger and his companions follow the group to a poor 

fishing village and the narrative ends. 

^ R. John McCaw suggests the aurea mediocritas as one of the principal topoi of 
the Soledades (74). 
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The Women of the Soledades 

The "enemiga amada" 

The motive for the young man's wandering, that reason which caused him to 

become a sfranger in a strange land, is the woman who has rejected him. The references 

to her are few and obscure. In the opening lines of the first Soledad. the storm tosses 

about tiie young man, who is described as "ndufrago y desdeftado, sobre ausente" (9). 

Alonso provides this paraphrase; "naufrago en medio del mar, y, a mds de esto, ausente 

de la que ama y desdeftado por ella [...]" (47). At the wedding, the wayfarer closely 

observes the bride. Remarking on her beauty, for which he judges her a worthy bride 

even for a hero (732-33), he is reminded of his distant and unhappy love: 

Este, pues, Sol que a olvido lo condena, 
cenizas hizo las que su memoria 
negras plumas vistid, que infelizmente 
sordo engendran gusano, cuyo diente, 
minador antes lento de su gloria, 
inmortal arador fue de su pena. (737-742) ̂  

At the beginning of the second Soledad. the wanderer contemplates the 

relationship of the fishermen with the sea, which becomes another occasion for reflection 

on his unhappy love life (116-71). He vows to dedicate his allegiance to the sea that 

saved him from the storm. His near death from amorous exile is redeemed by the saving 

mysteries of the same sea that nearly drowned him. 

All citations of Gdngora's Soledades are taken from Alonso's edition. 
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The woman who rejected the young protagonist is originally presented as the 

agent of his exile. His reaction to her lack of reciprocity is one of creating distance 

between them. He flees the inevitable emotional discomfort of the mined relationship, 

citing his wounded pride and vanity as the impetus for his wanderings. Eventually, 

tiirough his spiritual re-dedication to the sea, he recognizes the part his own vanity has 

played in his flight. 

The Zagalas 

The first women the peregrino (and the reader) sees in the Soledades are a group 

ofzagalas (young women from the mountains). As he makes his way down the hill 

where he has spent the night with the goatherds, he hears beautiful music that causes him 

to pause. A young woman comes into view, accompanied by another, and then another. 

Lines 233-267 describe the actions of the women, all narrated from the perspective of the 

young man, who is described in lines 266-270 as hidden in the hollow of an oak tree 

Thinking themselves unobserved, the young women act spontaneously, laughing, singing 

and dancing. This is the first appearance of women in the Soledades. The reader both 

watches the women with the young man, and watches him watching. 

The pilgrim and the old mountaineer who accompanies him follow the group as 

they make their way toward the spot where the wedding will be held. There are many 

occasions to observe the women. In lines 540-549 the women sing and dance, with 

special emphasis placed on the visual pleasure afforded by the glimpse of an ankle as 

they dance; 
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Coros tejiendo, voces altemando, 
sigue la dulce escuadra montaftesa 
del perezoso arroyo el paso lento, 

en cuanto el hurta blando, 
entre los olmos que robustos besa, 
pedazos de cristal, que el movimiento 
libra en la falda, en el cotumo ella, 

de la colima bella, 
ya que celosa basa, 

dispensadora del cristal no escasa. 

After the arrival of a group of young men, the stranger emerges from his hidden vantage 

point and salutes the group. The joumey provides many opportunities to observe the 

young women, perpetuating the motif of "women on display" read in the following 

passage; 

Apenas reclinaron la cabeza, 
cuando, en numero iguales y en belleza, 
los margenes matiza de las fuentes 
segunda primavera de villanas, 
que—parientas del novio aun mds cercanas 
que vecinos sus pueblos—de presentes 
prevenidas, concurren a las bodas. 

Mezclada hacen todas 
teafro dulce—no de escena muda— 
el apacible sitio; espacio breve 
en que, a pesar del sol, cuajada nieve, 
y nieve de colores mil vestida, 

la sombra vid florida 
en la hierba menuda. (616-29) 

This passage conveys images of women asleep, or nearly so. i explored tiie 

implications of watehing a sleeping woman in my chapter on Galatea. Other impressions 

left by tiiese verses include an abundance of women to watch, all beautifiil, all available 

to the Gaze. Moreover, the reference to what the narrative perspective considers the 
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"mute" theatrical scene formed by the women, coupled with the earlier evocation of the 

practically unconscious zagalas. present another instance of the Subject in contemplation 

of a voiceless, speechless Object 

The Bride 

Again, the models of the Gaze and speechlessness coincide in this passage. Just prior to 

the wedding, the old mountaineer infroduces the stranger to the groom and the father of 

the bride; "Al galdn novio el montaftes presenta / su forastero; luego al venerable / padre 

de la que en si bellas se esconde" (722-24). Although the bride is not presented to the 

stranger, she is described in a subordinate clause which takes up over half the stanza: 

Al galdn novio el montaftes presenta 
su forastero; luego al venerable 
padre de la que en si bella se esconde 
con cefto dulce, y, con silencio afable, 
beldad parlera, gracia muda ostenta 
cual del rizado verde botdn donde 
abrevia su hermosura virgen rosa, 

las cisuras cairela 
un color que la purpura que cela 
por bnijula conceda vergonzosa. (722-31) 

Gongora's presence in this poem, and in the others to be analyzed, manifests itself in the 

degree of confrol tiie narrative voice exerts over the text. As in this example: 

Digna la juzga esposa 
de un heroe, si no augusto, esclarecido, 
el joven, al instante arrebatado 
a la que, naufragante y desterrado, 

lo condend a su olvido. (732-36) 

After describing the bride's beauty, Gdngora writes the favorable judgement of 

the young man—an appraisal of the bride's worth offered by an outsider, a worth based 
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on notiiing more tiian her appearance. The infroduction to the men is brief, yet implies a 

mutual exchange, based on reciprocal recognition within the homosocial worid. Of these 

two neariy contemporary interactions, that of contemplating the bride is privileged— 

more lines are devoted to tiiis unequal regard of speaking Subject toward silent Object, 

than are dedicated to the exchange between the men. 

The Daughters of the Fisherman 

The second Soledad begins the day after the wedding. The wayfarer finds his 

way to an island inhabited by a simple fishing family. There is the father—an old 

fisherman—^his two sons and six daughters. No mention is made of the mother of the 

children. Not surprisingly, given the pattem developing in the poem, great attention is 

paid to the pleasurable appearance of the daughters. The sfranger thoughtfully admires 

their beauty: "Ponderador saluda afectuoso / del esplendor que admira el extranjero / al 

sol, en seis luceros dividido (239-41). The young sfranger greets them (239), and, 

although a reader might assume they retumed the greeting, ft is an assumption only, since 

the narrator does not report any speech. They are seen weaving, and then preparing and 

serving food while the men sft at the table and talk. In lines 337-362, great care is taken 

in describing the pleasures of the simple and bountiful meal. In keeping with tiie country 

vs. court topos, the family's unadomed yet rich life is praised. It seems, however, that 

the daughters function more as estiietic elements in tiiis mstic life, pleasant props tiiat 

fulfill the logistical needs of tiieir perceived idyllic life. 
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The text freats the daughters of the fisherman somewhat differently from the otiier 

female figures in the Soledades. Four ofthe six daughters are named in the text Efire 

and Filddoces are identified as their father recounts for tiie stranger their hunting / fishmg 

exploits (427-511). This passage is unique in Gdngora's body of work. The reporting of 

individual women performing "masculine" tasks, and being successfiil at ft is indeed a 

rare occurrence. Unlike other contemporary writers, Gdngora was not one to portray 

often, or favorably, the "mujer varonil" in his poetry." hi this instance, considerable 

space is dedicated to the narration ofthe hunting prowess ofthe women. I find, however, 

that there are several points at which distancing/undermining techniques are used. 

The father recounts how he enjoys watching his daughters fish. He continues by 

detailing one particular adventure of his "gallarda hija" (435). Despite the attention paid 

to her accomplishment, the stranger, and the reader, do not know which ofthe daughters 

has performed this exploft. The father continues with the narration, this time of another 

daughter, Efire. She is pointed out to the stranger as "la que en el torcido / luciente nacar 

te sirvid no poca / risuefia parte de la dulce fuente" (445-47). She is described as trying 

to emulate her sister, Filddoces, the daughter ofthe first adventure. Before the hstener 

leams more ofthe hunt, however, the action stops to consider her hairstyle: "el cabello en 

estambre azul cogido / —celoso alcaide de sus trenzas de oro—" (450-51). The suspense 

then begins to build and the hunt becomes dangerous; 

Ldminas uno de viscoso acero 
— r̂ebelde aun al diamante—el duro lomo 
hasta el luciente bipartido exfremo 

'* See my discussion ofthe Angelica character, especially the contrasts drawn 
between Lope's and Gdngora's version ofthe figure. 
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de la cola vestido, 
solicitado sale del niido; 
y al cebarse en el cdmplice ligero 

del suspendido plomo, 
Efire, en cuya mano al flaco remo 
un fiierte dardo habia sucedido, 
de la mano a las ondas gemir hizo 
al aire con el fresno arrojadizo; 
de las ondas al pez, con vuelo mudo, 
deidad dirigid amante el hiero agudo: 
enfre una y otra Idmina, salida 
la sangre halld por do la muerte enfrada. (473-87) 

Efire, who has successfully gotten the huge fish on the hook, launches a spear at 

the creature, making the air vibrate with the passing ofthe weapon. Suddenly, the focus 

ofthe hunt is taken off of the huntress. A sea deity, because of his love for the giri, must 

guide the spear into the animal, causing its death. Efire not only cannot finish the job, but 

is porfrayed as needing the aid of a love-driven male to be successful. 

When the tale is ended, two young fishermen approach, singing a canto amebeo in 

which they announce their love for two ofthe daughters, Cloris and Leucipe. The beauty 

ofthe song so moves the young sfranger that he intercedes with the old fisherman, 

begging that he accept the young men as sons-in-law (635-51). 

Conclusion 

As a comparative text, the Soledades functions as an emphatic reminder ofthe 

relevance of this sexual economy for women in Gdngora's works. In fiirther support of 

the applicability of this theory to Gdngora's attitude toward women, I note the absence of 

any woman m these texts who is not considered to have something to offer in the sexual 

market. Where are the mothers, for example? Clearly, there are fathers, and father 
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figures; the old movmtain man who shepherds the girls to the wedding, the father ofthe 

bride, the fisherman. The apparent invisibility of women in Gdngora's works who do not 

fit within the parameters of the conventional sexual role in society is an aspect of the 

Wayfarer's gaze which is felt throught the works studied here. 

The unique form and thematic stmcture ofthe Soledades became a pivotal point 

in Gdngora's writing career. The high degree of self-expression possible in the poem 

allows a clearer understanding ofthe authorial persona, and in this case, the author's 

attitudes toward women. In a sense, the women ofthe Soledades remain out of focus. 

Although the Gaze is as fully directed upon them as in the other works analyzed, they are 

consistently represented as nameless, voiceless actors performing on the stage ofthe 

wayfarer's joumey. This perspective sustains the pervasive position toward women as 

one of Subject versus Object, wherein the Object remains an unknown element, a purely 

reflective surface available to suit the needs ofthe wayfaring Subject. 
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CHAPTER Vm 

CONCLUSION 

1 rettim to the Soledades, one of Gdngora's later, and most personal works, to 

better understand the freatment of women in the poems under consideration in this sttidy. 

I believe that, in general, the Soledades present a less hostile perspective toward women, 

yet continue the practice of distancing and silencing. The Wayfarer is still watehing— 

tiie narrative perspective still presents women as objects for the reader's consideration. 

Unlike the figures of Angelica, Galatea, or Thisbe, however, the women in the Soledades 

are not fleeing unwanted advances, or sleeping, nor are they dead. The serranas that the 

peregrino watches are active, vital women, as opposed to the fearful or tragic "women in 

relationships." 

Unlike the conflicting gendered spaces described in the preceding chapters, the 

Soledades present a more integrated landscape. When Gdngora describes the different 

narrative spaces in the Soledades. there is continuity between tiiem, a blurring of 

boundaries. The sea is the binding element, providing fransportation between the scenes, 

fimctioning as a metaphor for the passage of time and growth of experience. It is 

dangerous, as evidenced by the first passage ofthe shipwreck, and the narrative ofthe 

Serrano, yet is also a provider of food, a giver of life. The fishermen, and women, 

noiuish themselves and their families from its bounty. 

R. John McCaw, in his The Transforming Text: A Study of Luis de Gdngora's 

Soledades, cites one ofthe principal themes as that of aurea mediocritas. the golden 
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mean (74). At the wedding feast, a song is sung in honor of tiie bride and groom. 

McCaw writes; "This invocation to wed the extremes of hard work and pastoral otium 

follows the dicta of balance—in avoidance of excess—that so frequentiy appear in the 

Soledades" (75). I propose this nod toward moderation as a paradigm for Gdngora's 

tempered attitude toward tiie characterizations ofthe women in his poems. 

Although it would seem that Gdngora had traveled a great distance on the path 

toward a moderated, more peaceful attitude toward life, love, and women as agents of 

love, there still remain areas of conflict and ambiguity. 

In the preceding chapters I have applied several analytical tools to open up 

Gdngora's texts. The theories ofthe "Male Gaze," the privileging of masculine vs. 

feminine with regard to silencing and gendered narrative spaces, and how the concept of 

libidinal economies is applied to the women in the poems. I find that any mitigation in 

Gdngora's hostility toward women that may be demonstrated in some aspects of his 

freatment of women in the Soledades is belied by that text's strong underscoring of this 

latter philosophy. 

The Male Gaze 

The narrative perspective in Gdngora's Angelica y Medoro is very specific in its 

focus. The implied reader knows Angelica is beautifiil, rejects Oriando, saves Medoro, 

falls in love with him, and lives happily ever after. However, the reader does not know 

all of these things by reading Gdngora's text. Angelica is invisible for quite some time. 
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appearing only as individual body parts, her hands, eyes, etc. Finally, after "softening" to 

love, she is revealed, bare-breasted and hair flying. 

Sunilarly, Hero's appearance in the texts is controlled by the narrator. She is 

described in parodic terms, her fraditional beauty a source for a catalog of literary 

conceits. Especially in Gdngora's later "Aunque entiendo poco griego," she is 

represented in small pieces, for the most part replaced by the signs that represent her. 

The reader never sees Hero whole, except for when she lies dead at tiie foot of her tower. 

Galatea is subject to much more attention from the Gaze. The narrator, 

Polyphemus, and the reader all watch her. She is seen miming away from annoying, even 

dangerous, adoration. She is seen bathing and sleeping, and being seduced by Acis. The 

last picture of Galatea is of her crying, devastated by the loss of Acis, standing alone in 

Polyphemus's, the narrator's, and the reader's gaze. 

The images that the text of La fdbula de Piramo y Tisbe leaves with the reader are 

less subtie. The burlesque tone ofthe work contributes to the nature ofthe images, 

setting up a camivalesque approach toward sex and death. Nonetheless, the strongest 

pictures drawn of Thisbe are those wherein the reader is led to see her as either having 

Pyramus's arm, his "tool," or his sword, fitting into her. 

Silencing 

All four women studied in these texts are effectively silenced. Angelica never 

speaks. Unlike in other "Angelica" texts, the reader does not hear her explain herself or 

her choices. Her only self-expression is read in her choice of lover, and their happiness 
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togetiier. Her ability to speak is cut short, however, with the anticipation ofthe 

destmctive intmsion of the jilted rival, Oriando. Gdngora evokes a scene that will 

silence the lovers and all who have heard them. 

Again I note similarities in the characters of Hero and Thisbe. In the case of theft 

sftencing, I emphasize its effect on their bodies. Botii figures are isolated to prevent their 

sexual activity. This is not an innovation on Gdngora's part, but a fundamental part of 

tiie fraditional stories. Its relevance to Golden Age Spanish literature may be explained 

within the social context of "limpieza de sangre" and the interrelated, heightened 

importance of "honor." However in Gdngora's versions ofthe tales, the concept of 

containment ofthe body is underscored. In Hero's case, Gdngora removes, or erases, her 

"escape" from the tower. Hero's opportunity to speak her desire by making love with 

Leander is ignored by Gdngora's two texts. 

Thisbe, however, does speak. As a child she gurgles, and as a young woman she 

whispers with Pyramus through the hole in the wall. She and Pyramus plan their 

rendezvous, and she describes her dream of fiill of bad omens. Like Hero, Thisbe 

escapes her confinement. Also like Hero, Thisbe does not get the opportimity to act out 

her desires. Whereas it is a narrative device that denies Hero her chance to express 

herself through her body, ft is the tradition of all the Pyramus and Thisbe texts that 

prevents the lovers from consummating their relationship. Gdngora's treatment of 

Thisbe is different from that of his predecessors and peers primarily in degree. His 

evocation of her death is more striking. The sex-as-death metaphor is strengthened by 
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her cry of "jAy!" Thus tiie text pretends to let Thisbe speak her passion, in terms that 

accenttiate tiie porfrayal of her death as a punishment for, desiring, planning, speaking. 

The Soledades present a less active silencing of tiie women. The female figures 

ofthe Soledades do not speak, at least not to the Wayfarer. They talk and sing among 

tiiemselves, but tiieir words are not recorded or reported. Even tiie bride, an individual 

with whom tiie pilgrim comes face to face, does not speak. However, in the way that we 

can consider Hero and Thisbe as speaking, or not speaking, thefr desire, we may say that 

the bride, and the two daughters ofthe fisherman, do speak. They will marry. This 

presumes, however, that the matches are desired by the women, a presumption somewhat 

weakened by the sfrong presence of patriarchal approval sanctioning the marriages. 

Gendered Space 

The narrative space is where the action takes place. Angelica exists fully only in 

the feminine realm where she is free to be with Medoro. Hero is happy in her lonely 

tower only when Leander is with her. Galatea is safe on the island of Sicily, but only 

when she can hide from the gaze of her admirers, especially that of Polyphemus. Only 

when she believes herself to be alone can she rest. By admitting Acis to her world, 

Galatea includes him in the feminine space that surrounds her. In each case, the 

feminine space is eliminated, and the masculine prevails. Angelica's idyll with Medoro 

is desfroyed by a raving, rejected Oriando. Hero's tower is never shown to shelter happy 

lovers. It is only a place to contain Hero, and provide a vantage point from which to 

witness her loss and cause her death. Galatea is frightened out of her safe place by 
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Polyphemus. His space, extended by the reach of his gaze, collides with hers and 

destroys it. Thisbe never gets a chance. The reader may picture her as a happy child, 

well loved and cared for. But when she reaches a "marriageable age," she is locked up in 

her tower. She leaves, seeking a better, kinder place, only to be scared by lightening and 

wild animals ofthe night. The removal of tiiose threats does not, however, bring 

comfort, but sadness and death. 

Sexual Economy 

All the women in these works participate, one way or another, in the sexual 

economy. How they are freated depends on the degree to which they follow the mles of 

the exchange. In the case of Angelica, she was an outsider. A "mujer varonil," she had 

power of her own. According to the convention, the patriarchal figure brokering the 

exchange, Charlemagne, arranges for her to be awarded to a "suitable" man. She 

chooses not to participate in the exchange, however, and falls in love. Medoro represents 

a different kind of relationship, one in which Angelica does not does not give up her 

independence or happiness. Moreover, especially in Lope's versions ofthe tale, Angelica 

goes on to live a full and rewarding life with Medoro. On his side ofthe equation, 

Medoro does not offer Angelica the protection, name, or respectability, which would 

normally form the masculine side ofthe deal. He is a nobody, except that he makes 

Angelica happy. 

The story is well known. Gdngora cannot actually change what happens. He has, 

however, chosen at what point, and in what tone he leaves tiie story, and the reader: 
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Cuevas do el silencio apenas 
deja que sombras la moren 
profanan con sus abrazos 
a pesar de sus horrores. 

Choza pues, talamo y lecho, 
cortesanos labradores, 
aires, campos, fuentes, vegas, 
cuevas, troncos, aves, flores, 

fresnos, chopos, montes, valles, 
contestes de estos amores, 
el cielo os fiiarde, si puede, 
da las locuras del Conde. (128-39) 

Angelica is a character that, traditionally, escapes the sexual exchange required by a 

patriarchal society. According to the expectations of Charlemagne and his knights, the 

society in which she moves, Angelica should have been honored to be chosen by 

Orlando. But Orlando becomes the outsider in the love triangle. He is rejected in favor 

of a young, handsome man, who cannot offer Angelica what Orlando can, that is, what 

Angelica should want. The text attempts to prevent the reader to picture an Angelica 

who has successfully escaped the exchange. The idyll the lovers have created, and all the 

witnesses to it, are destroyed. It is tradition that Orlando goes mad, wreaking havoc on 

the surroundings, but it is only in Gdngora's romance that this action of destmction 

becomes the end ofthe story. 

Hero is another woman who does not behave according to the rules. She is a 

priestess of Aphrodite, a young woman whose chastity is a prerequisite for her place in 

society. This same society, whose role is acted out by her parents, ensures her adherence 

to its expectations of her behavior by shutting her up in a tower—confining her within 
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walls and conventions. She breaks out, agreeing to meet Leander, risking both their lives 

for the sake of passion. Again, as with Angelica, the results of their impulsive adventiire 

are known. Also like his treatment of Angelica is Gongora's innovation with the 

expected outcome. Hero dies as in tiie other versions, but ft is only in Gdngora's poem 

that she is singled out for damnation. 

Galatea, also like Angelica, chooses the young, handsome rival over the outsider. 

Polyphemus considers himself the perfect suitor for Galatea. He is well bom, has much 

material wealth in his territories and livestock. In his song to Galatea, a common thread 

in the several version ofthe tale studied here, he offers Galatea security and good family 

connections. From his perspective, that ofthe all-seeing eye, he is the ideal suitor for 

Galatea. Like Orlando for Angelica, Polyphemus can offer everything Galatea should 

want. Unfortunately for the solitary, musical giant, he is rejected by the object of his 

desire. Unfortunately for the lovers, Acis is killed, and Galatea is robbed of fiiture 

happiness. Although the ending Gdngora writes for this poem is not obviously different 

from those composed by other poets, it is the stiiking lack of either the hopefulness 

provided by Acis's transformation, or empathy for Galatea's loss seen in other versions, 

which distinguish this poem. Adding to the weight of tiiis freafrnent ofthe Galatea story 

is the self-identification of Gdngora with the rejected, angry Polyphemus. 

Thisbe, like Hero, does not follow the mles. She too is locked away by her 

parents to protect her virginity. She and her lover, Pyramus, form an impmdent plan tiiat 

causes their deaths. Like Hero, Thisbe commits suicide upon discovering her dead lover. <-

Thisbe's death, an inescapable plot element, is treated differently by Gdngora than by 
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other writers. Although not the only burlesque of tiie theme, Gdngora adopts a sfrongly 

parodic tone, which approaches violence in its usage ofthe sex-as-death concept, killing 

Thisbe with a nicely fitting thrust of Pyramus's sword. In conjunction with the emphatic 

gaze focused on the beauty ofthe dead Thisbe, Gdngora removes all potential for any 

interpretation ofthe tale as other than a ridiculous undertaking. In this case, Thisbe is 

merely the agent that causes Pyramus to waste his life. The lesson taught by this text is 

that when women act outside the mles that govem sexual economies, it is dangerous for 

men. This final version ofthe Fdbula de Piramo v Tisbe. written in 1618, is the poem 

written latest in Gdngora's life, later even than the Soledades. It seems that although 

Gdngora had traveled a way on the path toward contentment by way of pursuing the 

golden mean, he still envisions women as dangerous. Their actions, when not under 

confrol, can cause pain and death for men. 

Gdngora has written about women who operate outside the libidinal economy, 

and about what happens to them. There are other women who do not participate in the 

exchange. Gdngora has not written about them in these poems, yet they exist. They are 

the mothers ofthe women in the poems. In the Soledades. there are fathers and father 

figures. The old serrano guides the young women on their way to the wedding. The 

bride's father is introduced to tiie sfranger. The fisherman has six daughters, and sons as 

well. The only mother in the Soledades is the cow, who with her calf is destined for the 

wedding table.' All these men are playing the roles assigned to them in the exchange of 

' In "Aunque entiendo poco griego," Hero's mother is compared to a cow; "[. ..] 
con mds partos y postpartos / que una vaca [. .]" (st. 13). 
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goods. The old serrano protects the young women, delivering them, intact, to the feast. 

As chaperone, he can vouch for their condition, their worth. The bride's father transfers 

his daughter, judged wortiiy by the sfranger, to her husband. The fisherman, encouraged 

by the young wanderer, accepts the offer of marriage for two of his daughters. Gdngora, 

in the figure of tiie pilgrim on life's path, participates as well in tiie economy, sanctioning 

matches, and not seeing any woman who has nothing to offer in this marketplace. 

In the case of Gdngora's works studied here, the presence, or absence, ofthe 

women's mothers follows the pattem seen in the Soledades. If a mother participates in 

the sexual economy, she is present. If not, she is absent. For example, in the poems 

about Hero and Thisbe, Gdngora writes ofthe women's mothers. To be sure, the 

descriptions are not flattering, but the women are visible. In both cases, the mothers 

fulfill a similar fimction. They are both responsible for protecting their daughters, 

preserving their daughters' value by locking them up in towers, and keeping them away 

from situations which could mar their worth in an exchange. 

The texts, both those of Gdngora and others, present Angelica and Galatea as 

different from Hero and Thisbe. Neither is a fraditional young woman with regard to 

society's expectations of her sexual experience. In her book. Feminism and the Honor 

Plavs of Lope de Vega. Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano describes the changes in Spamsh 

society in tiie sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which emphasized the importance of 

the control of women in order to preserve and restore social order. She summarizes that 

one ofthe most important changes for women during this time was the strengthening of 

pre-existing patriarchal power relationships with the family: 
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From the fifteenth and well into the seventeenth century, church and state 
provided powerful new theoretical and practical support [...] for the 
reinforcement ofthe despotic authority ofthe husband and father [...]. 
The key sfrategy in the confrol of women was enclosure, which extended 
from physical confinement ofthe body to the closure of its orifices. As 
male property, women must be controlled by codes that dictate a closed 
mouth, a closed body, and a locked house. [...] Religious and social 
ideologies furtiier colluded in the association of enclosure with purity, 
linking tiie feminine virttie of chastity with the tiieological purity of faith 
and the genetic purity required by limpieza de sangre (13-14). 

Angelica is a foreigner, and a royal one. She is tiie daughter ofthe king of Cathay. The 

reader may presume she is also the daughter of a woman, perhaps the queen of Cathay. 

The concems regarding purity of blood and honor ofthe family do not apply to Angelica. 

She has other qualities that make her a worthy match, most notably her remarkable 

beauty, and her political power as the heir, or perhaps wife ofthe heir, to the throne of 

Cathay. Angelica does not need a guardian to protect her chastity. She seems quite 

capable of maintaining her chosen sexual status. Her mother is not mentioned, not in 

Gdngora's poem, nor in the others versions. 

Galatea, like Angelica, belongs to a different world. She is a nymph, a part ofthe 

world of gods, goddesses, and minor deities whose chastity, or lack thereof, has not been 

a relevant factor in theft desirability. Galatea's mother is mentioned in all the texts, and 

Gdngora writes of "Doris's daughter" in stanza 13. Galatea's mother is important 

because she herself is a deity, and thus provides a pedigree for Galatea. This establishes 

a common "royal" heredity for both Polyphemus, son of Neptune, and Galatea, and lends 

strength to Polyphemus's claim of his "suitability" as a match for Galatea He must 

certainly be preferable to the young, unimportant Acis. 
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When women either participate in the sexual economy, or enable it, they appear 

in the text. This is tiie case for Hero's and Thisbe's motiiers, who tiy to keep their 

daughters virgins until tiie appropriate matches can be made. In the case of Galatea, 

Doris is mentioned only to establish Galatea's value and thus support an exchange 

desired by Polyphemus. Angelica's motiier is completely absent. There is no role for her 

motiier to play, because Angelica refiises to participate in the patriarchially sanctioned 

exchange. 

Scholars have noted the theme of "menosprecio de corte, alabanza de aldea" in 

the Soledades. This has been extended into a criticism of artifice in favor of nature. 

The theme is also addressed often in Gdngora's other poetry, where women, especially, 

are taken to task for being false in their emotions and appearances.̂  1 fmd there to be a 

conflict in this sentiment. Gdngora repeatedly praises the natural beauty of a woman and 

chastises any attempt to camouflage imperfections, to appear as anything other than what 

Nature has bestowed. Yet, there are no beautiful older women in the poems. It is only 

youth that is honored. The process of aging, a natural process, does not gamer any 

admiration. The "carpe diem" poems repeat this perspective. Pleasure must be taken, 

and experienced, when young. That Gdngora writes admiringly of youth and beauty is 

certainly not unique. What is notable is what I see as an ironic parallel between the 

Artifice / Nature polemic in many of Gdngora's texts. While Nature is praised and 

^ See McCaw's discussion ofthe theme throughout his book. 

^ Consult Wardropper, Calcraft, Krabbenhoft, and Terracini. 
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Artifice condemned, it is "Artifice" which more aptly characterizes Gdngora's writing. 

Gdngora's texts are not "natural." They do not spring forth easily and unaided, but rather 

they require much effort to achieve their intended effect." In the same vein, Gdngora's 

style, "gongorismo," is one that requires much ofthe reader, ft does not yield easily, and 

certainly not because the reader wants it to. Gdngora has entered into a relationship with 

his reader. He writes only for a suitable reader, one that meets his requirements for 

eligibftity—a high degree of classical education and an appreciation of Gdngora's wit 

and difficulty. His poetry has been described as difficult, and obscure. Its semantic 

behavior has alienated readers, angered by its obscurify and artifice. 

In his study ofthe Fdbula de Piramo y Tisbe and "Aunque entiendo poco griego," 

Jammes comments on the degree of effort apparent in the writing of these works; 

Por lo tanto hay que considerar a los dos ultimos romances, el de 1610 y el 
de 1618, como parodias menos espontdneas que las precedentes: tanto el 
uno como el ofro han sido escritos por Uenar una laguna y, por decir asi, 
por obligacidn. De esto proviene su aspecto mds estudiado, mds laborioso 
en ocasiones, y sobre todo, teniendo en cuenta la epoca en la que fueron 
escritos, su cardcter mucho mds refinado que el de las anteriores parodias. 

(Obras 133) 

Gdngora's texts flirt with the reader, who must pursue the signs to uncover the 

signified. The reader must work to deserve the prize of comprehension. This is in direct 

confrast to the ideal of love bestowed freely, and not in retum for great deeds done, 

which Ariosto proposed in his "Orlando Furioso." 

" See Arthur Terry's chapter in Seventeeth Centtirv Spanish Poetry; The Power of 
Artifice. 
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Gdngora's poetic images are overwhelmingly described as beautiful, difficult, 

obscure—^but always beautifiil. His genius for creative lyrical composition, manifested 

in his writerly, unyielding technique, suggests a "feminine" polarity. These same 

adjectives might be easily applied to one ofthe many "damas" who are decried for their 

"cmelty" to deserving suitors. Like tiie much-criticized lady ofthe court, Gdngora's 

poetry requires the reader's "work" to prove his merit, and thus deserve to receive the gift 

of comprehending its beauty. 

In the poems studied here, the female characters are subject to the gaze ofthe 

Wayfarer. They are also pursued, desired, silenced, forgotten, killed, and damned. The 

very aspects of these women that so inspire the Gaze in these works, reflect the texts that 

write them. The beauty, the danger, the inscmtability, ofthe women, fascinate the 

subject, as the poems fascinate the reader. 

Overall, my study of these texts has shovm a consistent interest and effort on 

Gdngora's part in maintaining the "Otherness" of women. The Gaze maintains the 

female characters as objects, dependably reflecting back to the subject an image that 

reinforces his claim on life. When silenced, the women are unable to represent 

themselves, and therefore they remain blank canvases on which to project desired 

characterizations. If theft narrative spaces are removed, they have less ability to assert 

their own subjectivity. When any action outside the narrow scope of sanctioned sexual 

exchange is ignored or punished, tiie Subject even fiirther confrols the actions ofthe 

Objects, that is, the women in his texts. 
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